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FOREWORD

The Department of Energy Organization Act
of 1977 created perhaps the most interesting

Department of Energy further transformed
itself, moving from the building of bombs

and diverse agency in the Federal Government.
The new department brought together for the

to partial dismantlement of the nuclear
weapons complex and to an increased

first time not only most of the government's

emphasis on environmental activities and

energy programs but also defense responsibili-

technology transfer efforts.

ties.that included the design, construction, and
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in the History Division.

testing of nuclear weapons. The Department of

Jack M. Holl is a

Energy incorporated a score of organizational

former DOE Chief Historian who currently

entities from a dozen departments and agen-

teaches in the History Department at Kansas
tace Unethe

cies, each with its own history and traditions.
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State University The authors wish to thank

Uniting these seemingly disparate entities and

E G. Gosling, Dan Reicher, and Benjamin
Franklin Cooling for reviewing the manu-

programs was a common commitment to
performing first rate science and technology.
The Department of Energy sought-and
continues to seek-to be one of the Nation's
premier science and technology organizations.

script and making numerous valuable suggestions. Alice Buck provided early research
support, and Sheila Convis contributed early
project support. Ann Lavin, director of the

The Department of Energy, 1977-1994, is a
summary history of the origins, goals, and
achievements of the Department and selected
major programs. Beginning with the various

Executive Secretariat, provided institutional
and moral support for both the History
Division and the summary history project.
Many others within the History Division

fuels policies on the energy side and the
Manhattan Project on the defense side, the

and the Department provided input that
improved the end product. Finally, the

study details how the Department was born
of the energy crisis of the early and mid-1970s.
The history then surveys the Department and

authors thank Betsy Scroger for a first-class
editing job and unfailing project support.
The History Division hopes that this sum-

its programs from the Carter through theThHitrDvsonopshatisum
sA
gmary
Clinton administrations. As the energy crisis
eased, the Department played a central role
on issues as dissimilar as the Strategic Defense
Initiative and the Superconducting Super
Collider. With the end of the Cold War, the
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history will prove useful to departmental
employees and contractors, the general public,
and others interested in the Department's past
and future mission.
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THE UNITED STATES

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY,

1977-1994

A SUMMARY HISTORY
INTRODUCTION
On October 1, 1977, the Department of

was almost exclusively of a military

Energy became the twelfth cabinet-level
department in the Federal Government. The
new Department of Energy brought together
within one agency two separate programmatic
traditions that had long coexisted within the
federal establishment.

nature until the mid-1950s when the
Atomic Energy Commission began major
efforts to commercialize nuclear power.

The first tradition consisted of a loosely knit
amalgamation of agencies, offices, and commissions scattered throughout the Federal
Government dealing with various aspects
of non-nuclear federal energy policy and
programs. These included energy research,.
development, regulation, pricing, and conservation. Although the Federal Government
had been involved in various energy programs
for decades, the many entities responsible for
energy research, development, production,
or regulation usually had not coordinated

What made marriage between these two
traditions possible in the Department of
Energy were two factors. First, the Atomic
Energy Commission's activities in developing and commercializing nuclear energy
represented the Federal Government's
largest and most significant energy project
from the 1950s into the early 1970s. Second,
the energy crisis of the mid-1970s hastened
a series of government reorganizations as
both the executive and legislative branches
sought to better coordinate federal energy
policy and programs. The establishment
of the Department of Energy brought most
federal energy activities under one umbrella

their activities or policies.

for the first time, but it also located a sizeable

The second tradition consisted of the Federal

component dedicated to defense activities

Government's activities in the field of nuclear

in the same organization.

energy. Beginning with World War II and the
Manhattan Project effort to build the atomic
bomb, the Federal Government dominated
the development of nuclear energy in the
United States. Bureaucratically centralized
and security-oriented, federal involvement

PART I

UNITED STATES "ENERGY" POLICY TO 1973:
THE FIRST TRADITION
when the public interest required national

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S
The Federal Government played a limited role

action. Federal programs like dam building,
power marketing, and rural electrification
sought to promote growth in energy industries

in formulating national energy policy in the
era of relatively cheap and abundant energy
before the 1973 energy crisis. A reluctant
manager and guardian of America's energy
resources, the Federal Government moved

to ensure consumers plentiful and inexpensive
energy. Yet even when the government's
involvement was extensive and vigorous,
as in the hydroelectric development of the
Tennessee and Columbia River valleys, federal

LIMITED ROLE

.

cautiously in energy policy and acted more

energy management was regional in nature

as a broker among diversified interests than
as a master planner, leaving the task of long-

Through the early 1970s, energy programs

range planning and energy utilization to
private industry or state, local, and regional
authorities. 1 Although always mindful of the
significance of energy for national security,

scattered throughout the federal departments
and agencies reflected the government's benign
approach to energy management as a whole.
Indeed, government officials generally thought

the Federal Government generally avoided
massive intervention in the energy marketplace
except in response to national emergencies.

in terms of particular fuels, technologies,
and resources rather than "energy" Each fuel
presented special characteristics and problems.

When the government imposed strict regula-

The Departments of State and Defense, for

tions and controls, including rationing, during

example, sought to secure reliable sources

World Wars I and II, Americans regarded such
actions as emergency measures. More typically

of both foreign and domestic oil to increase
national security. In some agencies, energy or

during peacetime, the Federal Government
confined its role to monitoring energy data

fuel technologies were handled almost independently from one another, as in the Office

and restricted to specific energy technologies.

and coordinating research, development,

of Oil and Gas and the Office of Coal Research

application, and regulation of energy systems

within the Department of the Interior. The

with public, private, local, state, regional,
national, and international constituencies

Bureau of Mines relationship to the highly
decentralized and labor-intensive coal industry

and institutions. 2

contrasted sharply with the Atomic Energy

The Nation relied on the private sector to
fulfill most of its energy needs. Historically,
Americans expected private industry to
establish production, distribution, marketing,
and pricing policies except where "natural

Commission's monopoly of nuclear technology
before 1954. The Federal Power Commission
sought to establish "fair prices" for the transmission of gas and electricity in interstate
commerce, while the Department of Justice

monopolies" could not guarantee fair prices,
as in the interstate transmission of gas and
electricity. When free market conditions were
absent, federal regulations were established
to control energy pricing. On occasion, the
Federal Government undertook major energy
research and development projects, particularly in nuclear and hydroelectric power,

-

and the Federal Trade Commission attempted
to promote competition within energy technologies. Energy research, primarily under
the auspices of the Department of the Interior
and, after 1946, the Atomic Energy Commission, was conducted at diverse energy research
centers, stations, and laboratories throughout
the country 3

Often "energy policy became intertwined
with other

Governments dam-building policy did
prormote lom energy priccs, stimulate local
cconomics, and cvidence concern for
conServation and receation

federal policies and programs.

During the Great Depression the Armv Corps
of Enginecrs, the lennessee Vallev Authority,
and the interior Departments Bureau of
Reclamation built multipurpose dams that
not on y generated power but also promoted

In an era when energy resources were perccivcd as almost boundlcss, the limited role
of the I cdcral iwernn
as a cantions

conservatuon, reclamation, and recreation.
I he Bonneville Dam, which the Corps built
in the 1930s on the Columbia River about
thirty-five miles cast of Portland, Oregon,
°
epitomized federal energy policy. The
Bonneville Dam was constructed to stimu-

late the regional economy and to produce

inexpensive electrical energv Meanwhile,
1

h,

Bonneville contributed to national security
by providing reliable power to the aluminum,
1
~the
aircraft, and other defense industries located
in the Pacific Northwest. The project was also
important for flood control, irrigation, and
navigation. Nevertheless, large concrete dams
significantly altered the environment, particularly by blocking upstream migration of
spawning lish At Bonneville, the Corps built
ingenious fish ladders and channels to help
migratory fish around the seventy-foot-high
dam. Although never comprising a cornprehensive national energy strategy, the Federal

cncrgy brokcr sccmcd to suit thc nccds

~

and tc
and

clionec

t Iorcalt

t

diic

bitter choices that lay alicad. hirthermore,

the Nation cxpe rienccd somc e ner g shortages,
in the great blackout of I 96> and
especitally
cp
iro tutu
ofln
"browvnout° of 1971. In his hirst energy
R
to Nionrn
I Ir the id
Sicod
no onger tat
itsd
o ate
d io
1otg t , it n
srved,

Anierica's tate of cinergy conisumtiiont
had
god
ctsito
Auteicad te oftines

outpaced the Nation's production of goods
and serces. lo heli pivate enteririse

devclop an adcquatc supply of clean energy
for the future, tie Ptv,,ident asked Cungress

to establish ia department of natural resources

Fisherman enoving rccreational activities at Bonneville Dam
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to unify all important energy resource development programs.5 Nixon's plan made little

not abandon hope for an energy department,
the President turned to immediate, interim

headway, however. Political considerations
were partly responsible, but, most important,
the public just did not believe energy shortages

solutions to the organizational problem. At
the urging of Roy L. Ash, director of the Office
of Management and Budget, Nixon established

were more than temporary or regional. Ameri-

the Energy Policy Office, which combined and

cans could not perceive of an "energy crisis"

expanded the responsibilities of the Special

when there was an ample supply of cheap

Energy Committee and the National Energy

gas for their cars, electricity and fuel for
their homes, and power for their industries
and businesses. 6

Office. The new Energy Policy Office, established June 29, 1973, under the leadership
of Governor John A. Love of Colorado, with
DiBona remaining at the White House as Love's

THE ENERGY CRISIS OF

1973

deputy, was responsible for formulating and
coordinating energy policies at the presidential

AND NIXON'S ENERGY POLICIES

level. Nixon also proposed creating the Energy

The energy crisis of 1973 underscored the
necessity of developing a coordinated national

Research and Development Administration to '

energy policy and concentrating the govern-

grams and to work with industry in developing

ment's various energy programs into one agency
On April 18, 1973, six months before renewed

and fostering new energy technologies. The

conflict in the Middle East, President Nixon

research and development activities of the

noted that the United States, with 6 percent
of the world's population, consumed one-third

Atomic Energy Commission and the Department of the Interior. The Atomic Energy

of the world's energy. In the immediate future,
the President predicted, the United States
might face energy shortages and increased

Commission's licensing and regulatory
responsibilities would continue in the
independent five-member Nuclear Energy

prices. Again, as in 1971, Nixon cautioned
that America's energy "challenge" could

develop the government's energy research pro-

new administration would com5ine the energy

,

Commission.8
By September 1973 the President, while

become an energy crisis if current trends

asserting that the Nation was not yet in an

continued unchecked. Declaring that the
Nation's energy demands had grown so rapidly
that they now outstripped available supplies,
the President amended his 1971 proposal for
a cabinet department by requesting Congress

energy "crisis," continued to stress America's
energy "problem." Nixon especially encouraged congressional enactment of four bills
to provide for the construction of the Alaskan
pipeline and deepwater ports, deregulation

to establish a department of energy and natural

of natural gas, and new standards for surface

resources with responsibility for energy policy
and management as well as research and
development. Meanwhile, Nixon established
the Special Energy Committee of senior White

mining. He also expressed hope that Congress
would quickly authorize the Department of
Energy and Natural Resources and the Energy
Research and Development Administration. 9

House advisors, including special assistants
for domestic, foreign, and economic affairs,

Unfortunately war broke out in the Middle
East on October 6, 1973. America's energy

and the National Energy Office, headed by
Charles J. DiBona, to identify issues and

challenge and problem would soon become
a bona fide crisis.

coordinate energy analysis between the
various offices and agencies.'

The consequences of the Israeli victory in

Nixon's proposal for a department of energy
and natural resources stalled in Congress.
The House and Senate held subcommittee
hearings, but the proposal received no further
attention during 1973. Although he did

A SUMMARY HISTORY

the Yom Kippur War quickly spread to North

America when the Organization of Arab
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OAPEC)
placed an embargo on crude oil shipped
to the United States. By November 1973 oil
supplies were critically low, creating "the most

.5

William Simon meets with President Nixon and White House Chief of Staff Alexander Haig on December 20,
1973, shortly after Nixon appoints Simon to head the Federal Energy Office.
Source: WVitlcm E. Simon Papers, Lafaycue College

acute shortages of energy since World War
l1."to Now the Arab oil embargo, subsequent
long gas lines, and complex hut fragmented
energy projects and regulations demanded
bolder action by the President. No longer
regional, the energy shortages became nationwide and threatened virtually every sector

oil. Three weeks later, as winter cold began
to grip the Northeast, the President reaflirmed
"Project Independence' and annotincedl plans
to increase the production ol home-heating
oils, while reducing gasoline supplies and
closing gasoline stations on Sundays. Corn
munities across the Nation reduced holiday

of the economy

lighting and implemented various schemes
for pumping short supplies of gasoline As

7, 1973, President
lanchd Idepndece'some
Nixo"rolet
to achieve energy self-sufficiency by 1980.
Urging Americans to lower thermostats, drive
cars more slowly, and eliminate unnecessary

gency

on November

lighting, Nixon pledged increased funding for
energy research and development. Recalling
the Manhattan Project, which had built the
atomic bomb during World War II, and the
Apollo Project, which had landed two Amenicans on the moon in 1969, the President
expressed his faith that American science,
technology, and industry could free the
United States from dependence c)n foreign

6

states matching their
t h
eao

license plates

aeo nodo-vnssei
nryaiuneedd

h

ORGANIZING FOR THE

ENERGY CRISIS
4, 1973, President Nixon
created the Federal Energy Office in the
Executive Office of the White H-ouse.
Although presidential concern over petroleum supply and pricing extended back to
the 1950s and earlier, Nixon's executive

On December

U.S. DE-PARTMENT OF ENERGY

order for the first time institutionalized the

of national or worldwide petroleum reserves

Federal Government's response to.post-World
War II energy shortages. Nixon assigned to

had contributed to the winter's crisis. Thus, as
they fashioned emergency plans, Simon and

the Federal Energy Office the task of allocating
reduced petroleum supplies to refiners and.
consumers and of controlling the price of oil

Sawhill faced great public skepticism that
identified the government itself as a major
cause of the energy problem.' 4

and gasoline. By January 1974 the Federal

Energy Office had established a comprehensive
allocation program, including gasoline, aviation
fuel, propane, butane, residual fuel oil, crude
oil and refinery yield, lubricants, petrochemical
feedstocks, and middle distillates. Under the
leadership of William Simon, former deputy
secretary of the treasury, the office became the
center for energy policy and planning at the

White House. In this role the Federal Energy
Office replaced the Energy Policy Office in
gathering data, coordinating policy, and

carrying out "Project Independence."' 2
Simon picked John Sawhill, formerly at the
Office of Management and Budget, to be his
deputy Together they drafted personnel from
energy offices throughout the federal establishment, the core of the staff being recruited from
the energy office of the Treasury Department.
Simon and Sawhill obtained staff from four
offices at the Department of the Interior:
Petroleum Allocation, Energy Conservation,
Energy Data and Analysis, and Oil and Gas.
They also received assistance from the Oil
Import Administration in the Department of
the Interior, the energy division of the Cost
of Living Council, and Internal Revenue

Service personnel who enforced allocation
and pricing regulations.' 3
A Gallup public opinion poll released in
January 1974 indicated that the administration's energy planners would have a difficult
time convincing Americans that energy

shortages were real. Although only 7 percent
of Americans blamed the Arab nations for
energy shortages, 25 percent blamed the oil

companies, 23 percent criticized the Federal
Government, 19 percent specifically held
Nixon or his administration responsible, and
16 percent thought American consumers were
at fault. Virtually no one believed that depletion

A SUMMARY HISTORY

7

PART II
ATOMS FOR WAR AND PEACE,
THE SECOND TRADITION

1939-1974:

In August 1939, on the eve of the Second

research was ongoing, Roosevelt instructed
Bush to move as quickly as possible on research
and development. Following a year of furious
activity, Bush reported to the President that

World War, Albert Einstein, with the help
of Hungarian emigre physicist Leo Szilard,

atomic bombs possibly could be available
by the first half of 1945. On December 28,

wrote a letter to President Franklin D. Roosevelt,
informing him that recent research showed

1942, Roosevelt authorized the construction
of full-scale production plants with an initial

THE EINSTEIN LETTER AND
ATOMS FOR WAR

that a nuclear chain reaction in a large mass

6
expenditure of $500 million.1

of uranium could generate vast amounts of

power. This could conceivably lead, Einstein
wrote, to the construction of "extremely powerhysiistSecurity
he physicist
bmb,
Asinge
ombs"
ful bombs." Aful
single
bomb,
the
warned, potentially could destroy an entire
seaport. Einstein called for government

support of uranium research, darkly noting
that Germany had stopped the sale of uranium
.
and German physicists were engaged in
uranium research.'

5

THE MANHATTAN PROJECT
requirements suggested placing the
atomic bomb project under the Army Corps
of Engineers. For the project, the Army set up

the Manhattan Engineer District commanded
by Brigadier General Leslie R. Groves. The

Manhattan Engineer District operated like a
large construction company, but on a massive

scale and with a sense of urgency until now

President Roosevelt responded cautiously but

unknown. Unique as well was the investment

positively to the Einstein missive. He appointed
the Advisory Committee on Uranium, headed

of hundreds of millions of dollars in unproven
processes. By the end of the war, Groves and

by Lyman J. Briggs, director of the National
Bureau of Standards. The committee recom-

his staff expended approximately $2.2 billion
on production facilities, towns, and research

mended funding for isotope separation,

laboratories scattered across the Nation. Secrecy

involving the separation of uranium 23 5-

and fear of a major accident dictated that

the isotope required for a chain reaction-

the production facilities be located at remote

from the more abundant uranium23 8 , and

sites. Two distinct paths were chosen to-

chain reaction work. Funding was limited
and research proceeded slowly, however,

obtain a bomb.' 7

because of uncertainty whether an atomic
bomb was even possible. In summer 1941
British physicists reported their belief that
uranium research could lead to the production
of a bomb in time to affect the outcome of the
war. Vannevar Bush, director of the newly

wr.anevarBush,fdirector
of
thRenl
created Office of Scientific Research and
Development, under whose authority the
Uranium Committee had been subsumed,
took this information to the White House
and emphasized the continuing uncertainty
involving a bomb. Realizing that German

,A SUMMARY HISTORY

One involved isotope separation of uranium
Groves located the production facilities for
isotope separation at the Clinton Engineer
Works, a ninety-square-mile parcel carved out
of the Tennessee hills just west of Knoxville
(the name Oak Ridge did not come into usage

until after the war). Groves placed two methods
into production: 1) gaseous diffusion, based
on the principle that molecules of the lighter
isotope, uranium235 , would pass more readily
through a porous barrier; and 2) electromagnetic, based on the principle that charged

9

season, and access to hydroelectric power.
Three water-cooled piles, designated by the
letters B,D, and F, and corresponding chemical
separation facilities were built at the Hanford
Engineer Works.

Much of the research work on producing
plutonium, including design of the piles,
took place at the Metallurgical Lahoratory
(Met Lab) in Chicago. Design and fabrication
of the first atomic hombs were the responsibility of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
in Los Alamos, New Mexico. The laboratory,
located at a virtually inaccessiblc site and
headed by J. Robert Oppenheimer, attracted a

remarkable array of scientists from universities
across the United States

TRINITY, HIROSHIMA,
AND NAGASAKI
By spring 1945 the Manhattan Project was
23
on the verge of success. Sufficient uranium 5
It Can Br 1p1m
Leshe R. Groves.
Source and
Row, 1%2)
&
(New York: Harper
particles of the lighter isotope would be
deflected more when passing through a
magnetic field. Later, in 1944, Groves
approved a production plant using a third
method, liquid thermal diffusion, in which
the lighter isotope concentrated near a
heat source within a tall column.

and plutonium for initial weapons would soon
be available. Los Alamos scientists cre
confident that the uranium gun design would
work and deemed a test before combat use as
unnecessary. The plutonium implosion design
was more problematical. The test of the plutonium device, named Trinity by Oppenheimer,
took place at precisely 5:30 a.m. Monday, July
16, 1945, at a barren site on the Alamogordo
Bombing Range in New Mexico. The blast
yielded the equivalent of 21,000 tons of

TNT, higher than anyone had predicted.

The second path chosen to build the bomb
focused on producing large amounts of fissionable
plutonium in a uranium pile or reactor
On December 2, 1942, on a racket court
under the west grandstand at Stagg Field of
the University of Chicago, researchers achieved
the first self-sustaining chain reaction in a
graphite and uranium pile. Groves built a
pilot pile and plutonium separation facility
at the x-10 area of Clinton, Space and power

generating limitations, however, precluded
building the full-scale production facilities
at the site. Groves chose an alternate site near
Hanford, Washington, on the Columbia River,
because of its isolation, long construction
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Mqodel of Little Boy ura ano bomb.
Source: Richard G, H-1ewlei and Oscar E. Anderson,
The Nc worild, 039 9-146, Volume i of A History of
the United Sates Atonic Eng Conmission (University
Park: Pennsy vania State University Press, 1962)
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considering domestic legislation. Stimson
also noted that the committee generally
held that international agreements should be
negotiated, making public all nuclear research
and establishing an international system of
inspections. Barring international agreements,
the United States should continue to produce

as much fissionable material as possible.

4i
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Fat ManTpuonium bormb being readied at

SoTrce: los Alamos National Laboratory
The untested uranium bomb, called Little Boy
by the Los Alamos scientists, was air dropped
on Hiroshima on August 6. The plutonium
weapon, known as Fat Man in honor of

The following month the Interim Committee
drafted legislation for a peacetime organization
with responsibilities similar to the Manhattan
Project With a strong predilection toward the
Federal Government's continued dominance
in nuclear research and development, the draft

legislation called for a nine-member board of
commissioners incltuding a strong military
resne

Truma n
a sod
assatar
ca e pfethe
kne pasage
n
. Trusai n, wd
of the legislation, which became known as the
May-Johnson bill in its congressional version.

Winston Churchill, followed three days later
at Nagasaki. Within a week, the Japanese
surrendered. Little Boy killed 70,000 people
outright. By the end of 1945, radiation-sickness
deaths pushed the total to 140,000. Five years

Groves, Bush, and Oppenheimer (with some
misgivings) found the bill acceptable, but many
httelgsatn
scientists copae

later the total reached 200,000. Fat Man killed

during the war, they observed, but was

40,000 people outright, with the total eventu-

ally reaching 140,000"'

maintained military control
resea

is

over nuclear

may haverbeen tolerable

unacceptable during peacetime when free
scientific interchange should be resumed.
When support for the May-Johnson bill

THE POSTWAR ATOM AND THE

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

eroded in late 1945, Senator Brien McMahon
(-c ) introduced substitute legislation. Groves
opposed the new McMahon bill, citing its

Planning for the postwar atom began before
the war was over. In July 1944, Met Lab
scientists issued a "Prospectus on Nucleonics"
calling for atomic research and advocating an
international organization to prevent nuclear
conflict. In May 1945, President Haiy-S. Truman,
in office less than a month following Roosevelt's
death, approved the formation of an Interim
Committee, chaired by Secretary of War
Henry L. Stimson and with Bush and other
top officials as members. Charged with recom-

weak security provisions and reduced military
presence. Following often bitter debate over

mending wartime use of atomic weapons and
developing postwar atomic policy, the Interim

advisory committee and a military liaison
committee. As inheritors of the Manhattan

Committee discussed these issues with its
scientific panel, which included Oppenheimer,

Engineer Districts far-flung scientific and

and leading industrialists involved with the
Manhattan Project. On June 6, Stimson advised
Truman that the Interim Committee was

Commission continued the government
monopoly in the field of atomic research
and development.2 0

A SUMMARY HISTORY

civilian versus military control, Congress
passed the McMahon bill and Truman signed
it into law on August 1, 1946. The McMahon
Act, known officially as the Atomic Energy
Act of 1946, transferred authority from the
United States Army to the United States
Atomic Energy Commission. Composed of a
five-member civilian board serving full-time,
the new Commission was assisted by a general

industrial complex, the Atomic Energy

11

The Atomic Energy Commission's paramount

The Soviet Union's successful detonation of

objective remained "assuring the common
defense and security" Congress, nonetheless,
possessed a vision of a peaceful atom inaugurating profound social, economic, and political

a nuclear device in late August 1949 resulted
in intense debate about whether the Commission should pursue a "quantum jump"
in weapon technology in an all-out effort

changes in the American way of life..The

to develop a thermonuclear device. The

Atomic Energy Act charged the new Com-

Commission's general advisory commission

mission with directing the development and

recommended against such an effort and

utilization of atomic energy toward "improving the public welfare, increasing the standard
of living, strengthening free competition in
private enterprise, and promoting world
peace."21 In the late 1940s and early 1950s,
limited stocks of uranium precluded the rapid
development of peaceful uses including
civilian power reactors. The Commission,

three out of five .commissioners opposed it.
But with strong support from the congressional
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy and the
Department of Defense, as well as from
prominent scientists such as Edward Teller
and Ernest O. Lawrence, President Harry S.
Truman on January 31, 1950, announced
that the Commission should expedite work

even so, initiated a coherent peaceful uses
program with limited power reactor experiments and established the National Reactor
Testing Station near Idaho Falls, Idaho. 22

on the thermonuclear weapon. Increased
weapon development efforts resulted in the
establishment of a second weapons laboratory
at Livermore, California, in 1952. A continental testing site was set up in the Nevada desert

ATOMS FOR WAR REDUX

outside Las Vegas to complement the Pacific
24
test site located in the Marshall Islands.

Tensions between the Soviet Union and the
United States in the immediate aftermath of
the Second World War soon dashed any hopes
for an international agreement controlling

Because of these efforts, the 1950s witnessed
tremendous advances in the design and
development of nuclear weaponry Tactical

atomic energy As relations deteriorated and
the Cold War escalated, military requirements

nuclear weapons were designed and deployed.
Nuclear warheads were married to various

for fissionable materials increased accordingly.
Between 1947 and 1952 the Atomic Energy
Commission initiated the construction of pro-

short, intermediate, and long-range missiles.
November 1, 1952, the United States

duction facilities that increased production

with the Mike shot of the

capacities enormously The new facilities
included three additions to the Oak Ridge
gaseous diffusion complex; entirely new
gaseous diffusion plants at Paducah, Kentucky,
and Portsmouth, Ohio; five additional reactors
for producing plutonium at Hanford; and five

thermonuclear weapon and opened the way
to a whole "family" of thermonuclear weapons

wih

the

ist

the

nve tetn

at

Ivy testing series at

Enewetak Atoll in the Pacific. Mike yielded
the equivalent of over 10 million tons of TNT.
Developments during the 1954 Castle testing
series gave the United States a deliverable

heavy water reactors for producing tritium
from lithium 6 as well as plutonium at the
new Savannah River, South Carolina, site.
In addition, the Commission constructed
auxiliary facilities to enlarge and strengthen
the production chain from ore to weapons.
These included a feed material production
center at Fernald, Ohio, and component
plants at Rocky Flats, Colorado, and Amarillo,
Texas. By summer 1952, 150,000 workers

in a spectrum of yields. But the March 1 Bravo
test of the series at Bikini Atoll unexpectedly
exposed hundreds of Marshall Islanders to
the toxic radioactivity of the fallout cloud.
Increased concern regarding radioactive
fallout helped spur test ban negotiations
that eventually resulted in the Limited Test
Ban Treaty of 1963

were engaged in construction activities.2 3

testing. During the 1960s, weapons develop-

The Limited Test Ban Treaty banned atmospheric testing but legitimized underground
ment and testing became largely routinized,
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with most tests except for the largest taking

ATOMS FOR PEACE

place at the Nevada Test Site. In contrast to
the radical innovations of the 1950s, the
Los Alamos and Livermore laboratories

On December 8, 1953, President Dwight D.
Eisenhower, in his famous Atoms-for-Peace

concentrated primarily on incremental

speech before the United Nations, proposed

26
improvements in nuclear weaponry

establishing an international pool of fissionable

NUCLEAR PROPULSION

nuclear material to be used for the development of peaceful uses of the atom and espe-

In an open hearing before the Special Senate
Committee on Atomic Energy on December

cially for nuclear power reactors. From this
genesis emerged not only the International
Atomic Energy Agency and other bilateral

13, 1945, Ross Gunn, a physicist at the Naval
Research Laboratory, declared that the main
function of atomic energy should be "turning

and multilateral agreements but also a nascent
domestic nuclear power industry that the
Eisenhower administration hoped would be

27
the world's wheels and driving its ships."

closely tied to the growth of nuclear power in

During the Second World War all efforts had
been directed toward building the atomic
bomb, but in its aftermath a concerted program to build a nuclear powered submarine
arose under the leadership of U.S. Navy
Captain Hyman G. Rickover. In a unique

Europe and other areas. The Atomic Energy
Commission's monopoly of nuclear sciences
including reactor technology, however,
required amendment of the Atomic Energy
Act to include private industry. Following
often bitter partisan debate, with Republicans

arrangement, Rickover essentially wore two

advocating broad provisions for private

hats. As an officer in the U.S. Navy, he headed
the Navy's nuclear power branch. As an Atomic

ownership and initiative and Democrats
fearing a "give away" to private interests

Energy Commission official, he oversaw the

of nuclear technology developed at public

Commission's naval reactor branch. Calling

expense, Congress passed the Atomic Energy

on the resources of both organizations-and
often playing one against the other-Rickover
with his hard-driving-anagerial style success-

Act of 1954. The act would allow-the Federal
Government and private industry to promote
nuclear power in partnership.

fully developed the first nuclear-powered

Even with the legal obstacles removed,

submarine, the Nautilus, launched in 1954.

An entire fleet of nuclear submarines and
surface vessels followed. 28

the Atomic Energy Commission faced the

fundamental problem of how to transfer a new
technology from government control to the

Other nuclear propulsion programs were
less successful. The first nuclear powered

marketplace. The Commission did not believe
that private industry would invest sufficiently

merchant ship, the NS Savannah, performed
satisfactorily from a technical standpoint but
could not compete economically and was
decommissioned in 1971. The Commission's

in the long-term research necessary to achieve
civilian nuclear power. The Commission,
therefore, decided to develop and build the
first full-scale nuclear power plant. Located on

Pluto program sought to develop a nuclear
ramjet propulsion system for a supersonic
low altitude missile, but the Department of
Defense in 1964 decided against pursuing a
flight test. The joint Commission and National
Aeronautics and Space Administration Rover
program sought to develop a nuclear powered
rocket, but lack of a clear mission resulted

the Ohio River at Shippingport, Pennsylvania,
and placed under the control of Admiral
Rickover and the naval reactors staff, the
reactor was designed by Westinghouse and
owned by the government. The Duquesne
Light Company provided the turbogenerator
plant and operated and maintained the facility
To further spur private industry's participation

in the cancellation of the program in 1972.

in nuclear power development, the Commis-

More successful was the space isotope power
program designed to produce electrical power

sion initiated the Power Demonstration
Reactor Program. Under the program, industry,

for space applications. 29

with overall responsibility, owned, designed,

A SUMMARY HISTORY
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Shippingport Atomic Power Station at Shippingport, PA, which began operation in 1957. was the Nation s first full -scale
Source t .S. Department of Energy
nuclear generating station.
constructed, and operated the power reactors.
The Commission provided some funding and
other assistance as required.30
By 1962 fifty-three power reactors were either
being designed or under construction in the

produce more fuel than they would consume.
"Only by the use of breeders," the Commission
declared, could the United States "really solve

the problem
fte

of adequate energy supply for

'eberadenias

United States. President John E Kennedy

A year later the Commissions assumption

requested the Atomic Energy Commission, in
cooperation with the Federal Power Commission and the Department of Interior, to take
"a new and hard look at the role of nuclear
power" in view of the Nation's energy needs
and resources. The Commission's report
concluded that light water nuclear reactors
were "on the threshold of economic competitiveness" and with only moderate government
assistance could cross the economic threshold
into -widespread acceptance by the utility
industry. The Commission nonetheless

that light water reactors were on the verge
of commercialization appeared realized when
the Jersey Central Power and Light company
announced the purchase of a 515-megawatt
plant from General Electric to be built at
Oyster Creek, New Jersey. The plant was the
first nuclear power plant selected on purely
economic grounds without government aid
and in direct competition with a conventional
facility. A rapid growth in nuclear powerknown as the "Great Bandwagon Market"soon developed. Within four years of the

expressed concern about the long-term

Oyster Creek announcement, utilities ordered

outlook due to a perceived future shortage of
uranium. The Commission recommended that

seventy-five central station nuclear power
plants with a net total capacity of over 45,000

extensive research and development efforts be
directed toward breeder reactors that would

megawatts of electricity.
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The Atomic Energy Commission, meanwhile,

required to assess environmental hazards

had established a modest program for developing breeder reactors. In November 1965,

beyond radiation effects. The Commission,
trying to mold a new public image, decided

the Commission centered its breeder program
on the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor
(LMFBR) concept. The LMFBR received the
highest priority among the Commission's
reactor development programs. The Commission placed tight management controls over
the LMFBR program, closely controlling and

not to appeal the landmark ruling. Rather,
the Commission made substantive changes in
its environmental review and reactor licensing
procedures. The Calvert Cliffs decision helped
both to create a large licensing backlog and
, to increase the costs of licensing a nuclear
power plant.

managing research and development and
limiting participation by private industry.

2

The Commission, simultaneously, faced a
growing problem concerning the disposal

The 1960s witnessed phenomenal growth and
development in the nuclear power industry

of high-level radioactive wastes from nuclear
power plants. The only commercial reprocessing plant, located in West Valley, New York,
shut down in 1972. Technical problems and
opposition from local citizens and officials
forced the Commission to abandon plans

As promoters of nuclear power, the Atomic

to dispose

REGULATORY,. SAFETY, AND
ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS

of high-level wastes by storing

Energy Commission was criticized, however,
for an inherent conflict of interest when the
Commission acted on environmental and
reactor safety issues. By 1967 utilities were

them in underground salt mines in Kansas.3 3
The absence of a waste program in the early
1970s, coupled with reactor safety and environmental concerns, cast a pall over the

ordering power reactors in sizes up to 1100

future of nuclear power just when sporadic

megawatts. Meanwhile, the largest operating
plant was only 255 megawatts. Designs for

energy shortages began signaling the need
for expanded energy resources.

most commercial nuclear power plants being

built were therefore based on assumptions and
extrapolations about safety rather than operating experience, In 1971 the Commission began
open hearings on power reactor emergency

cooling systems designed to prevent a major
reactor accident. Following loss of cooling

experiments, the Commission had learned that
emergency core cooling systems might not
work as designed. The hearings dramatically
focused public attention on the safety of
nuclear power.
The growing environmental movement also
began focusing scrutiny on the Commission
and its activities. Commission regulations held
the Commission responsible only for potential

radiological hazards to public health and
safety. Critics charged that this was inconsistent with the National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969 and that the Commission should

also consider thermal pollution and other
environmental issues in the licensing process.
In the Calvert Cliffs decision of July 23, 1971,
the courts ruled that the Commission was

A SUMMARY HISTORY
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PART III

ENERGY CRISIS REORGANIZATION,

1974-1977

FEDERAL ENERGY ADMINISTRATION

1973, and the House on larch 7, 1974.

Immediately after the establishment of the
Federal Energy Office, the White House
sponsored legislation to create the Federal
Energy Administration as an independent
agency- The legislation, which confirmed the
transfer of offices and functions to the new

President Richard M. Nixon signed the bill
into law on May 7, 1974, creating the Federal
Energy Administration as a temporary agency
to meet with the immediate, and presumably
temporary, energy crisis. Ultimately, the
Federal Energy Administration assumed
responsibility for energy information and

agency, passed the Senate on December 19,

analysis, petroleum allocation and pricing,

President Gerald R. Ford signed the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 at the White louse October 11, 1974.
(L to R) Rep. John W Wydler (R-NY), Sen. Charles 11. Percy (R-IL), Sen. Abraham A. RibicoJf (D-CP- Rep.
Chet Holfield (D-CA), Dr Gilbert S. Omenn, Wute House Fellow (back row), Rep. Frank Horton (R-NY);
Jack Carlson, Assistant Secrtary for Fnergy and Materials, Dept. of Interior (back row); Rep. Don Fuqua
(D-FL), Rep. John B. Anderson (R-IL), Rep. Claence J. Brown (R-OH); Rogers Morton, Secretary of Interior:
SourcC: U.S. Deparumcnt of tEnergy
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the strategic petroleum reserve, energy conser-

was named the Council's executive director.

vation, and the more efficient use of energy

On December 18, Zarb also became the third

resources. Since the agency was to expire

Federal Energy administrator when Sawhill,

after two years, Congress passed legislation

who.had replaced Simon, resigned. 35

on August 14, 1976, further extending the

life of the Federal Energy Administration
until December 31, 1977.4

FORD AND THE ENERGY
REORGANIZATION ACT OF

ENERGY RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION

Federal energy policy, programs, and reorganization languished through the Watergate

President Ford appointed Robert C. Seamans,
Jr., president of the National Academy of
Engineering and former Secretary of the
Air Force, to lead the Energy Research and
Develdpment Administration, which was

crisis until August 1974, when Vice President

created to achieve two goals:

1974

Gerald R. Ford succeeded Nixon as President.
To focus the Federal Government's energy
AlTohfocusNthenFederaleGovernment'seeeerg
Although Nixon
declared that the "energy
research and development activities within
crisis in America [had] passed" following
a unified agency whose major function
the lifting of the Arab oil embargo in March,
Ford in his initial address to a joint session
ment of various energy technologies; and
of Congress asserted that-the Nation "must
not let [the] energy crisis happen again" .

To separate nuclear licensing and regula-

and promised to push forward with "Project
Independence." In his first press conference,
the new President stressed the "need and

tory functions from the development and
production of nuclear power and weapons.

necessity...to accelerate every aspect of

Project Independence."

The Energy Research and Development
Administration inherited by far the largest

Ford moved swiftly to reestablish White
House direction over federal energy activities.
On October 8 he announced the creation of
a national energy board charged with "developing a single national energy policy and

portion of its budget and personnel from the
Atomic Energy Commission, including the
Commission's network of field offices and
national laboratories. The Energy Research
and Development Administration also incorporated all energy research and development

program." Three days later, Ford signed
the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974.
The act established the Energy Research
and Development Administration and the

functions from the Department of the Interior's
Office of Coal Research and all Bureau of
Mines energy research centers. The National
Science Foundation relinquished its offices

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, which was

involved in solar and geothermal energy

given the licensing and regulatory functions
of the abolished Atomic Energy Commission.
The legislation also formalized Ford's national

development, and the Environmental Protection Agency transferred its functions relating
to research, development, and demonstration

energy board as the Energy Resources Council
and provided for the council's termination
upon creation of a department for energy
or natural resources. Ford chose Secretary of
the Interior Rogers C. B. Morton to serve as
chairman of the Energy Resources Council,
which also included the heads of the Federal
Energy Administration and the Energy Research
and Development Administration. Frank G.
Zarb of the Office of Management and Budget

of innovative automotive systems.36
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The Energy Research and Development
Administration was activated on January 19,
1975. Seamans appointed Robert A. Fri as
deputy administrator and divided the new
agency into traditional fuel- and resourceoriented units of fossil energy, nuclear energy,
solar, geothermal, and advanced energy
systems. Units were also established for
environment and safety, conservation, and

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

national security (weapons research and
production). In his first year, Seamans drafted
a comprehensive national energy research
and development plan and encouraged the

proposed thirteen-part Energy Independence
Act. Following nearly a year of deliberation,
Congress produced the Energy Policy and
Conservation Act. The act continued price

early commercialization of synthetic fuels,

controls on domestic oil into 1979, mandated

development of the liquid-metal fast-breeder

federal fuel economy standards for new

reactor, research in conservation, solar and
fusion programs, and experiments in recover-

automobiles, and authorized the creation
of a one-billion-barrel strategic petroleum

ing useful heat from hot dry rock. The Energy

reserve. Describing the act as "by no means

Reorganization Act of 1974 required Seamans
to collaborate with the Secretary of Defense to
decide whether the nuclear weapons programs
should be transferred to the Department of
Defense or be retained under civilian control.

perfect," Ford stated that it did provide "a
foundation upon which we can build a more
comprehensive program." The time had
come, he added, to "end the long debate
over national energy policy."38

As recommended in their report submitted to

In his first energy message of the bicentennial

the President on January 16, 1976, the Energy
Research and Development Administration
retained oversight of the military application
program. This was partly attributable to the
unique cpbltoftewaosrsacmntof
unique
capability of the weapons research
laboratories to perform significant research
in the energy development field. 37

year, Ford asked for congressional action on
legislation deregulating natural gas, increasing
einring
at
derguating
leat
nuclear funding, authorizing private enrichuranium, amending the Clean Air
Act to ease automobile emission standards and
to allow greater use of coal, and authorizing
production from the United States Naval
Petroleum Reserves. The President concluded
his energy message by renewing his proposal

FORD ENERGY POLICIES

1975-1977
The Nation's dependence on foreign oil

to establish an Energy Independence Authority
First suggested by him in October 1975, the
Energy Independence Authority would assist

imports increased even as the energy crisis

in the construction of nuclear power plants,

eased and gasoline supplies became relatively

coal-fired power plants, oil refineries, synthetic

plentiful. Oil imports, as part of total petroleum products supplied, climbed modestly

fuel plants, and other energy production
facilities still required in the twentieth cen-

from 35.4 percent in 1974 to 35.8 percent
in 1975, but oil imports accounted for 40.6

tury 39 In late spring 1976, Ford asked the
Energy Resources Council and the Office of

percent of the Nation's supply in 1976 and
an alarming 46.5 percent in 1977. Meanwhile,
domestic oil production declined slightly

Management and Budget to prepare recommendations for further reorganization of the
government's energy agencies since the Federal

In addition, natural gas supplies remained

Energy Administration would ultimately

precarious, and the threat of serious shortages
loomed in the future.

expire. In August the Energy Conservation and
Production Act mandated that the President

Energy thus remained a top priority for the

40
submit his recommendations to Congress.

Ford Administration. Citing the need for a
"national energy plan," President Ford called

Americans also elected a president in 1976.
Surprisingly, America's energy policy was not

for decontrol of domestic oil prices. Price
controls had been imposed by Nixon in 1971
and extended by Congress in 1973 and 1974.
Ford also'asked for an increase in fees on
imported oil and a comprehensive program
of conservation taxes to reduce consumption.
On January 31, 1975, he sent to Congress a

a major issue in the campaign. President Ford
and Democratic candidate Jimmy Carter did
not seriously clash over energy policy. Both
promised that energy reorganization would
be a high priority Carter accused the Ford
Administration of lacking an energy policy
and proposed the creation of a cabinet-level

A SUMMARY HISTORY
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Energy Department, but his comments failed
to strike a responsive chord with the electorate.
The public continued to believe that there was
no real energy crisis and that energy shortages
were temporary The public also thought that

The winter of 1976-1977 turned bitterly cold.
As the thermometer plunged to record lows,
electric utilities responded to record demands.
Natural gas supplies in New England fell
critically short. In several states, plants and

the problems had been created by Arab oil

businesses closed or curtailed working hours,

producers, the major oil companies, the Federal
Government, or all three. With a Republican

affecting over 200,000 workers. Thousands
of school children received extended or

president and a Democratic Congress, there
was no easy way for either party to exploit

unscheduled winter vacations. The Nation
shivered, perhaps as much from this new

the energy issue. 4 1

energy uncertainty as from the weather.

On January-7, 1977, Ford presented his last

Following Carter's inauguration, Americans

energy message to Congress. Cautioning
against the dangers of a greatly expanded
federal role in energy, he also warned the

waited to see what the new President would do.

Nation of the high cost of delay in solving
the energy problem. Ford emphasized the
complexity of the issue and the difficult and
extensive choices that had to be made..Besides
underlining the interdependence among the
United States and other consumer nations, he
outlined the conflicting objectives that had to
be balanced to achieve long-term equilibrium
between energy supply and demand. The most
difficult problems were reconciling politically
popular low consumer prices with adequate
and secure energy supplies and balancing
environmental objectives with energy production and use. Ford also predicted that
Americans might have to adjust to limited
economic growth and development and also

be willing to take greater environmental
risks with energy technologies. Among the
legislative matters he reviewed, Ford again

specifically asked for the establishment of
an Energy Independence Authority "to assist
private sector financing of new energy facili-

ties." Four days later, Ford submitted his
energy reorganization proposal to Congress,

recommending the creation of a Department
of Energy 42
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PART IV
THE CARTER ADMINISTRATION,
CARTER, SCHLESINGER, AND

NATIONAL ENERGY PLAN

1977-1981

the Nation's greatest challenge. Borrowing

The day following his inauguration, President
Carter announced that James R. Schlesinger,
assistant to the President, would be his personal
representative working with Congress to ease

from the philosopher William James, Carter
America's testing as the "moral
equivalent to war." Carter's rhetoric was
significant because only during actual wartime had the Federal Government imposed
energy management similar to that now

the natural gas shortage. Schlesinger, who

advocated by the President. 44

had served as chairman of the Atomic Energy

Carter's National Energy Plan consisted of

Commission, Secretary of Defense, and direc-

approximately 100 proposals ranging from

THE

Ndescribed

tor of the Central Intelligence Agency, was
soon recognized as Carter's new "energy czar."
Housed in the Old Executive Office Building,
Schlesinger assembled a team to hammer out
the President's energy policy and reorganization plans, which included a new cabinetlevel department of energy promised by Carter
during the 'campaign. On February 2, Carter
proclaimed a national emergency as defined
in the Emergency Natural Gas Act of 1977,
which he had just signed. That same evening,
in a televised "fireside chat" with the American
people, the, President stressed the need for
national sacrifice, conservation, and patience

and promised to present a comprehensive
energy plan to Congress by mid-April. Five
days later he named John F O'Leary to head
the Federal Energy Administration

In the first ninety days of Carter's presidency,
Schlesinger developed the administration's
basic energy reorganization plans and energy
policy strategies. On March 1, 1977, Carter

presented Congress with his proposed energy
reorganization legislation, which created the
Department of Energy In April Carter sent
his national energy plan to Capitol Hill. In
a somber note to the American people, the

President said that the energy challenge would
test not only American character but also the
very ability of the President and Congress to
govern. Indeed, except for preventing war,
the President described the energy crisis as

A SUMMARY HISTORY

administrative actions to new laws and regulations. The plan placed heavy emphasis on
reducing energy consumption, implementing
conservation, and developing alternative energy
technologies. Although Carter abandoned
hope of achieving energy "independence,"
he anticipated that by 1985 the United States
could reduce growth in energy demand,
reduce oil imports and gasoline consumption,
increase coal production, and install insulation and solar energy in millions of homes
and businesses. To accomplish his energy
goals, the President requested speedy establishment of an energy department. "Continued

fragmentation of government authority and

of our energy program for this
Nation," he warned, "is both dangerous and
unnecessary 4 5
responsibility

None of the key elements of Carter's Nation
Energy Plan were original. They had been
discussed in previous energy debates. Some
were similar to proposals made by Ford;

others drew from Democratic counterproposals.
The difference was that Carter combined these
elements into a unified policy framework and
placed much greater emphasis on conservation. Nixon and Ford had focused primarily

on increasing domestic energy supplies. Carter,
through an exceedingly complex package of
regulatory and tax measures, concentrated
on making scarce resources go further by
using less. 46
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DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
ESTABLISHED

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
ORGANIZATION AND STRUCTURE

Legislation creating the Department of Energy

The new Department of Energy did not simply

passed the Senate on May 18 and the House on
June 3, 1977. Congressional action, including

organize existing agencies and offices under
new leadership but reshaped many programs

approval of the conference report, was completed by August 3. President Carter signed the
bill into law (Public Law 95-91) on August 4,
1977. The next day Carter named Schlesinger

and functions to fit the national energy policy
of the Carter Administration. By law, the
Department would be led by three principal
officers-the Secretary, Deputy Secretary, and

as the first Secretary of Energy The Department
was officially activated on October 1, 1977.4

Under Secretary. Energy technologies would
not be divided by fuel type, such as fossil,

Schlesinger's initial task was to meld all headquarters, field, and staff programs from the
component agencies, including their various
supporting offices and functions, into a unified
Department of Energy with about 20,0000
epartmenta ofnergy a l hb u t 2f 00
employees and an annual hudget of $ 10.4
Department's first Secretary
billion. The
bcon.nde
thDeat menst'sicallsthe pro y
contended that, historically, the problem
with new departments had been that they

pulled together existing agencies under the
same roof without integrating the activities

secretaries according to their evolution from
research and development through application
and commercialization. This approach reflected
the administration's decision to formulate a
omlt
eiint
teamnsrto'
com prehensive energy policy rather than to
egg ipyi
ulmngmn.Tu ai
engage simply in fuel management. Thus basic
research was placed in the Office of Energy
Research. Individual research and development projects in solar, geothermal, fossil,

and nuclear energy were placed under the
assistant secretary for energy technology After

legislation creating the

scientific and technical feasibility was deter-

of Energy, Schlesinger believed,

mined, projects would be transferred to the

of those agencies. The

Department

nuclear, or solar, but grouped under assistant

was broad enough to allow him to achieve

the desired effective integration.4

assistant secretary for resource applications
or to the assistant secretary for conservation

President Carterinspects new Department of Energy seal with Secretary of Energy James Schlesinger (1977-1979).
Source: U.S. Department of Energy
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and solar applications, who had specialized
expertise in commercialization and energy
markets. The assistant secretary for environment would assure that all departmental
programs were consistent with environmental.

pricing, allocation, and import programs,
which had been administered by the Federal
Energy Administration. Most of these programs had been established during the 19731974 oil embargo under the Emergency

and safety laws, regulations, and policies.
The assistant secretary for defense programs
would inherit responsibility for the nuclear

Petroleum Allocation Act and extended by
subsequent legislation. Other regulatory
programs included emergency and contin-

weapons programs. 49

gency plans, controls over importing and
exporting natural gas, supervision of utilities

its diverse origins,
Department, d
Thee serctmednt,
despites
e oins'

and industry converting from oil and gas to
coal, establishment of priorities for natural
gas curtailment, and coordination of regional
powertems.
power systems.

was structured to allow for the continuity
of programs and functions from predecessor
organizations while blending their expertise
into new management teams. All activities
of the Federal Energy Administration and the
Energy Research and Development Administration were distributed among appropriate
assistant secretaries, administrators, and the
director of the Office of Energy Research. Also,
limited functions were transferred from the
Departments of Agriculture, Commerce,
Housing and Urban Development, and Transportation. Additional transfer included the
Alaska, Bonneville, Southeastern, and Southwestern power marketing administrations
from the Interior Department and the Navy
oil reserves and oil shale reserves from the
Department of Defense. 50

The Department's second administration, the
Energy Information Administration, consolidated the Federal Government's many diverse
energy data systems. By centralizing the most
important data-gathering activities, the Energy
Information Administration would provide
comprehensive data and timely analysis for
the President, the Department, Congress,
and the public. To determine reliability of
data, the administration would conduct field
audits. Besides projecting long-term energy
trends, the administration was expected to
develop systems for estimating national fuel
reserves and reporting the financial status

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

of energy producing companies.

was established as an independent agency within
the Department of Energy. The five-member
commission, headed by a chairman, was
given the responsibility for the licensing and
regulation of hydroelectric power projects, the
regulation of electric utilities, the transmission

The Department of Energy inherited about
forty regional and field offices, research centers,
university programs, and laboratories from the
predecessor agencies. These varied from the
ten regional regulatory offices of the Federal
Energy Administration to the Bureau of Mines

.

and sale of electric power, the transportation
and sale of natural gas, and the operation of

research laboratories at Bartlesville, Morgarttown, Pittsburgh, and Laramie. The bulk of

natural gas and oil pipelines. The commission
inherited most of its functions and personnel
from the Federal Power Commission, which
had been established in 1920. In addition,
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's
authority to regulate oil pipelines came from
the Interstate Commerce Commission. 5'

the Department's inherited facilities came from
the Atomic Energy Commission, passed on
through the short-lived-Energy Research and
Development Administration. These included
eight operations offices and various production
and weapons facilities. Perhaps the jewels in
the crown were the scientific laboratories at
Argonne, Berkeley, Brookhaven, Livermore,
Los Alamos, Oak Ridge, and the new Solar
Energy Research Institute established in
Golden, Colorado. The Department of Energy
thus kept intact the network of national
52
laboratories as a valuable national resource.

Regulatory programs not included in the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
were placed under the Economic Regulatory
Administration, one of two administrations
created in the Department. The Economic
Regulatory Administration assumed the oil

A SUMMARY HISTORY
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Enactment of the National Energy Plan was

Both President Carter and Secretary Schlesinger
contended that the creation of the Department
of Energy did not, by itself, solve the Nation's
energy problems. The Department provided

a major political victory for the Carter Administration. "We have declared to ourselves and
the world," Carter noted after the bill's final
passage, "our intent to control our use of energy
and thereby to control our-own destiny." The

the management structure for carrying out the

Nation, he added, now had a comprehensive

Carter Administration's energy policies embodied in the National Energy Plan. The substance
of the energy plan, according to Schlesinger,

energy policy Carter, nevertheless, viewed the
enacted energy plan, substantially attenuated

provided the "minimum" policies required for
the administration to cope with the country's

by Congress, with mixed feelings. Congress
had rejected what Carter labeled the centerpiece of his program: the crude oil equalization

energy difficulties. As 1977 ended, however,
Congress remained deadlocked on Carter's
energy plan. Public opinion had failed to rally

tax designed to raise the price of Americanproduced crude oil to world levels, thus
stimulating conservation. As an alternative

strongly behind the program, and, as a result,

to the decontrol of domestic oil, the proposed

sophisticated lobbying campaigns by committed special interests proved highly successful.
"The basic problem," Schlesinger concluded,
"is that there is no constituency for an energy

tax drew the support of neither the oil industry
nor the tax-wary public. The tax, lacking a
constituency, would have nonetheless significantly reduced American oil imports. As Carter

program. There are many constituencies

ruefully noted, his original proposals would

opposed. But the basic constituency for

have lowered oil imports by an estimated 4.5

the program is the future."53

million barrels per day by 1985; the National
Energy Act would save only 2.5 million barrels

Carter remarked at his last press conference of
1977 that the inability to carry out an energy
policy was his administration's only major
legislative failure during its first year. In his

per day5
Schlesinger described the National Energy Act
as a historic turning point. "The era of cheap

State of the Union message in January 1978,

and abundant energy is recognized to be over,"

the President lamented that on energy legisla-

he observed, "[and] for the first time energy

tion the administration and Congress had
"failed the American people." He reminded

conservation is recognized as an indispensable
ingredient in national energy policy" Above

the Nation's lawmakers that there could be
no higher priority than the prompt legislative

all, Schlesinger told Department of Energy
employees, the act provided the Department

enactment of the National Energy Plan.54

with a charter and with operational guidance

Congress continued to debate the various
provisions of the energy plan through spring
and summer 1978, finally accepting about

for at least the next five years. It tells us, he
concluded, "what to do and the means by
which we hope to achieve it.

half of Carter's program. The President signed

the National Energy Act of 1978 on November

CONSOLIDATING THE DEPARTMENT

9, a year and a half after it was initially proposed. The legislative package, almost nine
inches thick, consisted of five major acts:

Although Congress failed to pass tax measures
that the administration believed would reduce
oil imports, President Carter and Secretary
Schlesinger, nonetheless, hoped that the energy
issue would abate in 1979 and allow the
Department to consolidate its energy efforts.
In his State of the Union address on January 23,
Carter referred only briefly to energy issues
in the context of fighting inflation, calling on

The National Energy Conservation Policy Act
The Powerplant and Industrial Fuel Use Act
The Public Utilities Regulatory Policy Act
The Energy Tax Act
The Natural Gas Policy Act

Congress to take action to conserve energy,
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increase production, and hasten the development of solar power. Two days later in a more

Washington." But Schlesinger defended the
Department, noting that it was the first

detailed message to Congress, he stressed

department established in the midst of an

that the administration would build upon

ongoing crisis. "In relation to the establish-

the framework of the National Energy Act.
Certainly, Carter's "energy team" was thinly
stretched between the requirements of developing the energy plan and the task of estab-

ment of other large departments since World
War II," he added, "we look pretty good." 9

lishing a cabinet department. Reviewing the

ENERGY SHORTAGES AND

Department's fiscal year 1980 budget, the

RISING PRICES, 1979

first the Department had put together as a
comprehensive document and not as a combination of requests of predecessor agencies,
Schlesinger noted that the Department's
activities "were a logical extension of the
efforts which the administration and the
Congress have successfully initiated in
the past two years."57

The Department could have used to good
advantage a quiet year on the energy front,
but in 1979 the country was again assaulted
by energy shocks. Increasing trouble in Iran,
including cessation of oil exports and the
flight of the Shah on January 16, created a
worldwide shortage of oil. Although the oilconsuming nations were using two million

The Department's 1980 budget request of
$8:4 billion was an 8 percent increase over
.
that approved for fiscal year 1979. Total

barrels of oil a day more than were being
produced, President Carter and Secretary
Schlesinger were at first cautiously optimistic

funding for energy technology development

that a crisis could be avoided. Iran had

fell from $3.85 billion to $3.81 billion because
of reductions in nuclear fission (from $1.20 .
billion to $1.04 billion) and geothermal energy
(from $136 million to $111 million). Fossil
energy funding remained essentially level at

supplied the United States with only 5 percent.
of its oil, and the President, following the Shah's
departure, declared that through voluntary
conservation the country could cut back oil
consumption by that same percentage without

$796 million as did magnetic fusion at $364
million. Solar energy, an administration

seriously damaging its economy Schlesinger
reiterated the call for a voluntary conservation

priority, was the big winner in the energy

of oil by all Americans. As oil prices soared

technology field with an increase of 13 percent
to $597 million. Funding in conservation,

and it became apparent that there would
be no ready restoration of Iranian production,

another administration priority, actually
dropped from $671 million to $555 million,
but this was primarily related to the delayed
passage of the energy plan resulting in a large
carry-over funding from the previous fiscal
year. Resources for energy regulation and
information activities increased from $276
million to $323 million, with much of this
earmarked for implementation of the National
Energy Act. Funding for the Department's
defense activities increased substantially
from $2.69 billion to $3.02 billion.5 8

however, energy officials became increasingly
concerned. In early February Schlesinger
warned the Senate Energy and Natural
Resources Committee that the Iranian

Managing this vast and diverse multi-billiondollar organization was not an easy task.
Over a year after its founding, the Department
was still settling into established patterns of
operation. Critics accused the Department of
being "the most screwed-up bureaucracy in

to the oil shortage. On March 1, Carter transmitted to Congress for its approval three
conservation plans and a gasoline rationing
plan. The conservation measures prohibited
the sale of gasoline on certain weekend hours,
restricted building thermostat settings to no

A SUMMARY HISTORY

crisis might lead to greater oil shortages
than those created by the Arab oil embargo
of 1973-1974. Carter noted in a February 12
press conference that the "situation is not
crucial now; it's not a crisis." But, he contin60
ued, "it certainly could get worse."
The Department developed standby mandatory energy conservation measures in response
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higher than 650r for heating and to no lower
than 80°r for cooling, and prohibited nonessential advertising lighting. Gasoline rationing,
to be carried out only if necessary, involved
ration checks redeemable for coupons issued
primarily on the basis of motor vehicle registrations. These contingency plans required an
affirmative vote by both houses of Congress
within sixty days of their submittal. Once

approved, they could be implemented by the
President only if he found that the country

was in "a severe energy supply interruption"

Gu
is.unrc
but never issued.
Source: l.S. Department of Energy

or that implementation was necessary for the

United States to fulfill its energy conservation
obligations agreed to in the International

plans, the Department of Energy dispatched
more than 200 people to Three Mile Island to

Energy Agency.

help contain the crisis. In October 1979 the

Meeting in early March, the International
Energy Agency, created to coordinate the

Presidential Commission on Three Mile Island,
known as the Kemeny Commission, concluded

industrialized oil-consuming nations' response

that the crisis was the result of "people-related

to the 1973-1974 oil crisis, agreed that its

problems and not equipment problems and

members would reduce oil demand by two
million barrels per day. The United States,

that "except for human failures, the major
accident at Three Mile Island would have

as its contribution, promised to absorb half
this reduction.

been a minor incident.-64

Meanwhile, the Nation's energy situation
continued to deteriorate. One by one, oilexporting countries raised their prices to
take advantage of tightening world supplies.
Federal price controls on gasoline were eased,
allowing prices to rise, but in some areas spot

faced by the Nation's nuclear power industry.
By 1979 new orders for nuclear power plants

shortages began to appear. Steep increases in
energy costs threatened to induce an economic

nuclear issue. Although affirming that light
water reactors played a significant role in

recession. A dismayed Schlesinger observed

reducing petroleum imports, President Carter

that the "call for voluntary conservation isn't
working." The President and his energy advisers, as a result, began to consider additional
energy measures, and plans were laid for the
President to deliver his second major energy
message to the American people."

throughout his four-year tenure tried to stop
construction of the Clinch River Breeder
Reactor-long the centerpiece of the Department's nuclear fission research and development program-because of the increased
dangers of nuclear weapons proliferation
presented by breeder reactors.

THREE MILE ISLAND

Following the Three Mile Island accident,

On the morning of March 28, as the administration concentrated its attention on dealing

Secretary Schlesinger reaffirmed that the
Nation had "no real alternative if we are

with the escalating energy shortage, Americans
learned of the unexpected and frightening
accident at the nuclear power plant at Three
Mile Island, near Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.
For almost two weeks the Nation watched
with both fascination and apprehension as

going to maintain energy production than
to make effective use of nuclear power." But
the administration's second national energy
plan sent to Congress in early May declared
that during the last quarter-century the Federal
Government had placed a "disproportionate

scientists, engineers, and technicians worked

emphasis" on the nuclear production of

to shut down the plant. Following its emergency

electricity. Carter on December 7, 1979,
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Three Mile Island only added to the problems

were nonexistent, and problems with licensing,
nuclear waste, and a growing antinuclear public
plagued the industry. The Carter Administration was ambivalent in its approach to the

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

T he two COn L ll0aCf lmen
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Nuclea r Power Plant
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fltIOwers,

responding to the hindings of the lKemeny
Commission, also stressed that "we cannot
shut the door on nuclear power [or the United
States." But, he added, nuclear pow'er is an
energy source of last resort. Once the Nation
had reached its goals "on conservation, on the
direct use of coal, on development of solar
power and synthetic fuels, and enhanced
production of American oil and natural gas,"
Carter observetd, "then we can minimize our
reliance on nuclear poe '" The futture
envisioned by the Carter Administration for
nuclear power was thus somewhat murky,
but what was clear in the immediate aftermath
of Three Mile Island was5 that the accident
had only further complicated matters for
an administration struggling to deal with
an emerging energy crisis.

ENERGY CRISIS REDUX
President Carter addressed the Nation con-

cerning the renewed energy crisis on April 5,
A SUMMARY HISTORY

(iackgrLond)

of i/he ThreeC Mile Island
U.S. Department of Energy

>ource:

19Y79. Calling on Americans to join "our battle
for energy security,' he declared that the

energy crisis was real, with American national
strength 'dangerously dependent on a thin
line of oil tankers stretching half-way around
the Earth." The President observed that there
was no single answer to the crisis, and, in a
highly detailed and complex prescription, he
demanded greater national effort in production, conserv'ation, and the use of new energy
sources through advanced technology. Nevertheless, the major thrtist of the President's
remarks was evident: controls over the price
of oil produced in the United States should
be redticed gradutally until the domestic price
equals the international price. This would
reduce the consumption and increase the
dlomestic production of oil. To reduce the
profits oil companies would realize from price
decontrol, Carter proposed a windfall profits
tax. Castigating the oil producers, he warned
that 'as surely as the Sun will rise tomorrow,
the oil companies can be expected to fight to
27

Unless thex speak out, Carter told the American
people, the oil companies would "have more

I- Wo I louse subcommittees held hearings to
explore the real cause of gasoline shortages
and to find out if the Departments regulations

influence on the Congress than you do."'

had actually made shortages worse. Economic

keep the profits wshich

the% have not earned.'

The appeal by Carter for the end

Federal

of "excse
xardin

Government controls" over petroleum

reiterated a theme he had advanced two years
earlier, but gradual decontrol of oil would

have little immediate efficacy in alleviating
the increasingly severe shortage of gasoline.
As lines formed at service stations in California
in early May, tempers flared and sporadic

violence broke out, Ironically, one of the few
areas in which the Departrment could provide
relief was in the more rigorous enforcement of
existing price regulations. "Strike force" teams
of auditors from the Deparment's Economic
Regulatory Administration swept down on
refiners and individual service stations, search-

ing for gasoline ceiling price violations and
mandating on-the-spot price rollhacks when

violations were found. Such small victories.
however, did little to stem growing congressional antagonism toward the Department.

Gasoline lines strei1 is tai as the vc ccan see
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Regulatory Administrator David J"
testified that they mndeed had. "I daresas II

tesngresd had manded asiiareontro

sxstem for mtlk," he noted, 'we noxx would
have milk shortages around the cOUntrv ""
Although eager to find scapegoats, Congress
was in no mood to follow the administrations
lead in resolving the energy crisis. In May
Congress killed the administrations standhy
gasoline rationing plan, and of the three mandatory conservation measures Carter subnitted
in March only the proposal to restrict temperatures in buildings was approved. Undaunted
by these defeats, Carter, standing on the
White House roof in front of a large solar

collector, announced on June 20 an ambitious
program to increase the Nation's use of solar
energy. The President's proposals included a
solar development bank for home improvemerit loans to install solar energy systems,

in Rock ille, MD, Juic 16 1979.
Source: US. Department of Encigy
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President Carter dedicates the White House solar installauton June 20, 1979.
Source: U.S. Department of Energy

tax credits for new homes using passive
solar technology, and increased funds for
the Department's solar energy research and
development program. Carter anticipated

the countrys problems and energy future.
Finally, after ten days, the President returned
to the White House to address the Nation
on the energy situation i 0

that by the year 2000 the Nation would be

On the eve of the President's energy speech,

getting one-fifth of its energy from the sun
or other renewable energy sources such as
wind, wood, and water.

CARTER'S JULY 15, 1979,

George Gallup reported that Americans were
"misinformed, bewildered, and cynical about
the management of the Nation's energy supplies."' A growing percentage of Americans
(42 percent) now blamed the oil companies

ENERGY SPEECH

for the gasoline crisis, while 23 percent (the
same as in 1974) blamed the Federal Govern-

The energy crisis deepened during early

ment. Interestingly, Americans now held OPFC

summer 1979 as gasoline shortages and
gasoline lines spread across the country
In late June the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC) agreed to raise
crude oil prices by 15 percent. The President,
in Tokyo for a summit meeting of major
industrial countries, angrily declared that
there was "no one on earth who will fail to
suffer from these extraordinary increases.
Since 1973 oil prices had increased tenfold
with a rise of 50 percent in the first six months
of 1979. Canceling his postconference vacation,
President Carter flew back to Washington,

and Arab countries (13 percent) more responsible for energy shortfalls than the American
people themselves (11 percent), and only II
percent thought the President responsible as
compared to 19 percent of Americans who
believed Nixon responsible in 1974. Most
important, the vast majority of Americans
continued to believe that the energy "crisis'
was artificially and deliberately contrived by
actions of the oil companies, the government,
and oil-producing nations.

D.C. on July 1 to prepare another major
energy speech scheduled for July 5. On the
Fourth of July, Carter few to the presidential
mountain retreat at Camp David and post-

and insistently returned to themes that he had
expounded previously. The President said that
the United States stood at a major crossroad
but had lost its self-confidence. If the Nation

poned his energy speech without public
explanation. From Camp David, Carter called
over 100 national leaders to join him in a

walked uncertainly down the "path that leads
to fragmentation and self-interest," it would
jeopardize its social and political fabric.

"domestic summit conference" concerning

Clearly, Carter hoped Americans would strike

A SUMMARY HISTORY

In his July 15 energy address, Carter soberly
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out boldly on the "path of common purpose
and the restoration of American values." As
he had predicted two years before, the energy
crisis tested the very mettle of the Nation.
Now he hoped it could serve as a standard
around which Americans would rally 2 In his
more detailed analysis, the President proposed
establishing an Energy Security Corporation to
produce oil substitutes, an Energy Mobilization
Board to speed up the construction of nonnuclear energy facilities, and a ceiling on oil
imports not to exceed 1977 levels

-

DUNCAN APPOINTED

SECRETARY OF ENERGY

Secretary of Energy Charles Duncan (1979-1981).
Source: L.S. Dcpartment of Energy

Several days later, President Carter regretlully
accepted Schlesinger's resignation and selected
Charles W Duncan, Jr., to be the second secretary of energy. A Texan with a background in
chemical engineering and management, Duncan
had previously been deputy secretary of defense.
After Duncan took office on August 24, the
President asked him to chair the Energy
Coordinating Committee, which included

Duncan was also expected to continue
improving management at the Department
of Energy. As originally conceived, the Department had been organized according to the
evolution of technologies from research and
development through commercialization.
Instead, to streamline management and better
define responsibilities for accomplishing

the secretaries of state and treasury and

Department objectives, Duncan moved

the national security advisor.

4

Duncan declared that his task was to carry
out an energy program accomplishing the
national objectives set forth by the President
and assuring all Americans of a "secure energy
future." The new secretary pledged to maintain
an active and open dialogue with all elements
in society having an interest in energy matters.,
He emphasized that "market forces must be
allowed to regulate the price and allocation"
of energy resources such as petroleum. The
Department of Energy, he noted in a speech
on October 29, "should not be in the energy

toward the more traditional organization that
managed programs by technologies or fuels.
Large outlay programs in conservation and
solar energy, fossil energy, and nuclear energy
were now established under assistant secretaries independent from one another. In addition,
the Secretary made administrative changes
that essentially divided the Department into
three components: (1) program offices; (2)
public affairs, liaison, and other independent
offices, boards, administrations, and commissions; and (3) administrative, management,
and financial offices.T1

business." This was up to the private sector,

which had "the strength, the technology, the

ENERGY CRISIS ABATES

skills, the management and the marketing
experience" to do the job. The proper role for

The energy crunch abruptly eased in mid-

the Federal Government, Duncan concluded,
was directing, managing, and allocating federal

summer 1979 as Americans adjusted their
energy-consuming habits to decreased supply

resources, as well as providing "appropriate
incentives for private enterprise" to undertake
the necessary investments in the transition
from an "oil-dependent economy" to an

and increased prices and long lines at gasoline
service stations evaporated. With a crisis

7
"energy-diversified economy."

Administration's various energy proposals.
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atmosphere no longer surrounding the energy
issue, Congress deliberated on the Carter

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

After nearly a year of debate, Congress in
March 1980 approved a windfall profits tax

REAGAN ELECTED

on oil companies benefiting from the gradual

Neither federal energy policy nor the Depart-

decontrol of oil. President Carter had wanted
the revenues generated by the tax to be
earmarked for a special energy trust fund,

ment of Energy became a major political issue
during the 1980 presidential campaign. For
the most part, both candidates were satisfied

but Congress chose instead to funnel the
money into the general revenue fund.

to let energy issues remain in the background.
President Carter emphasized the energy
accomplishments of his administration.

Central to the President's July 15 program was
an $88 billion, decade-long effort to enhance
production of synthetic fuels from coal and
shale oil reserves. The Energy Security Act,
signed into law by Carter on June 30, 1980,
established the Synthetic Fuels Corporation.

The Corporation was authorized to spend $20
billion to promote, through government loans

In his acceptance speech at the Democratic
national convention, he noted that nothing
was more crucial to the future of America
than energy. With the enactment of his
energy program, he added, the "battle
to secure America's energy future has

been fully and finally joined."' 9

and price guarantees, the production of
synthetic fuels by private industry An additional $68 billion would be available, pending
congressional approval, in 1984. The act also
provided subsidies to encourage production
of fuels such as alcohol and methane, and it
created the Solar Energy and Conservation
Bank to provide subsidized loans for the
installation of solar or energy-saving equipment. Finally, the act directed the President
to fill the Strategic Petroleum Reserve at a rate
of at least 100,000 barrels a day The Carter
Administration's major legislative defeat was

Ronald Reagan, the Republican candidate
and former governor of California, criticized
Carter's energy policy and advocated abolishing the Department of Energy. Reagan cited
an increasing threat to the Nation's energy
security due to a dangerous dependence
on imported oil, and he asserted that his
administration would "get America producing again." Free enterprise, he declared, could
do a better job of production than government.
In Reagan's opinion, the Department of Energy,
with a multibillion-dollar budget, had not
"produced a quart of oil or a lump of coal or

Congress's killing of the proposed Energy

anything else in the line of energy" 80 Energy

Mobilization Board.7

7

Arierica's energy situation brightened considerably as the Carter Administration ended. In
1980 the Nation's energy consumption, with

issues, however, were not central to Reagan's
presidential agenda. His campaign focused
most sharply on the economy, national defense,
and the need to balance the budget and reduce

federal spending and employment.

higher prices and a slow economy, declined
by almost 4 percent in comparison with the
previous year. More significantly, oil consumption declined by over 8 percent, from 18.4
million barrels to 16.9 million barrels a day,
and oil imports were down more than 20
percent, from 8.0 million barrels to less than
6.4 million barrels a day. Americans could not,

however, rest easy with their energy achievements. War in the Persian Gulf between Iraq
and Iran was a continuous threat to embroil
the world in another energy crisis. 78

A SUMMARY HISTORY
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PART V
THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION, 1981-1989
EDWARDS APPOINTED SECRETARY
Following his election as President on
November 4, 1980, Ronald Reagan named
James B. Edwards as the third secretary of
energy. As governor of South Carolina from
1975 to 1978, Edwards established the South
Carolina Energy Research Institute, chaired the
nuclear energy subcommittee for the National
Governors Association, and led an energy
committee for the Republican Governors
Association. Edwards was a strong proponent
of nuclear energy and an outspoken advocate
of a free market for energy. His appointment
signaled a major shift from Carter's energy
policies that emphasized a more activist

governmental approach."

REAGAN BUDGET AND ENERGY
POLICIES, 1981

Secreitry

of Energy James Edwards (1981-1982).
Sourcc:

.S. Department of Energy

Secretary Edwards and the Reagan Administration moved cquickly to formulate a new
budget for the Department and to recast the
Department's mission. TRvo factors shaped the
Reagan Administration's energy budget. First,
the President was determined to bring the
federal budget under control as a necessary
step in controlling inflation and economic

industry would not invest. Edwards emphasized that "only in areas where tb-se market
forces are not likely to bring about desirable
new energy technologies and practices within a
reasonable amount of time is there a potential
need for federal involvement."12

stagnation. Second, the Reagan budget reflec-

EDWARDS REORGANIZES THE

ted a fundamnctal change in philosophy
concerning the Federal Government's role
in the energy field. Thus, the administration
wanted to reduce or eliminate government
activities in areas where private industry and
the free marketplace could set energy priornties.
The new strategy especially included ending

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
Edwards's realignment of the Department
of Energy, announced on February 25, 1981,
reflected the administration's new philosophy.
The changes were designed to improve
management and to increase emphasis

government regulations and price controls,
which the administration believed inhibited

on research, development, and production.
Edwards grouped research and development

domestic energy production. It also encouraged
private capital, not the Federal Government,

programs by major fuel sources, completing
the transformation begun by Duncan.

to demonstrate the commercial viability of

Edwards' management of fuel and tech-

energy technologies. The Federal Government's
proper role was to support long-term, highrisk energy research and development in which

nology programs was also consistent with
the Reagan Administration's determination
to de-emphasize commercialization. His
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changes also redefined the relationship
between the Department of Energy and its
field offices, with headquarters responsible

1974, the administration's energy planners
observed that "all-Americans are involved
in making energy policy. When individual

for program policy and planning and the
Department's operations offices and specialpurpose field offices responsible for program
execution. 83

choices are made with a maximum of
personal understanding and a minimum
of governmental restraints, the result is
the most appropriate energy policy."86

One week after his inauguration, President

According to the plan, a major responsibility

Reagan lifted all remaining price and allocation-controls on gasoline, propane, and crude
oil, allowing domestic gasoline and oil prices
to seek free market levels. Shortly after that,
the President rescinded the National Energy
Building Temperature Restrictions, which had

of the Federal Government was to foster
increased energy production. As steward of
the outer continental shelf and of 762 million
acres of the public domain, one-third of the
land area of the United States, the Federal
Government controlled access to an estimated

been promulgated in July 1979. Considering
the President's actions, the Department of
Energy proposed withdrawing several contin-

85 percent of the Nation's oil, 40 percent of

gencies of the Standby Federal Emergency
Energy Conservation Plan since "an unregulated market may now provide sufficient
assurances of an orderly adjustment to any
future energy supply interruptions." 84 In effect,
the Reagan Administration's actions suggested
that America's energy problems had been caused
by federal interference in the marketplace.

sands, 80 percent of the oil shale, and 50
percent of the Nation's geothermal resources.
"The Federal role in national energy production," the plan urged, "is to bring these
resources into the energy marketplace, while
simultaneously protecting the environment." 87
The plan also emphasized the need for the
Federal Government to help fund the development of long-term research with high risks
but potentially high payoffs.

Edwards announced in February the formation
of the twenty-two-member Energy Policy Task
Force to advise him on the development of
energy policy. Composed of leaders from both

the natural gas, 40 percent of the uranium,
35 percent of the coal, 85 percent of the tar

Reagan energy experts nonetheless declared
in the plan that the Federal Government had

the private and public sectors, the task force's

no responsibility for supporting research and

first assignment was to help the Secretary in

developing technologies that private industry

developing the third national energy plan,
which was submitted to the Congress in
July 1981.85

could fund. Nor should the government
subsidize or intervene to naintain artificially
low energy prices. Not unmindful of the

The Reagan Administration's national energy

impact of high energy prices on the poor,

plan, titled Securing America's Energy Future:
The National Energy Policy Plan, broke sharply
with that of the previous administration.
Two basic principles unified Reagan's energy
principlesn
policy plan:
The Administration's Economic Recovery
Program, which reduced federal spending,
taxes, and regulation; and
The Administration's confidence that
national energy decisions and policy
were best made by the free market.
Self-conscious of the sharp departure they
were making from policies begun in 1973-
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the Reagan Administration argued that social
policy should not be confused with sound
energy policy. The needs of the poor, the
energy policy plan stated, should be considered as a whole and not just in terms of the
price of heating oil, gasoline, or electrical
energy. The President was confident that
his economic recovery plan, which dealt
directly with the burdens of inflation and
unemployment, would provide the greatest
relief to the disadvantaged. Nonetheless, the
administration pledged continued assistance
to the neediest households through block
grant funds to be administered by state
and local governments. 88
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Within the first one hundred days, the
Reagan Administration took major steps

develop federally held reserves, Edwards
noted that Americans were comparable to
someone starving in the kitchen with a
cupboard of food and a key in their pocket.
"We've got tremendous energy resources-in

to return the Federal Government to its
historically limited role in national energy
management. The Department of Energy

America," he stated, "and all we have to do
92
is go in and unlock them."
Although the direction the Reagan Admini-

was established in 1977 as a political symbol
suggesting that the Federal Government would

stration wished to take was unmistakable,
the ultimate fate of the Department of Energy

accept a large responsibility for solving the

remained uncertain through 1982. Initially,

Nation's energy crisis. Four years later the
Department of Energy had become an equally
potent symbol of the popular perception of

Edwards had sought to dismantle and abolish
the Department, perhaps creating an Energy
Research and Technology Administration

the ineffectiveness of "big government" in
dealing with national problems. 89 For example,
speaking to the Edison Electric Institute on

(ERTA) within the Department of Commerce.
The Department of Energy Organization Act,
which had created the agency in 1977, also

April 8, 1981, Secretary Edwards noted that

included a "sunset provision," which required

although no sector of the economy suffered

the President to submit to Congress a compre-

more from inflation, high interest rates,
and regulation than the utility industry, the

hensive review of the Department and its
programs by January 1982. Ironically, the

Department of Energy would not engineer

Reagan Administration now used the sunset

the needed changes. "It is an article of faith
within the Reagan Administration that the
reverse must be true," Edwards stated, "that
the Federal Government's role in the management of the Nation's business has been too

provision, a hallmark of the Carter Administration's policy of "zero-based budgeting," to
assault one of Carter's proudest achievements.
The report to Congress, titled Sunset Review,
reiterated the President's determination to

large, for too long; and that it is now time
to return to the original source of American

dismantle the Department. The administration review nonetheless gave the Department

greatness: The skills, the talent, the vision,

generally good marks in achieving its past and

the ingenuity of the Nation's private business

current objectives. This apparent contradiction

and industrial leaders." 90

was explained by the fact that administration

The administration's energy policy, Edwards
explained, encompassed three traditional
concerns: "national security; energy prices;

reviewers conceded that, for the most part,
the Department's "program activities reflected
the intent of enabling legislation," and, indeed,

and the environmental impact of energy
development." These same concerns had
guided the Army Corps of Engineers when
it constructed the Bonneville Dam on the
Columbia River in the 1930s. For the 1980s,
energy conservation remained important,
Edwards stressed, but conservation alone

showed some "progress toward achieving
objectives." The Sunset Review added, however, "whether the objectives and activities

could not solve the energy problem. The
Federal Government must encourage increased
energy production primarily through the
administration's economic program. 9 1 While
visiting Alaska to talk with state leaders and to
inspect energy resources, Edwards emphasized
the need to develop a reliable inventory of
national energy resources. Reflecting the
commitment of the energy policy plan to

economy, the federal budget, and the November elections dominated the congressional
agenda. Simultaneously, the Nation's energy
situation improved markedly In his 1982
annual report to Congress Secretary Edwards
credited the effectiveness of the free market
in determining adequate energy production
and consumption. Edwards noted that "we
have come to recognize that extensive federal

REAGAN RECAPTURES
HISTORICAL ROLE
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of many departmental programs were appro93
priate, then or now, is another question."
Energy reorganization languished, nonetheless,
through summer and fall 1982. The national
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intervention (such as price and allocation
controls and mandatory demand-restraint
measures) contribute to and exacerbate the
adverse effects of fuel shortages. Furthermore,
experience has shown that freely functioning
energy markets not only are the most efficient
allocators of supplies during emergencies
but also reduce the likelihood of such
emergencies." 94

to the Department with extensive experience
in energy administration. After serving three
years as deputy administrator, Hodel served
as the administrator of the Bonneville Power
Administration from 1972 to 1977. Thereafter,
he formed his own energy consulting firm,
Hodel Associates, Inc., and became president
of the National Electric Reliability Council. 98
Hodel served as under secretary of interior

Secretary Edwards left the Department to
become president of the Medical University
of South Carolina on November 5, 1982.
Although he had not succeeded in the
administration's planned dismantling of
the Department, Edwards departed with
a feeling of accomplishment. He noted

before his nomination by President Reagan
as secretary of energy
Hodel did not believe it was productive for
society to tear itself apart on energy issues.
He nonetheless felt strongly that energy policy
was crucial to the future of the Nation. Longterm impacts on the American and world

several areas in which the Reagan Admini-

economy would be determined by how the

stration had made progress during his tenure
as secretary. Among the more important
activities were filling the Strategic Petroleum
Reserve, reducing the Department's budget
and personnel, continuing a strong energy
research and development program, strengthening America's position relative to OPEC,
breaking ground for the Clinch River breeder
reactor, reaffirming the nuclear power option,

administration handled energy policy and
development. Hodel also stressed that an
energy policy took precedence over specific
energy organization. Although he did not
advocate dismantling the Department, Hodel
believed that the Department's functions could
be transferred to or merged with another
agency, most suitably the Department of
Commerce or Interior.

eliminating or modifying more than 350

What proved relatively easy to put together

federal regulations, and stimulating the
private development of synthetic fuels. 95
In his farewell to the National Press Club,
Edwards observed that when he became
ewarsof energy inJanuary 1981 "energy
secretary feerynJaay191"egythe

during the energy crisis of the previous decade
o decade
prive pneagy issibf t
proved politically impossible to undo in the
1980s. The Reagan Administration found little
support in Congress for its plans to dismantle
Department of Energy The question of

was one of our most serious national pro-

what to do with the Department's nuclear

blems. That era is behind us. We are not

weapo

yet out of the woods; neither can the U.S.
nor its allies afford to become complacent.

weapons program became a major obstacle
to all plans. Suggestions to place the nuclear

But the American people know that our energy
problems are being controlled. We're less

Defense met with strong cogressional
opposition. The nuclear weapons program

vulnerable today than at any time since we
started importing large volumes of oil." 96 In

had been under civilian control since the
Atomic Energy Act of 1946, first in the

effect, Edwards declared the era of national

Atomic Energy Commission, then in the

energy crisis

9

over.

HODEL NAMED
SECRETARY OF ENERGY

po

beame m

bcle

Energy Research and Development Administration, and finally in the Department of
Energy Moreover, placing the nuclear weapons
program in the Department of Commerce
or Interior did not receive widespread sup-

On November 5, 1982, President Reagan

port in Congress. Nor was there support

named Donald P Hodel as the fourth secre- \
tary of energy. A native of Portland, Oregon,
and a graduate of Harvard University and the
University of Oregon law school, Hodel came

for creating an independent nuclear
weapons agency.99
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Hodel remained confident, however, that the
Reagan Administration had achieved most of
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

its energy reorganization goals. Deregulation of
gasoline and oil prices, abolishment of heating
restrictions, elimination of commercialization
programs, reduction of departmental person-

President Reagan's 1983 national energy
policy plan reflected Hodel's imprint on
the administration's energy goals. Noting
increasing supplies of oil and gasoline, coupled

nel, and restructure of the energy budget, in

with steadily decreasing prices since 1981, the

Hodel's view, carried out most of the Reagan
Administrations energy management priorities.

administration coniinued to oppose energy
allocation and price controls and advocated
decontrol of natural gas wellhead prices and
reform of the nuclear licensing process.

HODEL SEEKS "BROADENED
ENERGY CONSENSUS"

Concurrently, the Reagan Administration
promoted a "balanced and mixed energy

Hodel announced at his confirmation hearing
his intention to seek a "broadened energy

resource base" by supporting research and
development across a broad spectrum of

consensus" between the Reagan Administra-

energy resources, technologies, and conser-

tion and Congress. Because the United States
in 1983 faced "neither an immediate energy
crisis, nor long-term insoluble problems,"

vation. Energy security, of course, remained
a paramount commitment of the Federal
Government.101

Hodel thought it was possible to forge a

Although Hodel identified deregulation of

national consensus based upon adequate
and secure supplies of energy available to
Americans at reasonable prices. Hodel firmly
believed not only that the Federal Govemment

natural gas wellhead prices and reform of the
nuclear licensing process as vital legislative
goals, Congress passed neither the President's
proposed natural gas legislation nor his nuclear

should play a minor role in regulating and
controlling energy markets but that it also

regulatory reform legislation during Hodel's
tenure. Indeed, in seeking his "broad energy

had a responsibility for protecting public
health, safet, and the environment. America's
most serious energy problem, he contended,
was continued dependence on foreign oil.
Hodel was thus in the historical mainstream
of federal energy policy t10

consensus," Hodel found himself increasingly
caught between Congress and the Office of
Management and Budget.

President Reagan and Secretary of Energy Donald P Hodel (1982-1985) meet with heads of major energy firms.
Seated wilh the President (L to R) are WP Schmoe, vice chairman of CONOCO, Inc.; Michel Ialbouty,
chairman of the board, M.T Halbouty Energy Co., Houston; CC. Garvin, Jr, board chairman, EXXON Corp.,
and chairman of the American Petroleum Institute; and Hodel.
Source: U.S. Department of Energy
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"BALANCED AND

Passage of the landmark Nuclear Waste Act of
1982 offered hope that a program for the long-

MIXED ENERGY

BASE"-A BUDGET STORY
President Reagan's energy policy remained
in tune with his national fiscal policy, which

term management of the Nation's high-level
radioactive wastes could be achieved. The
administration also proposed the Nuclear

sought a balanced federal budget while

Licensing Reform Act, designed to reduce the

strengthening national defense. A comparison
between Carter's fiscal 1982 Department of

-

time required for nuclear plant licensing to
seven years rather than twelve to fourteen

Energy budget and Reagan's 1985 budget
showed little change: $12.6 billion for Carter;

years. In addition, the administration hoped
that licensing reform would promote improved

$12.8 billion for Reagan. Significant differ-

safety in nuclear plants, encourage more

ences, however, were noted in energy research

effective public participation, and provide a

and development and defense sectors. Reagan's

stable and reliable licensing process. Finally,

budget halved Carter's "energy" budget while

under Hodel's leadership the Department

doubling expenditures for the nuclear weapons
program.'1 2 Following the President's March

revamped its uranium enrichment program
to price the American product more compet-

23,. 1983, address to the Nation on defense
and national security, Reagan's Strategic

itively and recapture some of its lost world
market.10 5

Defense Initiative (SDI), or "Star Wars" as it
was popularly known, became the numberone research and development project in the
Department's defense programs. Eventually,
SDI, with its emphasis on a high-tech solution
to the ballistic missile threat, would become
the largest single item in the Department's
defense budget.1 03

The Reagan Administration's nuclear energy
policy was dealt a severe blow when the Senate
cut all funding for the Clinch River Breeder
Reactor on October 26, 1983. The House
had earlier repealed language authorizing the
project. The breeder reactor project, which
had been the Nation's priority in nuclear
reactor research and development since the

During the first three years of the Reagan
Administration, however, Congress had repeatedly appropriated more than the President
requested for conservation, fossil energy, solar
energy and other renewable energies. When
the Office of Management and Budget drasti-

Nixon Administration, had been plagued by
delays, rising costs, and an easing energy crisis.
The Reagan Administration viewed the breeder
reactor program, once hailed as the answer to
America's energy needs, as a symbol of the
United States commitment to nuclear power.

cally slashed energy research and development

Yet with growing uncertainties about breeder

funding, Secretary Hodel won reinstatement of
the Department's budget at the White House.

economics, fiscal conservatives in Congress
decided the breeder project at Oak Ridge,

Hodel hoped his success with the Office of

Tennessee, was both wasteful and unneces-

Management and Budget and his promotion
of a balanced and mixed national energy base
with emphasis on conservation and renewable

saryiO6 Following the termination of the
Clinch River project, the Department of
Energy's nuclear research and development

energy would moderate congressional pres04
sures to inflate the Department's budget.'

program focused on near-term initiatives
to develop smaller, inherently safe nuclear
power plants.

NUCLEAR, COAL, AND

Coal and solar energy also provided Hodel
with two opportunities to prove the administration's commitment to a mixed energy base.

SOLAR ENERGY

.

The Reagan Administration reaffirmed the
need to foster nuclear power, within the mix

On October 25, 1984, he announced Reagan's
appointment of the National Coal Council,

and balance of energy systems, as part of the
national energy policy. A principal objective
was to create the political and institutional
climate in which nuclear power could prosper.

an advisory committee modeled after the
prestigious National Petroleum Council.
The National Coal Council would assist
both government and industry to improve
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cooperation in research, production, transportation, marketing, and use. In February
1985, after he had been appointed Secretary

Institute in Golden, Colorado. The new
laboratory, Secretary Hodel noted, reflected
the Department's support of state-of-the-art

of Interior, Hodel dedicated the Field Test

research and development in solar energy

Laboratory at the Solar Energy Research

technology 107
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Although not complacent about America's
energy future, Secretary Hodel confidently

commitment from the Federal Government.
Research that was too expensive for the
private sector but might yield large future
returns was also appropriate for federal
support. Magnetic fusion, breeder reactors,

announced in June 1984 that the Nation was

and advanced solar systems were among

REAGAN'S FIRST-TERM
ACCOMPLISHMENTS

much better off than in 1980. Not only had
the general economic situation improved,

research areas Hodel believed should be
funded by the Federal Government to

but also oil consumption was down by 10

explore whether they might become

percent and oil imports had decreased by 33
percent. Meanwhile, energy suppliers had
diversified, and only about 3 percent of
America's imports were coming from the
Persian Gulf. In addition, more than 400
million barrels of oil had been placed in the .

marketable energy resources.
The Department of Energy's chief tasks,
according to Hodel, lay in exploring the
uncertain and expensive frontiers of energy
science and technology. He compared the
government's responsibility in exploring the

Strategic Petroleum Reserve.

energy frontier with its role in opening the
American West. Explorers such as Lewis and

"Compared to other Administrations," Hodel

noted, "both Republican and Democrat, our
energy policy is about the same." How Reagan
had differed, Hodel stated, was with strategies
to achieve that goal. Before Reagan, the Federal
Government had increased control over energy
markets. Reagan's strategy to minimize federal
intervention, the Secretary contended, appeared
more successful in achieving adequate energy
supplies at acceptable prices.108

Clark, Fremont, and Bonneville had all been
supported by the United States government.
In turn, settlers were offered free land under the
Homestead Act (1862), and transcontinental
railroads were built west under government
incentives, such as the "checkerboard" land

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SUPPORT
AND

or government railroad corporations.

grants, that attracted investors. Some prospered; others failed. But, concluded the
Secretary, the West was settled without
creating federal farms and communes
Analogously, Hodel believed the Federal
Government should expand and explore

DEVELOPMENT

the energy frontier through research and

What role should the Federal Government
play in supporting and managing science

development but should not build institutions
to commercialize the opportunities that were

pay tecnpog ands quesan gSecey
and technology? This question, Secretary
Hodel observed, was one of the most hotly

,

debated public issues. In keeping with Reagan's

principles, Hodel believed that the Federal
Government should play a minimal role in

discovered. Private citizens should be excited
and encouraged to "homestead" the energy
frontier, where some would fail but many

or,

wherd

soee

Just

alandtrans

more would succeed. Just as land transfer

was a major task of the government in the

century, so technology transfer
Gneryetsrchund devop mentad sol nnineteenth
energy research and development and should
from the government to the private sector
epr
the r
o d e gfrn nt a
foster private sponsorship of science and
Departfor
the
agenda
a
significant
be
technology when possible. On the other hand,
mecnoog
ofEeg1n h wniehcnuy
ment of Energy in the twentieth century.
Hodel conceded, the Federal Government's
support of certain basic research was vital
HERRINGTON APPOINTED
not only to assure America's preeminence
in science but also to maintain her national
SECRETARY OF ENERGY
defense and industrial leadership. SuperPresident Reagan announced on January 10,
computers, superconductivity, high energy
1985, the appointment of John S. Herrington
physics, basic materials properties, and
as
the fifth secretary of energy. Hodel stayed
of
major
biotechnology represented areas
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in the cabinet, moving to the Department
of the Interior. Confirmed by the Senate on

we are finding now at DOE facilities are, for
the most part, legacies from the past, from

February 6, Herrington pledged to continue

activities conducted in a different atmosphere

vigorous management of the Department.
A Californian and graduate from Stanford
University and the University of California's
Hastings College of Law, Herrington had
served as assistant secretary of the navy

and under different standards than today's.
What was acceptable in 1945 is not acceptable
in 1985." Herrington also ordered a thorough
environmental survey of all departmental
facilities to identify problem areas and technical

for manpower and reserve affairs, special
assistant to the White House chief of staff,

safety appraisals of the Department's nuclear
facilities.'' 3

and assistant to the president for presidential
personnel. He brought expertise in personnel,

ENERGY STABILITY-ENERGY

administration, and organization to the Department, and, as the White House announced,
"a combination of the knowledge of defense

Secretary Herrington believed that America's

and civilian management and organization."" 0

energy policy through the end of the twentieth

Herrington's priorities were fundamentally

century should be directed toward achieving

congruent with Hodel's. Natural gas deregu-

three objectives: energy stability, energy

lation, nuclear licensing reform, energy tax
policy, environment, and security were major
issues requiring the Department's attention.

SECURITY-ENERGY STRENGTH

security, and energy strength. He noted that
the first two goals, energy stability and security,
had been the preoccupation of the government

His concern for security and environmental
protection at the Department's weapons
production and laboratory facilities reflected
the administration's increased sensitivity

since the 1973 energy crisis. Conservation had
become more than a slogan; it was now universally regarded as a permanent energy resource.
American buildings had become 20 percent

to safety since the Bhopal chemical plant

more energy efficient than they were in 1973,

disaster in India."

and American industry had cut energy use
by 23 percent per unit of production: Overall,

One of Herrington's first actions was to order a

Americans burned 20 percent less oil than in

special report assessing environmental, health,
and safety activities within the Department.
The report, by a former environmental official

1978. Most dramatically, the United States
had purchased a "National Insurance Policy,"
the Strategic Petroleum Reserve, which

at the Department, termed these departmental
activities a "disgrace." Environment, safety, and
health, the report noted, are "widely perceived
as having 'o clout,' and of being ignored by

contained nearly 500 million barrels of
oil, the equivalent to almost four months
of import supply ."4

senior management unless a crisis develops.

Herrington looked to the future and building

Morale is low, and as successive reports

energy strength since energy stability and

recommending action are followed by

security appeared well in hand. Recent Ameri-

no action, it sinks further."ii

2

can energy history, Herrington recalled, had
been primarily a history of "hydrocarbons

Herrington moved quickly to resolve the problem. On September 18, 1985, he announced
the restructuring of the Department's environ-

and hydropower." While petroleum remained
both the Nation's "lifeblood and liability," the
electric power industry had taken important

mental, safety, and health program. Previously
scattered responsibilities within the Department were consolidated under the direction
of a newly created assistant secretary for
environment, safety, and health. Herrington
observed that the "environmental problems

steps to reduce its dependence on oil. Coal
now stood preeminent in the production of
electricity, with nuclear power ranking second
and conservation and energy efficiency a giant
only partially tapped. Each of these resources,
which made up what Herrington called the

A SUMMARY HISTORY
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"energy triad," would have to be fully devel-

on acid rain with the Canadian government,

oped to achieve energy strength in the

President Reagan pledged to seek $2.5 billion

twenty-first century

over the next five years to demonstrate innova-

THE "CLEAN COAL" INITIATIVE

tive pollution control technologies. Herrington
subsequently announced that the Department

of Energy would kick off Reagan's acid rain

Secretary Herrington contended that much
of America's energy strength rested on its
abundant coal reserves, which were 80 percent
of the Nation's known fossil fuel resources. The
Secretary, in an interview with the Associated

initiative with an $850 million solicitation
to match industry proposals for pollution
control devices that could be installed on
existing coal-fired power plants." 7

Press, said that he was "going to make some
changes" in the National Energy Policy Plan.
"I don't think the current one addresses itself
to some of our problems in specific enough
terms," he observed. "I think coal is probably

NUCLEAR POWER

where our future is." 11 5

its support of nuclear power. "We have no

The challenge was to develop and deploy

change in nuclear policy," the Secretary

"clean coal" technologies to increase the use

stated. "We continue to support strong 8
energy future.""

Secretary Herrington had to fend off accusations that his support for coal suggested the
Reagan Administration had backed away from

nuclear power for our

of coal while reducing environmental problems

such as acid rain. Following the admini-

In November 1985, Herrington assured the

stration's avowed energy policy, Herrington

Atomic Industrial Forum and the American

supported federal research and development
but was not enthusiastic about funding applied

Nuclear Society that both the President and
the secretary of energy were "irrevocably

science projects. Congress, on the other hand,

committed to nuclear energy as an option

supported many commercial demonstration

for our future." The Reagan Administration

projects that Herrington, a "budget balancer
first," feared could become budget busters.
Nonetheless, Herrington expressed his
enthusiasm for the program once Congress
established "clean coal" priorities."16

was committed to "being partners" in bringing
"the full dream of nuclear energy to fruition,"
he noted, but the nuclear industry itself would
have to take the initiative in confronting both
the real and the perceptual problems besetting
the industry. Herrington admitted that it was

The Reagan Administration's support of new
coal technology was outlined in the Department of Energy's report, America's Clean Coal
Commitment. The-Department calculated that
since passage of the Clean Air Act in 1970
electric utilities had spent approximately $62

"tempting" to blame "government regulators,
overzealous environmentalists, and an overly
fearful public" for the industry's problems. He
suggested, however, that there was "enough
random evidence of problems in planning,

management, construction and operator

billion to control sulfur pollutants, including

training that industry must accept its share

$11 billion for coal cleaning, $34 billion in

of responsibility and become part of the
solution." The Department of Energy, for its
artalwould continues toeadvoctetnclea
part, would continue to advocate nuclear
power, seek licensing and regulatory reform,

premiums for low sulfur coal, and $17 billion
install stack scrubbers. The Department
to
reported that such measures had already
reduced sulfur emissions by 19 percent from
1977 to 1985. New technologies, such as

promote international agreements to secure

fluidized bed combustion, limestone injection,
advanced coal cleaning, and coal gasification,
promised not only further to reduce sulfur
emissions but also to reduce nitrogen pollutants thought to contribute significantly to
acid rain. Following March 1987 discussions

markets for the American nuclear industry,
and press on with research and development.
As long-term research and development goals,
Herrington targeted more advanced reactors,
as high temperature gas cooled reactors
and the preservation of the breeder option,
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and smaller, modular reactors that could
be shop-fabricated with improved quality
119
controls and reduced construction costs.

HIGH-LEVEL NUCLEAR WASTE
Nuclear waste management became a key
administration project to secure energy

The Chernobyl accident in the Soviet Union

strength through nuclear power. Signed by
the President on January 7, 1983, the Nuclear
Waste Policy Act of 1982 had enjoined the

on April 26, 1986, focused attention on both
the Department's nuclear facilities and the

Department of Energy to site, design, construct,
and operate the Nation's first geologic reposi-

FALLOUT FROM CHERNOBYL

nuclear power industry's perceived safety

tories for permanent disposal of spent fuel and

problems. In the aftermath, Secretary

high-level waste from civilian nuclear reactors.

Herrington intensified safety reviews of the
Department's large production and research
reactors. He also established a special safety
panel to review the N-reactor near Richland,
Washington, the only American graphite

On May 28, 1986, President Reagan approved
the selection of three sites for detailed study,
or "site characterization": Yucca Mountain,
Nevada; Deaf Smith County, Texas; and
Hanford, Washington. After several years

production reactor even remotely similar

of study, the Department, according to the

to the Chernobyl reactor. The N-reactor,
a dual purpose reactor dedicated by President

procedure established by the 1982 act, would
recommend one site to the President, who

John F. Kennedy in 1963, produced both

in turn might propose the site to Congress.

weapon-grade plutonium and electrical

In addition, the Department on May 28

power. Besides the Department's internal

announced that it had postponed indefinitely

safety review, Herrington requested the
National Academy of Sciences and the National

nominating sites for a second repository in
the east.2 The selection of three western

Academy of Engineering to make an independent
assessment of the Department's production
reactors in Washington and South Carolina.

sites for study and at least temporary suspension of a search for a second site brought sharp
criticism from western states. Herrington,

In response, the National Research Council
formed a committee to conduct an eighteenmonth study 120

a westerner himself, denied that politics had
played a role in the Department's decision.
Rather, based on projected levels of nuclear

The Department's Civilian Reactor Research

waste, the Department estimated that there

and Development Program had been pursuing
the development of passively safe nuclear
power plants even before Chernobyl. These
would be simpler to build and operate, and
therefore less costly, than light water reactors.
Tests of the Experimental Breeder Reactor

would be no need to develop a second site
study until the mid-1990s. Secretary Herrington
admitted it would be easy to dodge this issue,
but he saw no point in spending money on
a second study with nuclear power itself in
the doldrums. "The important thing is to get

(EBR-II) had demonstrated that the small,

the first one," he advocated. Subsequently,

experimental sodium-cooled fast test reactor,
operating at full capacity, would automatically

the Department would develop monitored
retrievable storage (MRS) and a second site,

shut down when power was cut off to all
cooling systems. Natural laws of physics,
not engineered safety systems, kept reactor

if necessary' 2 3

core temperatures within safe limits. The
successful shutdown of the EBR-I in Idaho
confirmed that such passively, or inherently,
safe reactors might play a role revitalizing
the nuclear power industry12 1

Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1987. The act
designated the Yucca Mountain site in Nevada
as the only candidate site to be considered.
Activities at the Texas and Washington sites
were halted. The Department and the nuclear

A SUMMARY HISTORY

Congress simplified the selection process
for a high-level waste site with the Nuclear
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utility industry welcomed the amendments
act as offering assurances that the construction
of a waste repository would proceed at an
acceptahle pace. Nevadans were irate, how-

in science so fundamentally important and
with such enormous potential.
The enormous commercial potential for computers,
long-distance electrical transmission lines,

ever, that the site selection process had been
short-circuited, and Nevada Governor Richard

appliances, transportation, and other uses of
electricity was evident. At a federal conference

Bryan, terming the act a "legislative atrocity,

on the commercial applications of superconductivity co-hosted hy the Department and

promised the state would use every legal
remedy to oppose the decision. A further
complicating factor was that if the Yucca
Mountain site proved unacceptable for
environmental or other reasons there
would be no available alternative site. 1'4

the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy, President Reagan marveled how
hasic scientific research with apparently little
practical purpose could stddenly alter our
lives. For Herrington, the conference was
gratifying evidence of how the Reagan energy

SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

policy worked at its best, bringing together
in partnership United States husiness, govern-

Major scientific discoveries in superconductivity reinforced Herrington's views that
America's energy strength should also be
pursuecl through government funding of
basic research, which, in this case, offered
promise of dramatic new efficiencies in
electric technology. Superconductors, at

ment, universities, and laboratories for discussions and exchange of information and ideas.
Indeed, the Presiden's Superconductivity
Initiative faithfully reflected the administrations policy for the swift transfer of
technology and technical information from
the government to the private sector

very lowv teimperatttres, lose their resistance
to the flow of electricity. Breakthroughs in.

THE

SUPERCONDUCTING
SUPER COLLIDER (SSC)

1986 and 1987 reduced the amount of cooltng
and, therefore, the cost of achieving superconductivity. White House Science Advisor
William R. Graham stated, "not since the
invention of the transistor, or perhaps even
the electric light bulb, has there been an event

ERCONDUCTIVITY:
FEtERAL

The stperconducting stper collider demonstrated another dimension of the Reagan
Administrations support of basic science.

CHALLENGE FOR TH

CONFERENCE

O

i

FUTURE

tL APPLICATIONS

Secretuv of Fnerev
ne)85-rg89),
Jolin S. H1rrington
Secretaty of State George Scultz, Secrettrv of Defense
Casper We'inherger applaud President ReLaigan at tlie Federal Confn:nce on Connecial Applicationts of
Superconductivity,Jrly 28, 1987.
SoUrCe:
S. Department of Defense
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including the tanlord I.inear Accelerator
(SLA1C and tacilitues at FBrookhaven National
laboratorv and the f ermi National Accelerator
Laboratorv In July 183 the Department of
Energys High Energy Phys,s Adisory Panel
recomnended that the building of a Super
collider be given the highest priority IEndorsed
by the Presidenis science advisor, the project to
build the largest and most expenstve scientific
instrument in history would strain 1imiiited
research budgets. Nonetheless, the Reagan
Administration recognized, as others had
be[ore it, that Americans could not maintain
their preeminence in high energy physics
without support from the Federal Government.

Texas Govcrnor William Cements and Secretavv Heirington
view an artist's conception of the SupcrronductingSuper c
Source: U.S. Department of Energy

Teider
stpereond ct
super c lider cclcr
become the world's largest particle accelerator,
the basic research tool in high energy physics
for studying the nature of matter and energy
Again, the Federal Governmernt would become
a patron in opening the frontiers of science.
Research at the super collider would not only
include study of the iundamental laws that
govern the universe but also the exploration of

Since the clays of the Manhattan Project, the
Department of Energy and its predecessors
had helped build most of the large particle
accelerators constructed in the United States,

PF_

Halls

Proton Beam

At tsts

neraclofl

Halls

conceptit of the SSC shoMng the 5.3 mile circumference titnnel and location of rclated fau tits.
Source: L
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the origins of the universe. Such breathtaking
science would require space on earth to build
a ten-foot-diameter racetrack-shaped tunnel,
fifty-two miles in circumference, inside of
which 10,000 superconducting magnets would
guide two beams of highly energized protons

SECURING AMERICA'S
ENERGY FUTURE

in opposite directions. Racing around the track
at nearly the speed of light, the proton beams

Persian Gulf between Iraq and Iran, continued
depression in the domestic oil industry, and

would collide head-on with an energy of 40

increased dependence on imports of foreign

trillion electron volts. Scientists believed that
the resulting temperatures and pressures would
simulate the "big bang" at the creation of the

oil raised concerns about America's energy
future among government officials and private
energy analysts. Secretary of Interior Hodel

universe. Recently detected subatomic parti-

warned that "the United States and the rest of

cles would surely help to answer remaining

the world [were] being set up for a major oil

questions about the ultimate building blocks
of matter and the basic forces that govern the
transformations of matter and energy' 2

price shock," while Theodore R. Eck, chief
economist at Amoco Corporation, observed
that "everyone" agreed there would be serious

President Reagan approved construction of the

energy problems in the next ten years. At issue,

super collider on January 30, 1987. Describing

Science reported, was not only national security

the President's decision as "a momentous leap
forward for American science and technology"
Herrington noted that in the field of high.
energy physics, building the super collider

but also inflation, economic growth, and the
30
Nation's trade deficit.'
The Department of Energy, at President
Reagan's direction, initiated a review of

was equivalent to "putting a man on the
moon." He estimated that the total project

United States energy security The review
examined all aspects of energy supply and

would cost $4.4 billion and authorized
the Department to develop a site selection

demand and their implications for national
security. The Department reported to the

procedure based primarily

on scientific

and technical criteria.12 8
The Department issued an invitation for site
proposals in April 1987. The states responded
with alacrity in the competition for the lucrative prize of hosting the super collider. By the
deadline of September 2, 1987, the Depart-

ment received forty-three site proposals from
twenty-five states. After screening by the
Department against the previously established
qualification criteria, thirty-six proposals were

Dark clouds gathered on the Nation's energy
horizon as the Department of Energy entered
its second decade. Prolonged warfare in the

President that increasing dependence on

imported oil could have potentially serious
implications for national security for the rest
of the century The precipitous decline in oil
prices in 1986 was good news for all energy
consumers; but as prices fell and demand
* slackened, American oil producers were

devastated by the collapse of the domestic
oil market. The United States appeared less
vulnerable to an energy crisis in 1987 than
it had been in 1977. Yet rising oil demand,

forwarded to an expert committee of the
National Academy of Sciences and the
National Academy of Engineering for an
independent review. The committee's report
recommended a final list of seven best qualified
sites in Arizona, Colorado, Illinois, Michigan,
North Carolina, Tennessee, and Texas. On
November 10, 1988, Herrington announced

coupled with a fall in production from
a crippled American oil industry, could
potentially make the United States and its
allies dependent upon suppliers from the
Persian Gulf, which had two-thirds of the
world's known reserves. "Even with continued
conservation and efficiency and substantial
contributions from other energy resources,

that the Texas site, located twenty-five miles

like coal, nuclear energy, and renewables,"

south of Dallas, was the Department's preferred
site. The Department hoped to build the
superconducting super collider by 1996.119
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Secretary Herrington observed, "our economic
and energy security is inextricably tied to the
fate and fortunes of our domestic petroleum
industry through this century."' 3

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

At the Energy Security Conference in May
1988, Herrington offered his assessment of the
Federal Government's progress in achieving

mistakes in the past," Salgado told the Senate
committee. "We are committed to bringing
our complexes into compliance, [but] we

energy security for the Nation during the
previous eight years. Pointing to the fact that

have an enormous legacy of misuse of the
environment in the past."'

the country's economic expansion was in its
sixty-fifth month, he noted that this represented "the longest peacetime economic

On October 29, 1987, the National Research
Council's special committee, commissioned
by Secretary Herrington in the aftermath of

expansion in U.S. history." The inflation rate

Chernobyl, released its long-awaited assess-

in 1980 had been 13.5 percent, but in 1987 it
was only 3.7 percent. Similarly, the maximum

ment of safety issues at the Department's
production reactors. The committee conceded

prime rate had dropped from 21.5 percent

that the Department's contractors had empha-

to 9.2 percent and mortgage rates from 13.8
percent to 10.2 percent. During this period,
Herrington explained, the real gross national
product had gone up, real disposable income

sized the prevention of accidents. In addition,
the production reactors had been operated
for more than a quarter century without a
major accident. Nevertheless, the committee

per capita had doubled, and business produc-

cited the Department for not having "clearly

tivity had gone up three times. Not only was

articulated" safety

unemployment at its lowest level in ten years,
but also exports were the highest in the country's
history These were "things to be proud of ...

the committee noted, "has failed to specify its
safety requirements clearly, has failed to apply
them uniformly at the two production reactor

things to build on," Herrington declared.
It was evident to the Reagan Administration
that the energy security of the United States
would be tied to the oil and gas industry for

objectives. The Department,

sites, and has failed to implement them in a
timely manner." Part of the problem, according
to the committee, was that the Department
lacked an adequate technical understanding

the future. Yet oil and gas alone could not
"shoulder the burden for energy security,"
Herrington added. The Secretary of Energy
believed that nuclear power and coal would
be an essential part of the equation. Nor, he

and capability Equally serious, however,
were the Department's managerial shortfalls.
"Weaknesses of management," the committee
stated, had "led to a loose-knit system of

concluded, should there be any "quick fixes."
In the years ahead, America's energy stability,
energy security, and energy strength would
be determined by the sound economic solutions of the Federal Government, as well as

the committee cited the "acute aging" of the
production reactors as an issue that had not
been adequately addressed by the Department.

by the ingenuity and determination of the
private sector.13 2

assigned to it by Congress if the Department
dedicated itself to the task." The committee

largely self-regulated contractors." Finally,

The committee concluded that the Department

could "accomplish the reactor safety functions

recommended that the Department clarify its

ENVIRONMENTAL AND

safety objectives, increase the involvement of

SAFETY PROBLEMS IN

the Office of Environment, Safety, and Health,
and establish an independent, external safety

THE 'WEAPONS

COMPLEX

Environmental and safety concerns with the
Department's weapons production complex
continued to mount. In mid-June 1987, Under
Secretary Joseph Salgado informed the Senate
Governmental Affairs Committee that the
Department would conduct a year-long
study detailing environmental conditions
at all federal nuclear facilities. "We made

A SUMMARY HISTORY

oversight committee advisory to the secretary.

The committee also recommended that the
Department accelerate planning for new
production reactors or other alternatives.13 4
Secretary Herrington said that he "welcomed"
the committee's findings. He stressed that the
Department had long been aware of safety
concerns and "action was long overdue."
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Salgado observed that the report was really
about "a department in transition. It's about

to boost explosive yield. Herrington limited
the board's consideration to four reactor types:.

how we are making changes and how we are

low temperature heavy water reactor, light

meeting our responsibilities and obligation.
This report is a continuation of what we began
more than two years ago." In response to the
committee's recommendations, Herrington

water reactor, high temperature gas-cooled
reactor, and liquid metal reactor. Among the
evaluating criteria to be used were ability
to produce tritium in a timely and cost-

directed that an independent oversight panel

effective manner, ability to meet safety

be established and action plans be prepared
by the assistant secretaries for environment,
safety, and health and for defense programs.' 3 5

and environmental requirements, and
contributions to the advancement of
nuclear technology 3 7

On July 1, 1988, Salgado forwarded the
promised study detailing environmental
conditions at the Department's nuclear
facilities to the Senate Governmental Affairs
Committee. Salgado told the committee that
the environmental issue represented a "major
challenge for the Department, the Congress,
and the Nation. . . . [requiring] a significant
investment over a long period of time." The
Department's study focused on seventeen
sites and examined efforts both to clean up
environmental contamination and to assure
and maintain compliance with environmental,
safety, and health standards. The study estimated "expected" clean up and compliance
costs of $66 billion through fiscal year 2025.

The Energy Research Advisory Board submitted its report to Herrington in late June
1988. The board stated its conviction that it
was "urgent for DOE to begin the long process
to acquire new production capacity" The
board found that the heavy water reactor
has "the most mature technology" for tritium
production. "If there is a need for full tritium
production as early as possible," the board
noted, then the heavy water reactor "appears
to have the best chance of quickly providing
the needed capacity because of the existing
facilities, personnel, and experience at Savannah River." Nonetheless, the board declared
the high temperature gas-cooled reactor the
leading candidate with "potential to contribute

Under a "high" clean up and compliance

substantially to the advancement of new com-

scenario, estimated costs rose to $110 billion

mercial designs through the application of

through fiscal year 2045. Senator John Glenn
(D-oH), chairman of the Governmental Affairs
Committee, observed that the "high" estimate
Comm ittee,
o be
atf
thaigh"
..
estiate

passive safety technology."13 8
.
This was no mean consideration. With no
firm order to build a commercial reactor in the

was more likely to be a "floor ... than a
ceiling." The Department, he added, could
not "assume that it will continue to be treated
as a royal exception to the laws, standards

and regulations that all other hazardous
industrial enterprises in the United States

are subject

,,dti

to."

NEW PRODUCTION REACTOR
Following the National Research Council
committee's recommendation that the
Department accelerate planning for a
New Production Reactor (NPR), Secretary
Herrington asked the Department's Energy
Research and Advisory Board to conduct
a review and assessment of reactor options.
The primary mission of the NPR would be to
produce tritium used in nuclear warheads
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United States since 1974, reactor manufacturers clearly were eager for a new construction

project, especially one that might prove out
a new civilian reactor design. The design for
the high temperature gas-cooled reactor used

a modular concept being developed under
the Department's Advanced Reactor Program.
A standardized modular design would include
maximum factory fabrication, transportability
to site, and minimum site installation and
construction, thus shortening construction
time and reducing costs. The high temperature
gas-cooled reactor's passive reactor shutdown
feature, the Energy Research Advisory Board
stressed, "eliminates the possibility of core
meltdown and ... provide[s] an opportunity
for a potentially significant advancement in
the level of safety over current commercial
reactor experience."13
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o) intro-

In early .August 1988, Herrington proposcd
building mwo new production reactors: a heavy

senators led by Timothy Wirth (o-

water reactor at Savannah RiVer and a modular

by refocusing energy policy away from oil

high temperature gas-cooled reactor at the
Idaho National Lngineering Laboratory.
According to Herrington, this would establish
"some sort of flexibility and hack up ... so

and coal and toward conservation, renewable energy, and nuclear energy Global
warming, declared Wirth, was "largely
an energy problem." 4 2

we can keep wveapon prodtictionl oPtions for
future governments open. The dual approach'
he observed, would assure that production

Reagan Administration officials generally
agreed that global warming was a potentially
serious problem and responded by forming
in interagency task force to study the isst

capability was not rendered inoperative by
unforeseen problems. The heavy water reactor.yp
to be constructed on an "urgent schedtle,
and the modular high temperature gas-cooled
reactor would produce 100 percent and 50
percent of expected tritium requirements
respectively. °yWe don't knowv today what is

wexamining
r anday

duced legislation to combat global warming

Unde
SeretaV Dnna Fitzpatrick, the
Department's representative on the task force,
cautioned against hasty and precipitous action
before global warming had been scientifically
was
confirmed. Noting that the epartmenttwa
ofre.NtnththeDptm

long-term policy options, she

in the future in the next 10 ye ars, de
said that any action would have to be "done
internationally on a global basis" with "a
the Secretary "So it is a matter of assessing
the risks What is the tritium we are going to
very credible scientific assessment that other
need or the plutonium we are going to need?
can accept.° TIhe key to action was
or odayannationsno
betmkeguss
We make our We
best gciess tlay and it may not
solid scientific information. "We may beat
be our answxer in the next 10 years. So I want
up(caaciyl.-TheDeprtmnntocir brains out and do all kinds of expensive
some back psomebac
[capacity] " The Department
and disruptive things," Fitzpatrick observed,
estimated that it would take ten years io
"for which people will necessarily suffer by a
build the nesw plants at an estimated cost
reduced standard of living or something like
of n6.8 billion. ''

that-and a reduced standard of living always

A new production reactor office ws°as established
wvithin the Department in October. The future
of the two-reactor program, however, remained
somewhat uncertain. Following IHerrington's
announcement, several influential senators
expressed doubts that the Nation could afford
to build twvo reactors. In addition, tritium
requirements beyond two or three years were
unclear. A new arms reduction treaty, for
example, could significantly curtail tritium
requirements.

means reduced health. We may do something
to stop greenhouse gas accumulation and
discover too late, as much as it cost us-in

different kinds of costs-that we were simply
watching a bigger cycle, the bigger trend
caused by we don't know what "i

GLOBAL WARMING
In summcr 1988 Americans suffered through
record-breaking heat and drought. As a result,

the greenhouse effect, caused by increased
amounts of primarily carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere, and its role in global warming
attracted growing attention from scicntists,
politicians, and the media. Implications for
energy policy were enormous. Public rhetoric
included strong calls for reduced use of fossil
fuels and especially coal. In late July a dozen
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Scretary Herrington, President Reagan, and an
o[ficial of the American Gas Association waiting
to give their speeches before a joint meeting of the
(GasAssociation and the World Gas Conference.
SoUIce: U.S. Departient of Lnergy
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The Department's own research and analytical
efforts on global warming were not inconsid-

*wasgoing on in the commercial world."
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Safety, Health

erable. Carbon dioxide research within the

and Quality Assurance Richard Starostecki

Department operated on a $14 million annual
budget, representing 45 percent of total federal
funding in the area. In fall 1988, the Lawrence
Livermore and Los Alamos laboratories joined
forces with the Scripps Institution of Oceanography in a global study to determine how
pollution changes world climate. In November,

in a tough internal memo, later made public,
said that some senior departmental managers
have "an attitude towards production reactor
safety which on the face seems to be similar
to that which existed in the space program
prior to the Challenger accident.... Such
a mindset presumes reactors are safe unless

a draft departmental report analyzed the
potential for long-term emissions reduction
of carbon dioxide. The report indicated that
to hold emissions to 1985 levels through 2050

demonstrated otherwise."

What began as an internal debate quickly
What be an ternal dea
Ckly
spilled over into the public arena. Congres-

would require rapidly replacing fossil fuels for
electricity generation with nuclear and solar

and the subsequent safety debate. The media
eagerly pursued the issue. In October, the

power. To reduce emissions by 40 percent
by 2020 would require aggressive policy
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shutdown of the plutonium fabrication plant
at Rocky Flats, Colorado, for safety code

intervention, applying existing and undeployed technologies along with intense

violations and revelations of radiation leaks
at the uranium processing plant at Fernald,

conservation efforts.' 44

Ohio, heightened public scrutiny and expanded
it to include the entire weapons complex.
Environmental groups filed a lawsuit to prevent
the Department from restarting the Savannah

THE WEAPONS COMPLEX
UNDER SIEGE

River K reactor before completing an environ-

The implications of Secretary Herrington's
"sweeping" environmental and safety reforms
came into sharper focus during the last half
of 1988. In August, unexpected power surges
occurred during attempts to restart the P
production reactor at Savannah River. Depart-

.

mental impact statement. Articles appeared
almost daily in the New York Times and the
Washington Post. The weekly news magazine
Time did a cover story headlined, "'They Lied
to Us': Unsafe, Aging U.S. Weapons Plants
are Stirring Fear and Disillusion." 146

mental safety officials, who had been belatedly
and inadequately briefed on the incident,

An embattled Secretary Herrington handled

recommended that the reactor be shut down.

the growing controversy with equanimity.

Subsequent studies showed that no significant
safety risk or threat to public safety resulted
from the incident, but departmental safety
officials were highly critical of operational
and managerial procedures at the Savannah

He noted that the Department over the past
three years had been its own harshest critic,
and he announced a series of phased safety
and management initiatives leading to the
restart of the production reactors at Savannah

River site. John Ahearne, chairman of the
Department's newly created independent
oversight panel, the Advisory Committee
on Nuclear Facility Safety, indicted officials
from both the Department and its Savannah
River contractor, E.I. du Pont de Nemours and
Company, for "years of ingrained complacency

River. "President Reagan, and myself as Secretary of Energy, will not operate unsafe reactors,"
Herrington declared. "We will meet the defense
needs of this country in a safe and environ47
mentally sensitive manner."1

and self-satisfaction. . . . One' conclusion is
that operating practices at Savannah River
have built up over so many years and the

study of 160 sites at the sixteen weapons
complex facilities, ranking them according
to their potential threat to the public. The

operators had believed they have done so
very well, they did not keep abreast of what

rankings were intended to assist the Department in developing a long-range cleanup
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In December the Office of Environment,
Safety, and Health completed a preliminary

U.S.
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program. The same month, the Department
forwarded to the White House a draft report
intended for Congress on the retirement and

issue of solving the Nation's energy problems.
Both viewed oil imports as a serious threat to
American security; both saw clean coal tech-

modernization of the facilities in the weapons
productions complex. This study, known as
the 2010 Report, estimated that operation and

nologies as part of the solution to acid rain;
and both agreed that alternative transportation
fuels could affect the causes of global warming.

maintenance of the weapons complex would

A Bush spokesperson agreed that "there's not

cost $244 billion over the next twenty years.

a huge difference in philosophy" between the

These costs included new production plants,
waste facilities, and environmental and safety

two candidates, although he did suggest that
"there is so in details." Bush advisers admitted

corrective action and compliance. The 2010

that Dukakis was no "Jimmy Carter" on energy

Report recommended ending all materials
production at Hanford and closing down
the Rocky Flats and Fernald facilities as well

policy, but they contended that he would not
adopt the "hands off" approach of the Reagan
administration. 50

as the Mound nuclear material plant near

Perhaps surprisingly, the growing controversy

Miamisburg, Ohio. The report reiterated the
Department's commitment to constructing two
new production reactors and a $500 million
special isotope separation plant in Idaho that

would convert
plutonium.'

fuel-grade to weapon-grade

8

In one of his last addresses as Secretary,
Herrington noted that no departmental
reactor was producing tritium for nuclear
weapons. Under current planning, he stated,
"we are not going to be in a serious problem."
The Department's biggest challenge, nonetheless, was to make certain equipment modifica-

surrounding the Department's weapons complex
never became an election issue. A White House
official noted that "the Department of Energy
is managing the situation very well." Another

administration source confided to the New York
Times: "If the news is going to be really bad,
don't you w'ant to make it an Energy Depart-

ment disaster rather than a White House
disaster?"151

THE DEPARTMENT UNDER
PRESIDENT REAGAN

tions and improvements in training so that
the production reactors could be restarted.

Secretary Herrington, having served longer
than any secretary in the history of the

"Nuclear deterrence remains at the heart

Department, resigned in January 1989.

of our national security policy," Herrington
observed. "This means that a healthy, viable
nuclear weapons complex is not an option

In an exit interview, he observed that some
accomplishments of the Department during
his tenure included securing presidential

for this country, it is a necessity" He also

authorization and congressional funding

warned that the Department's contractors

for the superconducting super collider, con-

must share in the commitment to safety:

tinuing to fill the Strategic Petroleum Reserve,

"Any private contractor that does business
with the Department of Energy had better
realize that with us as a customer comes the

and "putting in place a strong environment,
health and safety plan" at the weapons complex. He noted that the failure to win decontrol

obligation of fair and responsible dealing."149

of natural gas prices was a disappointment.
Herrington acknowledged that President
Reagan had been unable to obtain the elimination of the Department, but he asserted that
the Department of Energy was now more to
the President's liking. "I think the President
is proud of how things ended up," Herrington

1988

ELECTION

On November 8, 1988, George Bush was

elected president of the United States. Energy
issues again played a minimal role in the
presidential campaign. The energy spokesperson for Democratic candidate Michael
Dukakis noted that there really was not much
difference between the two candidates on the
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stated. "The President was campaigning against
[the Economic Regulatory Administration],
federal regulation of refining capacity and
petroleum production-those things that
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caused the gas lines and artificial shortages....
We are out of the regulatory functions and we
are doing the things an agency like this should
be doing-administering R&D funds, national
laboratories and the weapons facilities."'I"
As the 1988 election suggested, and in stark
contrast to the partisan disputes of the 1970s,

the controversy over energy policy had receded
largely into the background during the Reagan
Administration. But as the political discourse
had evolved, so had the Department of Energy.
Since its inception in 1977, the Department

had witnessed significant organizational, policy,
and budgetary changes. Not the least of these was
the increasing proportion of the Department's
budget dedicated to defense activities and the
decreasing proportion allocated to energy
research and development. In the Department's
1980 budget, defense activities accounted for
36 percent and energy research and development for over 45 percent of the total budget.
In the final Reagan budget for 1990, these
figures were 60 percent (including 7 percent

for defense waste management) and 16
percent, respectively153
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PART VI
THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION, 1989-1993
WATKINS APPOINTED SECRETARY

was committed to having Watkins formulate

One sensitive appointment facing President-

aspects. Watkins underscored Bush's comments

elect Bush was that of secretary of energy.
As attention continued to focus on the Department's besieged weapons complex, reports

with his personal commitment to safety and
the environment. "I am confident," he told
the press, "I can help find that desired and

emerged of the ongoing "fierce fight" within
the Department over balancing national

balanced formula wherein safety is never
subverted, the environment is adequately

security with health and safety needs. In
addition, the new administration and its
secretary of energy faced the long-term

protected, and national security and other
energy objectives are achieved in harmony."
Restarting the production reactors, he assured

challenge of modernizing and cleaning

his audience, would "not be done at the

up weapons production sites and facilities.
Transition team officials indicated that "com-

expense of safety"

petent management" was the most important
component in choosing the.new secretary

Watkins' appointment as secretary was
generally well received. The New York Times

Bush said that he was looking for someone

described Watkins as an "unusual leader"

with experience in nuclear energy. By Christmas secretary of energy was the only cabinet
position left unfilled. Serious consideration
briefly was given to James R. Schlesinger,
Carter's energy secretary, but Schlesinger's
unpopularity with the oil and gas industry

with "forceful opinions and [a] record of
independence." The Washington Post cited
his "political skill" and "competence." Bush
attempted to assuage concerns in the oil and

and doubts about his secretarial performance
during the Carter years soon derailed his
candidacy154

that "they got a president of the United States
that came out of the oil and gas industry"
Bush also nominated W Henson Moore,
former six-term congressman from Louisiana
with ties to the oil and gas industry, to be
deputy secretary Less enthusiastic about
Watkins' appointment was the environmental
sector. A spokesperson for the Natural Resources
Defense Council declared that the appointment
"signals that cleaning up the bomb plants and

Not until January 12, 1989, the same day
that the White House released the 2010 Report,
did Bush appoint Admiral James D. Watkins
as secretary of energy Former chief of naval
operations until his retirement in 1986, Watkins
was a nuclear engineer and had served in

a policy that included safety and cleanup
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gas industry over his choice of a secretary
with a nuclear power background by noting

Rickover's nuclear-powered submarine program. His most recent role had been as chairman of the presidential AIDS commission. In
announcing the appointment, the President-

developing a sound national energy policy
will continue to be sacrificed in the name
of nuclear weapons production.iS6

elect observed that both he and Watkins
believed that "protecting the environment ...
is not at all inconsistent with advancing both
energy security and national security needs."
On energy policy, Bush noted that the Nation
could not rely on one energy source, and he
specifically singled out the use of nuclear
power as a necessity On the troubled weapons
complex, the President-elect said that he was

SETTING PRIORITIES
At his confirmation hearing, Admiral Watkins
left no doubt that his initial priority would
be cleaning up the contaminated weapons
complex and putting defense operations "back
on track." The primary problem, according to
Watkins, was in the management area. Partly
this was organizational. "I'm seeing a manage-

not committed to the 2010 Report but he

ment system that is antique, it's out of date,
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it's back in fifties technology," the Secretarydesignate lamented. "If you look at our
organization chart, you'll be aghast at the
lack of attention to implementing policy.
We are great on policy documents, but very

sympathetic chairman of the Senate Energy
Committee, J. Bennett Johnston, responded
that it was -the most daunting management
task I think we've ever given anybody in
5
government since I've been here."1

poor on following up to see if they are imple-

Watkins, nonetheless, did not intend to
limit his activities to the defense side of

properly." The situation, Watkins
mented
added pisrapessy." ut patone marial
added, "is a mess." But part of the managerial
problem was also attributable to what Watkins
described as the DOE and, more specifically,
the defense program, "culture"-the set of

values permeating the work atmosphere
operations take place. There
within whichwnec
a signifian "Themet
toet
is an urgent need to effect a significant change
in its deeply imbedded thirty-five-year culture,"
which has "evolved from such
asserted,
he
proucn
heavy
ephassid wh
achisevinvd
heavy emphasis on achieving prodtction

the Department. He told the Senate Energy
Committee that he would be extremely active
in all parts of departmental management
and policy development. The day before his
unanimois Senate confirmation, Watkins
with the Department's senior staff and

targeted his near term priorities." These
included: 1) developing a new national

icue:1

eeoiganwntoa

energy plan, 2) funding the superconducting

super collider, 3) issuing a third solicitation

goals, made within an atmosphere of collegial
secrecy, that problems relating to safety, health,
and the environment have not only been

for the clean coal technology program,

backlogged to intolerable levels but, in effect,
hidden from public view until recently." The

tion could be resumed, 5) lifting remaining

4) completing safety upgrades at the
Savannah River plant so that tritium produc-

Admiral Watkins sworn in as Secretary of Energy (1989-1993) on March 9, 1989. (L to R) Watkins,
Mrs. Watkins, President Bush, and Chief Justice William H. Rehnquist
Source: U S. Department of Energy
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Adniral Watkins arrd South Carolma Gfwernor Carioll Campbell in front of the K production reactor at the
Saannahi Rh r site. (1 to R) Paul Lego, he0 dent and Chief Operating Officer for Westinghouse Electric
Corporation:James S. Moore President of WStinghou{se Savannah River Company; Watkins; PW Casper;
Manager of DOE's Sa annah River Operaion O/fice Campbell.
Source. DOE I hik Month, June 1989

price controls on natural gas, 6) obtaining

legislative withdrawal of public lands used for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant in New Mexico,
and 7) resruturing the uranium enrichrnent

opetratons
President Bush made clear, however, the
top priority when he addressed Department
employees at Watkins's swearing-in ceremony
on March 9. Modernization and cleanup of the
weapons production facilities were the most
pressing of the many challenges facing the
Department. Referring to Watkins, he noted
that the Department faced -big challenges
ahead, so I selected a big man to do a big job
Attempting to raise departmental morale, the
President emphasized that the Department
of Energy would not close. "Theres been talk
in the past that perhaps this Department was
not necessary, wsas redundant, or its responsi_
bilities could be taken over by others," he said.
"You have impotant work to do. You're on

the cutting edge now and this Department
is here to stay." Watkins, in turn, called for a
new "commit ment to excellence" and asked
employees to "help form a subculture that

rejects medocrity and substandard work."A
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PRIORITY ONE:
THE WEAPONS COMPLEX
Admiral Watkins moved quickly to carry
out his "first priority': corrective actions
on the waste and environmental problems
within the weapons production complex.
Two weeks after taking office, he announced
the appointment of a special assistant for
coordination of DOE defense waste management. In addition, he ordered the preparation
of a five-year cleanup plan to "characterize
and prioritize" all waste cleanups at departmental sites. The focus of the plan would be
to confine and correct immediate problems,
ensure the basing of long-term cleanup
plans on credible science and technology,
and mandate compliance with all applicable
laws. The plan, according to Watkins, would
establish "agreed-upon milestones' with
Congress and the states,

In late April, Watkins toured the troubled
Savannah River site. With the earliest restart
of the tritium production reactors now pushed
back to sometime in 1990, he declared that
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production would not resume until a culture
was established that made "safety the coequal
of production." Three weeks later Watkins
announced a reorganization under which

cleanup, compliance, and waste management
activities identified in the five-year plan.162

the manager of Savannah River Operations,
who had previously reported directly to the

continued to plague the Department. On June
6, the Justice Department announced that it

secretary, would now report to the assistant
secretary for defense programs. As part of
a "new management concept" emphasizing
navy-style "line management accountability,'
Watkins removed responsibility for environ-

mental and safety issues at Savannah River
from the Department's Office of Environment,
Safety and Health and placed it under the

jurisdiction of the assistant secretary

for defense

programs. Defense programs would thus be

"fully responsible" for its own activities. This
caused consternation among environmental

groups and within Congress, but Watkins
reiterated that accountability and responsibility
needed to be "clearly fixed in the DOE line
management at all levels." He also offered
reassurance that activities would continue

to be subject to both internal and external
oversight.161

Despite Watkins' initiatives and efforts,
however, environmental and safety problems

was conducting a broad criminal investigation
into possible violations of federal environmental
laws at the Rocky Flats Plant. Simultaneously,
agents from the Federal Bureau of Investigation, together with investigators from the

Department and the Environmental Protection
Agency, began seizing records and obtaining
air, water, and soil samples at the site. Three
weeks later an exasperated Watkins declared
that he was "not proud nor pleased" with what

he had seen during his first months in office.
"The chickens have finally come home to

roost," he stated, "and years of inattention to
changing standards and demands regarding
to the environment, safety and health are
tovtheyenxprsndent,psafetyexaminaaltn,are
vividly exposed to public examination, in
fact, almost daily" 63
Watkins's efforts were further hampered by

In late June, Watkins announced his TenPoint Plan to strengthen environmental
protection and waste management activities

delays in filling key environmental and defense

at the Department's production, research, and

resolve its difficulties now that clear directives

testing facilities. The goal of the plan, the
to"resorecredbilty"
secrtarwadecare,
secretary

t vea
reo l i n plae . ow atemp
were firmly in place. "Our attempt to get a

to the Department by creating "a new culture

facilities has already proved successful," he

declared, was to "restore credibility"

of accountability." The plan's initiatives included
establishing independent "tiger teams" to conduct environmental compliance assessments,
forming a new management team within
defense programs to emphasize safety over
production, establishing a comprehensive
epidemiological data repository containing

information on past and present departmental workers, and accelerating the cleanup of
the Department's facilities. One month later,
Watkins announced the completion of the fiveyear cleanup plan. Through fiscal year 1995
the plan called for spending $16.5 billion
at the highest priority sites with total costs
for the same period set at $19.5 billion:

positions within the Department. Nonetheless,

after a year in office the secretary stated his
conviction that the Department had begun to

grip on our Savannah River and Rocky Flats
declared. "They are both, in my opinion, now
under what I call management control. This
does not mean that we have achieved all of
our objectives, but that we are aware of the
problems we face and we know how to deal
with them."i 64

COLD FUSION, CONFUSION, FUSION
In March 1989, two scientists from the University of Utah made the startling claim of having
discovered a sustainable room-temperature
nuclear fusion reaction. The process, known
popularly as cold fusion, drew immediate
worldwide attention. If proven and if sub-

In the fall, Watkins established the Office

ject to industrial-scale application, cold fusion

of Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management, consolidating environmental

provided promise of a virtually limitless source
of clean, inexpensive energy Scientists across
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the country and throughout the world attempted to duplicate the Utah scientists' research
results. Admiral Watkins ordered the Department's national laboratories to conduct
intensified research efforts to more clearly understand the phenomenon. He also requested the
Department's Energy Research and Advisory

Resistance to Hunter's plan was immediate.
Supporters of magnetic fusion complained
that the program, which had been funded at
a constant $350 million for most of the past
decade, was already under budget strains.
Congress, seeing that the Department itself
was advocating cutting back on magnetic

Board (ERAB) to establish a panel to conduct

fusion, trimmed the magnetic fusion budget

an independent review of the cold fusion

without funding inertial confinement fusion.

claims. In May, the Los Alamos National
Laboratory sponsored a scientific workshop

Watkins generally supported the proposal to
set up a competition between the two fusion

on the subject and entered negotiations with
the two scientists looking toward a collabora-

technologies, noting the need to inject some.
"excitement" into the research endeavor and

tive effort to confirm cold fusion.1 65

to strengthen congressional support. Because

Following an initial rush of enthusiasm, most

of the controversy, the secretary in March

1990 established the Fusion Policy Advisory

scientists reported that they could not dupli-

Committee to map out future goals for

cate the cold fusion results. In an interim
finding issued in mid-July, the ERAB cold
fusion panel recommended against the establishment of any new cold fusion program at
the Department. The experiments reported to
date, the panel noted, "do not present convincing evidence that useful sources of energy will

po
t
a
fusiteea
fusion research.' 68
Despite warnings from Watkins that expectations should be pared in the face of prolonged
budget difficulties, the advisory committee, in
its report released in September, recommended
doubling the Department's fusion budget over

result from the phenomena attributed to cold

the next seven years. The committee called for

fusion. Indeed, evidence for the discovery of

the creation of a single office to oversee both

a new nuclear process termed cold fusion is

magnetic and inertial confinement research.

not persuasive. Hence no special programs
to establish cold fusion research centers or
to support new efforts to find cold fusion are
justified at the present time." The panel's final
report issued in November confirmed this
assessment but with the added disclaimer
that the cold fusion phenomenon could not
be ruled out completely.' 66

"Pursuing both options at this time," the committee stated, "reduces the technical risk."169
Budget strictures, however soon intervened.
Only a month later, onrss nexpeedy
slashed almost $50 million from the magnetic fusion program. In December Watkins

While the cold fusion claims were reverberating

announced the closing of experimental reactor
facilities at Oak Ridge and Los Alamos. In the
face of these budget realities, the Department

throughout the scientific community, efforts
were underway to redirect and restructure the
Department's fusion program. In June 1989
Robert O. Hunter, director of the Department's
Office of Energy Research, informed the Senate
Energy and Natural Resources Committee
of plans to transfer $50 million from the

in fall 1991, upon the recommendation of the
Fusion Policy Advisory Committee, canceled
the CIT-since renamed the Burning Plasma
Experiment. Strong support for the fusion
program, nonetheless, continued within the
Department. In October 1991 the Department
established an inertial confinement fusion

magnetic confinement fusion program to
create an inertial confinement fusion program.167 He also placed the construction of
the next generation magnetic fusion research
machine, the Compact Ignition Tokamak
(CIT) to be built at Princeton, on hold.

program to proceed in parallel with the magnetic fusion program until one proved to be
technically superior. The Department's 1993
budget request for fusion totaled almost $360
million-$350 million for magnetic fusion
and $9 million for inertial confinement fusion.
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Represcntatives of the four signatory parties on July 21 1992. sign the internationalagrecment design plan for
an International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (IT ER). Signers (L to R) are Viktor Mihhailov of Russia,
Hiroshi Hirabayashiof Japan,Andreas van Agt of the Commission of European Communities, and Admiral
Watkins. Standing (L to R) ate Akihiro Aoki of Japan, Helen Donoghue of the European Communities, Michael
Source: U.S. Department of Energy
Roberts of the U.S. Department of Energ, and Anatoliv Shurvgin of Russia.
Department also sought to reprogram funds
from the Burning Plasma Experiment to design
work on the Tokamak Physics Experiment,
a steady state tokamak reactor. In addition, the
Department pledged to continue and increase
participation in the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor program. This
multi-billion-dollar joint effort with the European Community, Japan, and the Russian
Republic envisions the construction of an

international test reactor to be completed
about 2005. The Department's long-range
strategy foresees an operating demonstration
plant about 2025 and an operating commercialysup,

a aWatkins
plant about 2025,170

a -political consensus that continues to stifle
a commitment to move forwardiCm
Watkins immediately moved to challenge this
consensus. In one of his first public appear-

ances after becoming secretary, he denounced
efforts by New York State officials to acquire
and dismantle the recently completed Shoreham
nuclear power plant on Long Island. State and
local officials did not believe that the 810-

megawatt Shoreham plant, which had been
built at a cost of nearly $6 billion, could be
operated safely. Noting the serious concerns
in the Northeast with electricity supply,
declared that "it is very difficult

for me to understand, as a nuclear trained

NUCLEAR POWER

person who came from a very strict environment, how we could do something like this."

Expectations that Admiral Watkins with his
background in the nuclear navy would be a
strong advocate of nuclear power were not
disappointed On March 28, 1989, the tenth
anniversary of the Three Mile Island accident,
Watkins stressed the administration's commit-

Two days later in a Long Island newspaper
editorial page column entitled "The Shoreham
Deal Is Stuff and Nonsense," he said that "to
move ahead on the dismantling of Shoreham
would be utterly irresponsible." In his first
press conference, Watkins pledged to do

ment to a strong and viable nuclear power
industry. The Nation, he declared, was at a
"crossroads" at which it "must push beyond
the threshold into a new era of nuclear

"everything within my power" to prevent
the dismantlement. "There is no way I will
give up on this battle," he asserted. "I plan
to get myself involved every step of the way

progress." Technological "know-how" was

If activists can stop something from being

not the problem according to Watkins. Rather,
the promise of nuclear power was limited by

built, then, by God, I can try to prevent
2
something from being torn down."
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Part of Watkins' efforts to prevent the Shoreham

dismantlement involved informing and educating interest groups, Congress, and other
organizations. More actively, Watkins asked
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to prepare a comprehensive environmental impact
statement on New York's dismantlement plan.
He hoped the Commission would examine
significant environmental impacts associated

NUCLEAR WASTE:
YUCCA MOUNTAIN
A resurgent nuclear power industry depended
upon successful management of the nuclear
waste program. At Admiral Watkins' confirmation hearing, Senator Johnston charged that
the Department's program lacked aggressive
leadership and was in "shambles." Some of

with alternative energy sources and energy
reliability problems on Long Island. In addi-

the Department's difficulties were attributable
to the State of Nevada's continued opposition

tion, the Department asked the Department

to the proposed Yucca Mountain high-level

of Justice to intervene in the New York State

waste repository Ongoing delays caused the

courts to prevent the transfer of the plant

Department to announce in 1988 that it would

to the state. Watkins, nonetheless, was not

be unable to accept spent reactor fuel by the

sanguine about the possibility of Shoreham
ever opening and operating. What he was

1998 date established under the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act. This prompted a nuclear utility

trying to do, he admitted, was to keep the
plant from being dismantled so that it would
be possible to revisit the issue at a future date.

steering group to consider but narrowly reject
a recommendation that the industry sue the
Department for alleged violations of the act. 175

Even this, however, was an uphill battle. By

In his Three Mile

spring 1992, prospects for saving Shoreham
sand other
t
prn
lookeddim.
dim. T
The eDepartmentadohe
looked
the
prolonged
had
supporters
Shoreham
controversy, but the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission decided to allow closure with-

"utmost importance." A month later, he told
reporters that the Department would probably

out requiring a full environmental impact
statement. Other recourses, as well, were

ut ad hesttewas laying plans
runig
running out, and the state ws 73
for immediate dismantlement.'
More promising for the future of nuclear

Island tenth anniversary

niesr
et
ieIln
i he
I
success of
the
that
noted
Watkins
statement,
of the
was
program
waste management

have to "restructure the program" and announce "some kind of new approach." One
Ofe
aspe
of new approach

aspect of this new approach involved offering
an olive branch to Nevada. "I think we were
moving too aggressively and did not give them
a chance," Watkins observed, "and they really

power were the Department's reactor develop-

felt they were being put upon. And, I think to

ment activities. "A nuclear renaissance," as
Acting Assistant Secretary for Nuclear Energy

a certain extent they were right." In late May,
Watkins met with Nevada Governor Robert

Jerry D. Griffith put it, "is inevitable," and

Miller and the State's congressional delegation.

the Department thus continued its efforts
to develop passively safe advanced reactor
designs that would automatically shut down

He assured the Nevadans that Yucca Mountain
was "not a done deal" and the final decision on
the repository would be made on scientific
rather than political considerations.1 76

in an emergency. The Department's civilian
reactor program comprised two "parallel and
complementary" elements: 1) development
of a standardized advanced light water design,

and 2) research and development for the
modular high-temperature gas reactor and
the advanced liquid metal reactor. The Department projected that the advanced light water
design would be available by 1995, with the
objective of having the first new plant operational by 2000. The Department hoped to
Dmmercpatentaopd tNevada
teonab 0the
te
demonstrate the commercial potential of
the modular high-temperature gas reactor

Nevada officials, nevertheless, were not eager to
. n JyMer
iah neDerten
Nevpea
cooperate with the Department. In July Miller

signed into law a bill declaring it "unlawful
for any person or governmental entity to store
high-level radioactive waste in Nevada." Two
months later, Miller formally "vetoed" the
repository, citing provisions in the Nuclear
Waste Policy Act providing veto powers to the
state chosen as the repository host. Meanwhile,.
Senator Richard Bryan, angry over
legislation restricting federal funds for the

by 2010.174
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State's study of the waste site, blocked confirmation of four of the Department's assistant

secretary-level nominees. Most significantly,
however, in November Miller invalidated the
Department's applications for state air and

water permits necessary to conduct studies
to determine site suitability n
The Department fought back. In late November,
Deputy Secretary Moore announced an "integrated, all inclusive, responsible" high-level
waste management plan. The Department's

new initiatives included restructuring the
Department's Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management and redirecting lines of
responsibility The Department also pushed

the opening date for the high-level waste
repository back from 2003 to 2010. In addi-

tion, Moore noted the end of Watkins' hopedfor entente with Nevada. "We've talked, we've
offered compromise, we've sought to meet
legitimate concerns," the deputy secretary
observed. "But we have a responsibility to the

Preliminary digging begins on July 8, 1991, for Yucca

Mountain site evaluation following the State of Nevada's

issuance of an air quality permit.
Source: U.S. Depariment of

Congress, and to the American people. We
have sought in a responsible manner permits
which should have taken 75 days to receive.
It has been 2 years and we have not received
the first one requested. . . . This is not a
reasonable response . . . enough is enough."

begin processing the permits. Site characteriza-

Accordingly, Moore stated, the Department

tion began in July following the State's granting
of the first permit. The last of the permits in question was not obtained until March 1992
The high-level waste program, as John W
Bartlett, director of the Department's Office

was asking the Justice Department to file
suit to obtain the necessary permits.1 8

of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management,
noted, was now showing "significant progress."

Site characterization work at Yucca Mountain

But the process, Bartlett added, was "still

remained stalled while the legal battle between
the Department and Nevada worked itself
through the courts. In late December 1989,

vulnerable to delaying tactics." Indeed, Nevada
officials, in spite of their legal setbacks, had
hardly acquiesced to the Yucca Mountain

Nevada asked a federal court to order the
Department to halt all work at Yucca Mountain.
Nevada claimed that the Department was
violating the Nuclear Waste Policy Act by

repository As a spokesman for Senator Bryan
observed following the Supreme Court decision, it was "just one skirmish in what has
been and will be a long battle."s

continuing efforts despite the State's legal
veto of the site. A month later, the Department
sued Nevada, claiming that the State's veto was

NUCLEAR WASTE: MRS AND WIPP

"premature and without merit." The Department
asked the Court to order the State to process
the necessary permits for site characterization.
Court
the
In September In1990
Spteber199
th United
Unied States
tats Curtthe
of Appeals rejected Nevada's suit, a decision

upheld by the Supreme Court in March 1991.
Meanwhile, the courts ordered the State to
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The Department was also engaged in 'long

tte
atmng
to cag ou d twoag
battles" in attempting to carry out two addiiored Reteva

age

prs:

te an

itored Retrievable Storage (MRS) site and

Waste

Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP). The

National Waste Policy Act envisioned the MRS
as an interim storage site for high-level waste
until a permanent site was open and operating.
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Energy

With long-term slippage in the projected
opening of a permanent site, the Department

sought an administrative withdrawal of the
land. The State of New Mexico filed suit,

viewed the MRS site as a way to fulfill legal

requesting an injunction against proceeding

requirements under the act to begin accepting

with the experimental phase, and in late

spent reactor fuel from nuclear utilities by
1998. The Department also believed that
selection of an MRS site would show progress

January 1992 a Federal judge ruled that a
congressionally approved land withdrawal
was necessary The Department appealed the

in solving the waste management problem

decision. After further legislative and judicial

and therefore serve as a possible basis for the

wrangling, Congress passed and, on October

start of new nuclear power plant orders. The
problem with MRS siting, however, was the

30, 1992, President Bush signed the WIPP
Land Withdrawal Act.' 8 2

same as with the permanent site: finding a
willing host. The Nuclear Waste Policy Act
created the position of nuclear waste negotiator
to identify a state or Indian tribe amenable
to hosting a MRS facility As of February

MAKING OF THE NATIONAL
ENERGY STRATEGY
Section 801 of the Department of Energy

1992, seven entities had applied to the

Organization Act required the President to

Department for grants to study the feasi-

submit his biennial national energy policy

bility of a MRS siting. 8 1
The Department spent $700 million and
seven years constructing the wlr facility at

plan to Congress by April 1, 1989. Like its
predecessor, the Bush Administration stressed
that the Nation's energy security relied on a

a site located about twenty-five miles east of
Carlsbad, New Mexico. Designed as a perma-

mixture of energy sources, including coal,
nuclear power, oil and natural gas, alternative

nent disposal facility for 800,000 barrels of

fuels, renewables, and conservation. But, as

transuranic defense wastes, including contam-

Admi-al Watkins complained, there seemed to

inated clothing, plutonium fabrication hard-

be "no common thread" permitting conversion

ware, and wastewater treatment sludge,

to an action plan, "no integrated link" leading

WIPP was scheduled to begin receiving

to a strategy to bring programs and policies to

waste shipments in fall 1988. Safety and
environmental concerns, however, delayed

fruition over time. Seeking a new approach
and hoping to build anational consensus, the
new administration did not meet the April 1

the opening. In October 1989, Watkins
unveiled a restructured program for WIPP
The Department now anticipated placing

deadline for submitting the national energy
policy plan. Watkins; nonetheless, affirmed

experimental amounts of waste in WIPP by

the Department's intent to develop a sound

mid-1990. Delays, nonetheless, continued,
and the Department pushed back the scheduled opening. In January 1991, the Department obtained from the Department of Interior
an administrative land withdrawal 'giving
the Department full control of the WIPP site.
Congressional complaints prompted Interior
to suspend the withdrawal, thus providing
Congress the opportunity to develop its own

national energy policy, coupled with an
integrated strategy to carry out that policy
"I think you will agree that the time has come
to turn the frequently divisive fifteen-year-old

withdrawal. As Congress debated, and as
New Mexico officials attempted to gain more
safeguards and benefits for the Siate, Watkins
grew increasingly impatient. In early October,
he announced that WIPP was ready to commence its experimental phase, and he again

On July 26, President Bush, accompanied
by Watkins, announced that the Department
was developing a comprehensive National
Energy Strategy "We cannot and will not wait,"
the President declared, "for the next energy
crisis to force us to respond." He said that
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energy debate into a sensible plan of action,"
he told the Western Governors Association.
"In the past the Department of Energy has
not assumed a national leadership role in
83
this effort-on my watch it will.'
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the "keystone" of the strategy would be the

the public comments, the Department noted

continuation of the "successful policy of
market reliance." In his mandate to the

that the "loudest single message was to
increase energy efficiency in every sector

Department, Bush noted that the need for

of energy use.1"186

reasonably priced energy, a safer and healthier
environment, envionmnt,a
a vtaleconmy,andredcedA
vital economy, and reduced
dependence on unreliable energy suppliers
must all be "balanced" in the strategy. Watkins

seconded the President's enthusiasm, observing
that the development of an integrated National
Energy Strategy was among the "highest priority
actions" that the Department and administra-

third round of hearings, examining in
particular energy and public health and
dur

ng

s1990.iA

during summer 1990. A

toof, w

teses

total of 499 witnesses

presented testimony at eighteen hearings. In

tion would undertake. The secretary detailed

addition, interested parties submitted more
than 2,000 written comments. Also during
lsorhg
tha 2,mer tter
ment
the summer, the Department held workshops

a "top-down, bottom-up" process consisting of

on energy efficiency, renewable energy, and

public hearings, energy modeling, departmental task forces, including participation by the

Simultaneously, the Department began its

national laboratories, and interagency giveand-take. Watkins projected that an interim

internal analysis, attempting to winnow down
the available options and prepare a draft

report would be to Congress by April 1, 1990,
with final submission to the President by
with184
December
1990.1

strategy to present to the President. At the
interagency level, an Economic Policy Council

The Department held five "fact-finding"
hearings in August and Septemiber 1989.

on energy security, electricity, and the environment. In October, the Department presented

The Department designed these hearings to

its draft options to the Economic Policy Council.

set the stage, seek information, and define

Five cabinet meetings were held, two of which

the nature and the scope of the issues. Ten
"issue-oriented" hearings were held during

were led by the President. On December 21,
Watkins and other members of the Economic

winter 1989-1990. The Department organized

Policy Council presented President Bush with

these hearings around specific energy-related
themes: the domestic energy resource base,

a report that included some sixty options for
the new strategy. Watkins noted that it was

national security, environment, transportation,
industrial productivity, international competitiveness, agriculture, energy regulations,
science, and taxes. 185

"a very good document in the making," and
he predicted that the President would present
the new National Energy Strategy, with budget
and legislative proposals, to Congress by

Following seven months of gathering information, the Department issued its interim report

working group, headed by Deputy Secretary

Moore, formed subgroups to focus specifically

187
early February

in April 1990. The Department had originally

THE PERSIAN GULF CRISIS

intended to include in the report several "first
step" action items, including measures calling

In the midst of the making of the National

for enhanced energy efficiency and increased
use of renewable resources. Opposition from
other agencies concerned with inadequate
time to review the items, however, caused
the cabinet-level Economic Policy Council
to delete the action items from the report.
Instead, the report was a compilation of the

loomed suddenly in the oil-rich Persian Gulf.
Following several weeks of saber-rattling, the
troops of Iraqi President Saddam Hussein on
August 2, 1990, invaded and occupied Kuwait.
The United Nations condemned Saddam's
illegal seizure of Kuwait and embargoed both
Iraqi and Kuwaiti oil. Meanwhile, President

public comments received by the Department.

Bush spearheaded Operation Desert Shield,

The interim report identified 49 goals, 449
obstacles, and 756 options. In summarizing
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Energy Strategy, a major international crisis

the buildup of a coalition military force in
the Persian Gulf to prevent further aggression.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

The Department's role in the crisis was to calm
the oil market, reassure the public and inform
the press on energy issues, enhance energy
coordination with United States trading partners
and especially with the International Energy

4.3 million barrels-a-day production loss, the
secretary said that oil producers had agreed to
increase production on Alaska's North Slope
by 50,000 barrels per day. He also anticipated
incremental production increases from other

Agency (IEA), and stimulate energy conservation and domestic energy production.
The Department's response to the August 2

domestic fields. Watkins noted, in addition, .
that the President had asked other nations,
including Saudi Arabia, the United Arab
Emirates, and Venezuela, to increase pro-

invasion was immediate. The Energy Informa

duction. On the conservation side, Moore

tion Administration began distributing a daily
oil-supply report. The Department established
close liaison with other federal agencies, the
lEA, and NATO. Departmental policy makers

urged Americans to reduce gasoline use by
increasing tire pressure, observing the speed
limit using more efficient automobiles, and
fits.l,a
jining r

decided to maintain the existing schedule for
completing the National Energy Strategy Any
short- or mid-term proposals developed to deal
with the gulf crisis, however, would have to
be consistent with the completed National
Energy Strategy.188

joining car pool.

On the day of the invasion, Admiral Watkins

equal to approximately three months of oil

declared that

The following week, the Department, after

sustained internal debate, recommended
that the United States draw down its strategic
reserves. The Strategic Petroleum Reserve
consisted of 590 million barrels of oil stored
in Texas and Louisiana. This was an amount

oil supplies were adequate toimos.TeDptmnaredhaa

meet current demand. World inventories, he

imports. The Department argued that a

added, were high. Other departmental officials

drawdown would steady prices and calm

emphasized that there was no threat to oil

public fears of shortages. The White House,

aviabltyad o"supply-and-demand"
availability and no "suppry-andemai"
reason for price increases. Iraqi and Kuwaiti
production, nonetheless, constituted some

however, rejected the recommendation. White
House Chief of Staff John Sununu and Office
of Management and Budget Director Richard
o aMang ppe se a d w w ctoricgard

4.3 million barrels per day, or approximately

Darman opposed a drawdown, according to

9 percent of the daily consumption of the
"free world." Spot prices on crude oil thus
rose rapidly, as did domestic gasoline prices.

the Wall Street Journal, because the oil supply
situation was not drastic enough to warrant
a physical shortage of oil was unacceptable

On August 6, the Departments of Energy, Justice,
and Transportation expressed "concern" with
the price increases. "We at DOE," noted Deputy

because it would involve price-rigging and
gga
w involh e rebapeig
tampering with the market.

Secretary Moore, "have no authority to dictate

The Department, nevertheless, continued its

prices, nor should we, but we do have a

efforts to increase production and decrease

responsibility to the American public to

consumption. On August 29, the Department

monitor and report market trends." Three
days later, Watkins met with representatives
of oil-producing and -consuming industries.

sent proposals to the White House for tax
credits for alternative energy investments and
for opening the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge

They discussed ways to counter the Iraqi-

in Alaska for oil exploration. Two days later

Kuwaiti oil losses, and Watkins asserted that

Watkins announced that the Department

the crisis was the Department's "top priority."189
Watkins and Moore held a
nAuust 15c tOn
news conference to announce plans developed

would begin a nationwide energy conservation campaign ("Do Your Part. Drive Smart").
September 13, the secretary presented
the Senate Energy Committee with a list of

by the Department to increase

oil production

and decrease consumption. In attempting to,
in Watkins' words, "essentially finesse" the
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"medium-term" actions the Department planned

ttaeover the next eighteen to twenty-four
months. These included expediting production
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and pipeline projects, working with state and

other regulatory organizations to reduce the
use of oil-fired electricity, and converting
government automobile fleets to operate

on alternative fuels. Watkins
predicted that
these actions, with the "short-term" actions
announced August 15, could reduce United
States oil imports by more than one million
barrels per day' 0 2
World oil prices continued to climb until they

began to level off in late September. A barrel
of oil, at $35 to $40, now cost twice as much
as it had three months earlier. Nonetheless,
it was apparent that "surge" production from

foreign oil producers had replaced the lost
Iraqi and Kuwaiti oil. Markets calmed as
it became clear that the $60, $80, or even
$100 per barrel prices predicted by some

analysts would not be realized. Over the next
few months, the Department continued to
exercise a soothing influence on the markets.
On November 29, Watkins reported that the
steps taken by the Department to increase
oil production and cut oil consumption were
working. "The reduction in U.S. imports

and demand for oil," Watkins concluded,
"is the result of price increases and the
conservation, efficiency and production
measures we have taken."11
As the price of oil stabilized in fall 1990,
the Department's attention shifted from
responding to the oil shortage produced
by the Iraqi invasion to developing response

options if war began between coalition and
Iraqi forces. In late September-early October,
the Department conducted a "readiness test"
of the Strategic Petroleum Reserve by selling
five million barrels of oil. During the fall,

Ever wonder where you're losing those

Department officials engaged in five gaming
exercises based on various scenarios to test

extra miles per gallon your dealer promised you?
The fact is, Americans lose over two million

the Department's emergency management
preparedness. In early December, Admiral

gallons of gas every day to low tire pressure.
Have you checked yours lately?

Watkins visited the Persian Gulf and met with
General Norman Schwarzkopf, commander in
chief, U.S. Central Command, who assured
him that the Saudi oil fields would be safe
from Iraqi attack. Watkins also established
a special communications link between the
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President Bush thanks you for helping.

DOYDUR PART. DRIVE SMART.
The United states Deparnment of Energy

Ad in Department of Energy's nationwide energy
conservation campaign following Iraqi invasion
Source: Advertising Council
of Kuwait.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

C

Department and the U.S. embassy in Saudi
Arabia as a mechanism for obtaining "real

As the Department's response options were
coming together, Watkins redoubled his efforts

time," credible information, thus increasing
the Department's ability to puncture rumors
that could produce significant oil price

to reassure a worried public. On December 7,
before the Council on Foreign Relations, he
declared that oil markets were stable, supplies

fluctuations.194

were plentiful, and large price increases could
be avoided in case of a gulf war if common

Convinced that a sharp oil price increase

of ii
wouldhe
conflict, Department officials believed that
increases could best be reduced through a
coordinated IEA response. In late December,

sense prevailed. "We have our act together,"

Watkins instructed Assistant Secretary for
International Affairs and Energy Emergencies
John Easton to work with the State Depart-

A month later, on January 11, Watkins informed
the state governors that "oil production and
inventories are more than satisfactory to meet

ment to gain agreement for a coordinated

our energy needs." He promised that the Depart-

stock drawdown with the IEA. On January 11,

ment would keep a careful watch on energy

1991, the IEA Governing Board agreed to a
contingency plan combining a stockdraw with

supplies and would distribute "real-time"
information. He also described the contin-

demand restraint measures. The overall plan

gency plan adopted by the IEA Governing

amounted to 2.5 million barrels per day, with
a 1.9 million barrels per day stockdraw. The
United States portion of this, to be drawn

Board to protect supplies upon war.197

asserted. "There is just no reason for a
substantial increase in oil prices should
hostilities develop." 196

OPERATION DESERT STORM

from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve, was

1.1 million barrels per day.195

The United Nations had set January 15, 1991,
as the deadline for Saddam Hussein to withdraw
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from Kuwait. When this deadline was ignored,

"and put America on the road to continued

coalition forces launched Operation Desert
Storm during the night of January 16-17.

environmental growth." 199
Admiral Watkins, who met with reporters

The Department, meanwhile, had activated

after Bush announced the plan, concurred

a round-the-clock Gulf Crisis Watch Team.

with the President. Calling the National

Headed by an official at the assistant secretary

Energy Strategy "powerful ideas for America,"
effort

Ensy

the secretary fully informed, coordinating the
icomngll nquries ovrseing
response to allrespnseto
incoming inquiries, overseeing
all outgoing communications, and developing
Team kept in daily contact with the Gulf.

i ener sc
evir
desined t
designed to provide energy security, environmental quality, and affordable energy through
"free market incentives, reduced regulation,
a
reased
invesmentci resarch
and increased federal investment in research

Oil prices, to almost everyone's surprise,
soared briefly and then dropped dramatically

an energy policy, the secretary of energy noted,
"have relied on controls, taxes, subsidies, and

soon after the initial coalition air strikes. So

regulation. Government alone cannot be the

overwhelming was the success of the first
strikes that the markets became convinced
that Saudi production facilities would not
be disrupted. With supplies ample and prices
low, the IEA stockdraw contingency plan,
nonetheless, went forward. The Department
received fifty-six offers from twenty-six firms
for Strategic Petroleum Reserve oil. Because
of buyers' lack of interest, however, the

answer. This strategy lays the foundations for
our future by protecting and improving our
standard of living and increasing the international competitiveness of American industries.
It addresses the challenge of supplying our
necessary energy without imposing harsh command and control measures, such as taxes,
on our people and restrictive regulation on
our business and industry."2 00

Department withdrew half the offered oil.

Specifically, the 214-page National Energy

Operation Desert Storm drove Iraqi forces

Strategy offered what it termed a "balanced"

from Kuwait with little attendant oil supply

program of greater energy efficiency, alternative

disruption. The Department, therefore, played

fuels usage, and "environmentally responsible"

a relatively minor role during the conflict. The

development of all energy resources. Noting

Department did provide support and technical
assistance to the Defense Department and

that the Nation's basic energy vulnerability
involved oil, the strategy called for a "broad

other government agencies during both the
war and its aftermath when international
efforts were turned to restoring Kuwait's

array" of actions to reduce the vulnerability.
These included maintaining adequate energy
reserves, increasing transportation efficiency,

oil-producing capacity and ameliorating the

increasing domestic petroleum production,

environmental damage done by the Iraqis.' 98

and further deregulating natural gas. Fossil

the Department's response actions. The Watch

that

e fr

level, the Watch Team was tasked with keeping

i

and development." Past attempts at charting

fuels, nuclear power, and renewables would

THE NATIONAL ENERGY STRATEGY
On February 20, 1991, President Bush presented the National Energy Strategy to the
Congress and the American people. Noting
that the plan reflected his administration's
commitment to "the power of the marketplace," the President declared that it offered
the Nation an energy future that was "secure,
efficient, and environmentally sound." The

proposals would "maintain an uncompromising commitment to energy security and
environmental protection," he observed,
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all play a role in the energy mix. Domestic

petroleum production could be increased by
1.8 million barrels per day above projected
levels for the year 2000-and 3.8 million
barrels for the year 2010-partly by advanced
oil recovery technology and partly by opening
the outer continental shelf and the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) for production. Domestic petroleum consumption could
be decreased by 1.3 million barrels per day
by 2000-and 3.4 million barrels by 2010largely by using alternative fuels in vehicles.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

IMPLEMENTING THE NATIONAL
ENERGY STRATEGY
Public response to the National Energy
Strategy was mixed. Environmentalists

decried what they perceived to be the
strategy's pro-production bias at the expense
of energy efficiency and conservation. Missing,
according to environmental and consumer
groups, was the one essential measure: increases in the corporate average fuel economy
(CAFE) standard for automobiles. The oil,

gas, and nuclear power industries, in contrast,
widely acclaimed the pro-production strategy
The American Petroleum Institute said that the

plan "appropriately encourages" domestic oil
and natural gas exploration and production,

and the Interstate Natural Gas Association of
America expressed its pleasure with provisions
concerning expediting construction of new
pipelines and increasing exploration for

new gas supplies.2 0 3
Admiral Watkins, assisted by DonaldJ. Hein, Chairman of
Washington Gas, gases up a government staff car at the

Congressmen praised Energy Secretary Watkins

opening on capitol hill of a naturalgas fueling station. The

for his efforts, but few Democrats were too

fuel goes in under the hood.

enthusiastic with the plan itself. House Majority
Leader Richard A. Gephardt (D-MO) charged

Source: U.S. Department of Energy

that the plan would leave the Nation as
During the drafting of the National Energy

Strategy, the administration had examined
oil import fees, large gasoline taxes, subsidies
for certain fuel production, mandated use
of alternative fuels, and sharply higher fuel

dependent on foreign oil in the year 2001
as it was in 1991. Senator Timothy Wirth

(D-co) commended Watkins but blamed the
White House for "whittling away" the Department's proposals until little was left but "a
rehash of oil ideas and unsound policy" House

efficiency standards for cars. Implementing
these measures could reduce oil imports

Energy and Commerce Committee Chairman
John Dingell (D-MI) said that the emphasis on

substantially, but the administration rejected
them because "the cost would be very highin higher prices to American consumers, lost
jobs, and less competitive U.S. industries." 20 1
Indeed, certain measures promoting energy
efficiency and renewable energy production
for which the Department had pushed hard

production was the "one needed component
of any energy policy" He added, however,
that the energy problem would not be solved
without the imposition of energy taxes-a
position also taken by various editorial page
pundits, most conservative, free-market
economists, and a growing number of envi-

were stricken from the National Energy
Strategy because they would have cost the
federal treasury too much money J. Michael
Davis, the Department's assistant secretary
for conservation and renewable energy, noted,
however, that eventually some of these measures would "probably be added back in
some form or another."202

ronmentalists. Some Democratic leaders were
more positive in their reaction to the National
Energy Strategy. Senator Johnston declared
that the President "put out a good package."
Congressman Philip Sharp (D-IN), chairman
of the energy and power subcommittee of the
Energy and Commerce Committee, said that
Bush had taken a "dramatic step" on energy
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issues. Republicans on Capitol Hill were
generally favorable, although some had mis-

givings. Senator Pete V Domenici

(R-NM),

for

example, hailed the strategy as an "important
first step" but said that it could be improved
if it contained an oil import fee and stronger
conservation incentives. 20
In spite of the passions engendered in interest
groups and on the Hill, and even though
energy supply played a major role in the Gulf

war, the public itself was largely apathetic on
energy issues. A public opinion poll found
that only 12 percent of those surveyed rated
energy as one of their three most important
areas of concern. By contrast, 36 percent claimed
environmental protection as among their top
concerns. With public sentiment wavering,
Congressman Sharp noted, Congress was not

in a position to make the United States energy-

Deputy Sccrctarv V Henson Moore (left) examines ground
zero prior to the Distant Zenith nuclear weapons effects test
at the Nevada Test Site.
Source. Johnson Controls \\orld Services Inc., Mercury, NV

independent. But "incremental progress,"
20 5
he quickly added, "is still progress.'
Nearly three-quarters of the National Energy
Strategy measures could be carried out without
congressional action. Legislation, nonetheless,

seek a second vote on cloture, but the senator
conceded defeat and offered to discuss a
compromise with opponents to the bill_201,

was "essential" to fully achieve the plan's objectives. On March 4, 1991, Watkins transmitted

THE WEAPONS COMPLEX AND

the administration's comprehensive bill to the

THE END OF THE COLD WAR

House and Senate. This soon languished, but
many National Energy Strategy measures
illcowere includedwereincudedin
in ann onibu
omnibus enrgy
energy bill
cosponsored by Johnston and Senator Malcolm
Wallop (u-w'), the Energy Committee's ranking
Republican. In late May the committee approved
the Johnston-Wallop bill-the first comprehensive energy package reported by the committee in a decade. President Bush praised the
legislation, and Watkins hailed it as "a monumental achievement." Opponents, however,
criticized the bill as being too pro-production.
The bill opened Alaska's Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge to oil and gas exploration and
eased controls on the nuclear, gas pipeline,

In November 1990 President Bush formally
declared that the Cold War was over. A dizzydn eiso
vns nldn
h rahn
ing series of events, including the breaching
of the Berlin Wall, the collapse of Communism
in Eastern Europe, and the reunification of
Germany, had heralded the end of the fourdecade long struggle. More surprises followed
as the world witnessed the dissolution of the
Soviet Union itself in fall 1991. These events,
coupled with ever more dramatic arms control
initiatives, had an impact, as Admiral Watkins
observed, felt around the world, across the
Nation, and particularly at the Departnent
of Energy.

and electric industries. The bill did not contain
stricter CAFE standards, but Johnston promised to introduce such standards before the

The impact of the end of the Cold War fell
most directly on the Department's national
security programs. The 2010 Report on the

full Senate. Nonetheless, when the bill came

modernization of the nuclear weapons com-

to the Senate floor in October, a group of senators backed by consumer and environmental

plex, submitted to Congress in January 1989,
assumed, among other things, a relatively

organizations launched a filibuster. An attempt
to defeat the filibuster fell ten votes short.
Deputy Secretary Moore urged Johnston to

constant nuclear weapons program. The
rapidly evolving international situation,
however, soon called this assumption into
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question. Consequently, Watkins, in September
1989, established a Modernization Review
Committee to review the assumptions and
recommendations of the 2010 Report. The
following August, the secretary issued additht emhagidane
tto thecomitte
tionl
tional guidance
the committee that empha-

of Decision selecting a specific configuration
for Complex 21 by early fiscal year 1994.210

sized a future weapons complex that would

July 31, 1991, promised to reduce nuclear

be smaller, less diverse, and less expensive

to oerae. Smulaneosly
theDeprtmet's
to operate. Simultaneously, the Department's
fiscal year 1991 budget request asked Congress
to cancel the special isotope separation plant
because weapon needs could be met using
existing plutonium resources. 08

The end of the Cold War and the unraveling
of the Soviet Union, nonetheless, continued
o
the
pon ethels,nin
ue

to reshape the process. The signing of the

Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START) on

weapon stockpiles to 6,000 "accountable"
warheads. Following the failed coup attempt
in the Soviet Union, President Bush on September 27 announced further unilateral major
cuts in the nuclear weapons arsenal. A month

In February 1991, Watkins released the report
of the Modernization Review Committee, since

later the Department, with tritium requirements now much reduced, announced a
two-year delay in selecting the technology

renamed the Complex Reconfiguration Com-

and location for the New Production Reactor.

mittee. The committee presented two options

The Department also incorporated the NPR

for a reconfigured weapons complex, to be in

environmental impact statement into the

place early in the twenty-first century, called

general Complex-21 PEIS. In December,

Complex-21. The first approach, characterized
as "downsize and modernize in place," called
for upgrading, replacing, or consolidating most
facilities at their current site. The exception to

Watkins announced funding reductions for
the NPR program and asked William Happer,
Jr., his science and technology adviser; to
'examine the possibility of using a linear

the "relatively minor" consolidations and

accelerator to produce tritium. Watkins, in

closeouts under this option would be the
relocation of the manufacturing operations of

addition, declared the Department's intent
to accelerate the downsizing of the weapons

the Rocky Flats plant. The second approach,
characterized as "maximum consolidation,"

complex. Non-nuclear component manufacturing operations would be consolidated at

envisioned consolidating much of the materials
production and nuclear manufacturing elements at a single site. Under both options
efforts would be made to privatize much of
the non-nuclear manufacturing operations.
Neither option anticipated a complete relocation
or consolidation of the weapons laboratories,

the Kansas City plant. Facilities at Pinellas
and Mound would be closed by 1995. As
Watkins observed, the Nation's nuclear
weapons corriplex would never look the
same again. 211

although the committee did call for an elimi-

THE ENERGY POLICY ACT OF 1992

nation of "duplicative" efforts to reduce costs.

In February 1992, Senator Johnston brought

Projected costs ranged from $6.7 billion to
$15.2 billion, depending on the option.

a revamped energy bill to the Senate floor.
Shorn of both ANWR and CAFE measures, the

Predicted weapon stockpile levels ranged

bill sailed through the Senate by a vote of 94 to

from 15 percent to 70 percent of the fiscal
year 1990 stockpile. 209

4. The comprehensive bill contained measures
reforming utility and natural gas regulations,
streamlining the licensing process for new

The Complex-21 report foresaw a phased
implementation process. Initial attention
focused on the preparation of a Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS),
as required by the National Environmental
Policy Act, to analyze the environmental
consequences of alternative long-term configuration strategies and to be completed by late
fiscal year 1993. This would lead to a Record
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-nuclear power plants, and encouraging oil and
gas exploration along the Nation's coastlines.
In a bill with something for neary everyone,
environmentalists won tougher energyefficiency and alternative-fuel provisions.
Although the administration was disappointed
by the excision of the ANWR provision, Watkins
declared that the bill was a "great step" toward
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full implementation of the National Energy
Strategy Warning that there was still a long
way to go, however, he urged the House to
follow the Senate's example. Coincident with

the Finance Committee approved an amendment by Senator John D. Rockefeller IV (D-wV)
that imposed a tax on coal production to fund
health benefits for coal industry retirees. The

the Senate action, Watkins released a "one year
later" update of the National Energy Strategy.

administration opposed the amendment
because it would create a new entitlement,

Noting that the administration was a year
ahead of Congress, he said that "while the
Congress has spent the last year debating,

raise energy and utility bills, and benefit
eastern coal companies at the expense of those
in the west. Watkins and Secretary of Labor

the administration has been solidly moving
forward to implement important energy
initiatives." 2 12

Lynn Martin warned Johnston that the amendment was "a highly objectionable provision,
which, if it remains in a final energy bill, will

The following month, the House Energy and
Thmre ogmithte Hproue Etsonveran
Commerce Committee approved its own version
of the energy bill. Nine separate House com-

cause us to recommend a veto of the legislation." The Senate, nonetheless, forged ahead,
placing the Department in the ironic position
ring
arfilibust
p
Watins a livud.

against the energy

mittees claimed further jurisdiction over the

bf

bill. In late May, the House finally passed the

bill. Watkins was livid. "This type of gridlock,"
he asserted, "is another example of a Congress

3.the Houte bill
measre byoatvotenfc38lytom

unable to reject parochial interests in favor of

differed most signficantly from the Senate bill
in that it contained tax-related provisions,
including tax incentives for renewable energy
and a fee on electric utilities to pay for the
decontamination and decommissioning of
uranium enrichment facilities. The House
bill also allowed the Federal Government to
preempt Nevada's authority to issue environ-

the greater national good." Unable to invoke
cloture, the Senate compromised on the Rockefeller amendment and on July 30 approved
bppr.ve
o
eed
en
a revised version of the House bill. 2 14
The House-Senate conference faced a daunting
task. With the November elections imposing
an early October adjournment and 100

mental permits pertaining to Yucca Mountain.
The Department for the most part was pleased
with the House's actions. The House excised,
for example, five of six provisions-including
a requirement that oil importers and refiners

representatives and 32 senators on the conference, slogging through the 1000-page bill
would not be easy "We don't have a lot of time
here for foreplay," Johnston noted. Following
weeks of slow-going negotiations, conferees

contribute 1 percent of their stocks fo the

approved a scaled-back measure. Gone were

Strategic Petroleum Reserve-that President
Bush had stated would cause him to veto the
measure. Still troublesome, however, were severe

most natural gas provisions, as were restrictions on oil and gas drilling on the Outer
Continental Shelf. This eliminated the likeli-

restrictions on oil and gas development of the
Outer Continental Shelf. These "restrictive
policies," Watkins complained, were "incon-

hood of a presidential veto. The conference,
nonetheless, inserted a provision on Yucca
Mountain that resulted in a filibuster by the

sistent-with the President's desire to sign a

Nevada senators. The provision called for the

pro-growth energy bill."

13

Congress did not immediately go to conference to reconcile the two energy bills. Because
Seate eferedtheto
povisons
of te txth
of the tax provisions,
the Senate referred the
House bill to the Finance Committee. Two
issues imperiled the legislation. First, Nevada
Senators Richard Bryan and Harry Reid
threatened a filibuster over the bill's Yucca
Mountain provisions. Johnston placated the
two Nevadans by promising that the confertwncNeradars byupromostagnthatrthercncference report would contain no reference to
federal preemption of Nevada's rights. Second,

70

National Academy of Sciences to recommend
radiation emission standards that the Environmental Protection Agency would be required
Bry and e becied
tadoteatos
adopt. Senators Bryan and Reid objected
that the Academy was too easily influenced by
the Department and would therefore recoinmend weakened standards. This would then
Touestha
m
akesedrtandars
make it easier for the Department to establish a
high-level waste repository at Yucca Mountain.
Johnston did not deny this, but he said that
the provision was necessary because current
EAsadrsrqie
h
eatett
s
EPA standards required the Department to use
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

President Bush signs Energy Policy Act of 1992 in ceremony at Maurice, LA, while Admiral Watkins and oil rig
workers look on.
Source: U.S. Department of Energy
specially designed waste canisters adding costs
of $3.2 billion without increasing health and
safety protection. The Senate agreed with

concluded, would "create hundreds of thousands of jobs and increase our gross domestic
product by over S500 billion" 21 r

Johnston and voted 84 to 8 to cut off debate

Maor provisions of the Energy Policy Act

on the bill. The Senate then approved the
measure on a voice vote, and the House
passed the bill by a vote of 363 to 60.21

of 1992 included:

termed the act "a legislative
Senator Johnston
SenatrJohstoninvestments.
miracle" and praised the bipartisan support
for the measure. "The president can't call it
his bill, the Democrats can't call it their bill,
and the Republicans can't say it's their bill,"
Johnston observed. "This is a model for how
things need to be done." Admiral W\'atkins
was also pleased with the first major piece
of energy legislation in over a decade. *The
act did not carry out all of President Bush's
original proposals, he noted, but on balance
was "pro-energy, pro-environment, and progrowth." According to Watkins, the measure
would stimulate domestic energy production,
promote energy efficiency, increase competition in the electricity sector, and reduce
consumer costs. The act had the potential to
reduce oil imports by some 4.7 million barrels
per day by the year 2010, saving about $400
billion from flowing overseas in payment. In
addition, consumers would reap a windfall
of S250 billion in electricity costs over the
next lifteen years. The legislation, Watkins
A SUMMARY HIsToRY
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Promoting energy efficiency through
tax exemptions for
o energy conservation
txeepin
Supporting nuclear power by reforming
the nuclear power plant licensing process
and encouraging the development of
advanced nuclear power plant designs.

* Establishing a government-oxxned corporation with a five-member board to take
over the Department's civilian uranium
enrichment operation.
U

Promoting mass transit and vanpools by
increasing the tax free limit on employerprovided benefits to $60 per month.

* Streamlining regulation of oil pipelines.
Supporting the environmentally sound use
of coal through research and development
of advanced technologies.
* Providing alternative minimum tax relief
worth over one billion dollars over five
years for independent oil and gas producers.
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Removing obstacles to increased competition in electricity generation by amending

Environmentalists were not so sanguine: A
Greenpeace spokesperson admitted that the

the Public Utilities Holding Company Act

act contained some "positive" measures that

of 1935 and increasing transmission access.

would increase efficiency standards and spur

Promoting greater use of ethanol by extend-

ing tax exemptions for more ethanol blends.
Promoting the development and use of
clean-burning alternative motor fuels-by
providing tax incentives for alternative fuel
vehicles and refueling facilities, establishing
an alternative fuel fleet program, setting up
electric vehicle demonstration programs,
and providing financial support for demonstrations of alternative fuel use by urban
mass transit systems.
Promoting greater use of "clean-burning"
natural gas by providing the natural gas
industry with expanded market opportunities in areas such as electricity generation
and natural gas vehicles.

-

development of renewable energy. He nonethe-

less charged that the balance of the act was
"devastating" for the environment and offered
"immense giveaways" to the nuclear and fossil
fuel industries. Jessica Mathews, vice president
of World Resources Institute, observed that the
act would be "markedly beneficial" in only the
electricity sector. Other provisions were likely
to be "marginal." The act, she contended, did
not "address the cost of energy or, therefore,
energy productivity and competitiveness.
It will do little to reduce oil imports, which
would improve national security and the trade
balance. And it will do little to set energy use
on a new trajectory toward lower greenhouse
gas emissions." The act's greatest achievement,
Mathews concluded, was "to have swept the
decks clean of hundreds of peripheral issues." 219

Encouraging increased research and
development on a wide range of energy
technologies, including high efficiency

THE DEPARTMENT UNDER

heat engines and advanced oil recovery.

PRESIDENT BUSH AND

The Department would take the lead role

ADMIRAL WATKINS

in carrying out these provisions. As Deputy
Secretary Linda Stuntz noted, the new law,
at the Department of Energy alone, required

During President Bush's term in office and
under Admiral Watkins' tenure as secretary
of energy, the Department continued to

sixty-one reports, twenty-one solicitations,
fifteen regulations, eight programs, and

undergo significant organizational, policy,
and budgetary changes. Perhaps the most

four advisory panels. In addition, the act

striking of these was the reversal of the trend

authorized more than $1.8 billion in spend-

of defense activities occupying an increasing

ing for new initiatives in fiscal year 1994.217

proportion of the Department's budget. In

Industry's response to the new law was generally favorable. The trade journal Nuclear News

the 1990 budget (the last Reagan budget),
defense activities, excluding defense waste

described the act as "very pronuclear." Major

management, accounted for 53 percent of

oil firms were disappointed that the law did

the total budget. In the 1993 budget request,

not open the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge
to exploration, but the Oil and Gas Journal
noted that there were even so a "numberof
worthwhile minor provisions." Independent

the figure for defense activities was only 38
percent. The end of the Cold War played a
major role in this decline. As Watkins testified
before the Senate Armed Services Committee

Petroleum Association of America President

in early May 1992, for the first time since 1945

Denise Bode asserted that the act meant "more
production, more jobs and more energy
independence for America." The American
Gas Association viewed the legislation as a
vehicle for jobs creation, improved energy
security, clean fuels promotion, and energy
conservation. 218

the United States was not building any nuclear
weapons. Scaled back and "greatly reduced"
as well were the nuclear-directed energy
220
programs of the Strategic Defense Initiative.
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With defense activities undergoing retrenchment, environmental restoration and waste
management became the fastest growing
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

program was $500 million, as compared
with 5325 million for 1990.
Energy research and dcvelopment, in general,

received greater emphasis during the Bush/
Watkins era. Although funding for nuclear

fission and fusion remained relatively constant,

President Bush speaks at Rose Garden signing of joint
agreement by the Deparment of Eicgy and the Big Three
automahers to develop a Iight-reight batteryv sysicm forrewals
electric vhidees.
soure..
)eaunnt
t
of Energ\

the 1993 budget request of $325 million for
fossil energy research and development,
excluding the clean coal program, was nearly
twice that of the 1990 budget. Research in
the basic energy sciences, such as materials
research involving superconductivity, increased
by over a third, from $590 million to $814
million. Renewables, too, received increased
attention. The 1993 budget request for

renewables-solar, wind, biomass, geotheroa,widboms,gth-

program area in the Department. [he 1993
budget proposal of 55.3 billion was more than
three times the amount spent in 1989 and
represented 27 percent of the Department's
total budget. As one commentator put it, the
Department's defense activities were "giving
way to green."I t

mal, and hydroelectric-was $210 million, up
from 5114 million in 1990. Most significant,
however, was the rekindled interest in conservation. When Representative Sidney Yates
(ai), chairman of the [louse Appropriations
Subcommittee on Interior, in early April 1989
charged that the Department had all but
abandoned conservation programs in favor of
defense and civilian nuclear projects, Watkins
promised to give conservation "more attention"
in the budget. As a result, budget requests for
conservation increased every year during the

In other areas, the Btish Administration contin-

Bush Administration. The 1993 budget request

ued strong support for two of its predecessors
initiatives: the superconducting super collider
and the clean coal program. The 1993 budget

timesothtrfori190.fOne5exitlngocoservatio

request for the superconducting super collider
rom$250milionAdvanced
was 650milion,up
tip from
$250 mnillion
was $650 million,

for conservation of 5351 million was four

project was the Department's support, with
of onso
$41 million, lot the U.S.
deopn
anceuBat
Battery Consortium developing

a 1993 request

batteries for electric cars."_

requested for 1990. Total project costs had
risen to an estimated $8.2 billion, with
completion now scheduled for 1999. Trying
to defray costs, the Department solicited funding
from various foreign governments. The State
of Texas also agreed to contribute the land
and $1 billion. The Department projected
that one-third of the general funding would

Similarly, the Department under Bush and
Watkins placed increased emphasis on researching global climate change. Agreeing
with its predecessor, the Bush Administration
opposed drastic action until the relationship
between the greenhouse effect and global
warming had been scientifically proven. The

come from non-federal sources.

administration, nonetheless, realized the

'

Watkins in early 1989 had declared that
clean coal was ne of his "greatest personaland
cle. coal xiai on hs ge
ate

potential seriousness of global warming,
the Department's activities were part
of a larger, ongoing effort within the Federal

departmental review of additional clean coal
projects, and the clean coal program became
the Federal Government's largest energy
initiative. The 1993 budget request for the

Government. In 1992 the Federal Government
spent $1.11 billion to support global climate
change research. The Department's share of
this was $77 million, with a 1993 budget

interests." Within months, he accelerated

request of $113 million. As C. Boyden Gray,
A SUMMARY HISTORY
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the President's counsel, pointed out, the
United States funded as much climate research_

Less measurable was the success of Watkins'
effort to reform the Department's "culture."

as the rest of the world combined. Critics
complained, however, that this was not enough.,
They charged that the administration failed to
carry out measures that would reduce carbon
dioxide output and "watered down" the global
warming treaty signed at the Rio de Janeiro
Earth Summit in June 1992.225

Instilling the "right attitude," as the chairman
of the Department's Advisory Committee on
Nuclear Facility Safety noted, was a "slow
process." Referring specifically to the "safety
culture," the General Accounting Office in
February 1992 recognized the "strides" the
Department had made but also stressed that
the Department needed "to do more." Watkins
himself often lamented the vestiges of the "old
culture." Nonetheless, as he began his fourth
year as Secretary of Energy, Admiral Watkins
was optimistic. "Based on our efforts ... and
the progress we have made to improve the
culture, management, and operation throughout the Department," he declared. "I believe
the DOE is now well positioned to address . . .
227
changes, opportunities and challenges."

MANAGERIAL REFORM AND
CULTURE CHANGE
Funding, of course, was not the only indicator
of departmental activity. As Watkins noted at
his confirmation hearing, the primary problem
he faced was managerial. Accordingly, he
tasked the deputy secretary and the under
secretary with reviewing the organizational
structures and management practices throughout the Department,.and he made many
managerial changes during his tenure. He
expanded the Office of the Secretary. He established new offices, including the Offices of
Nuclear Safety and Environmental Restoration
and Waste Management, and reorganized
existing components into new entities, such
as consolidating portions of the functions
of the Office of the Assistant Secretary for
International Affairs and Energy Emergencies
and the Office of Policy, Planning and Analysis

1992 ELECTION
On November 3, 1992, William Clinton
was elected President of the United States
in a three-way race with George Bush and
independent candidate Ross Perot. Energy
issues once again played a minor role in the
presidential campaign. The candidates only
rarely mentioned energy topics. What debate
took place was engaged in by surrogates for
Clinton and Bush. "Energy itself is not a hot

into the Office of the Assistant Secretary for
Domestic and International Energy Policy. In
the area of global climate change, he central-

button issue for most Americans," one Bush
Administration official noted. But, he added,
the "interaction of energy and environment is."

ized the Department's global warming analysis

Also significant was the interaction of energy

functions and established the Global Climate

and the economy, and the Bush campaign

Change Executive Committee. Watkins, in
addition, instituted and strengthened "line
management control and accountability"

which he described as the "linch pin" for
effective management. Program 6fficers were
now responsible for safety and environmental
protection within their respective programs.
Field offices were assigned to individual program officers who in turn were accountable
directly to the secretary. As the General
Accounting Office observed, Watkins' organizational and management changes provided
"a framework for establishing the clear
lines of responsibility needed" within
the Department. 226
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.

attempted to tie Clinton's energy proposals
to loss of jobs while presenting the administration's pro-production policies as creating

jobs. Clinton spokespersons sought to link
energy with other issues as well. Bill Burton,
a Clinton energy adviser, contended that
Clinton would integrate economic, energy, and
environmental policy to a greater degree than
Bush had. "Critical to a good environmental
policy is a strong energy policy," Burton stated.
22 8
"We don't have that right now.

-

Bush and Clinton squared off directly over
CAFE standards in the third televised debate
between the candidates. Bush accused Clinton
of favoring fuel efficiency standards of 40 to 45

U.S.
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miles per gallon that "would break the auto

Both candidates also opposed extensive

industry and throw a lot of people out of work."

new energy taxes. Clinton's vice-presidential

Clinton admitted that he favored raising fuel
efficiency standards but said that the standards

running mate, Senator Albert Gore (D-TN) had
advocated a carbon tax on fossil fuels; but

should not necessarily be written into law

Clinton did not support this concept unless

if the standards could not be achieved. He
stressed that he was "a job creator, not a

it w&as "revenue neutral" and could be accomplished without hampering industrial competi-

job destroyer." In their stated positions,

tiveness or raising consumer utility rates. Bush

the Republican and Democratic candidates
differed on several other energy issues as
well. Bush favored oil and gas drilling in the
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge and on the

said that he would not support a carbon tax
because the relationship between greenhouse
gas emissions and global climate change was
not yet well understood. Both candidates

Outer Continental Shelf. Clinton opposed.

opposed increases in the gasoline tax as well.

Bush defended nuclear power as a "proven
electricity-generating technology that emits
no sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, or greenhouse gases." Clinton criticized the "proliferation" of nuclear power plants because of

Clinton viewed the gasoline tax as regressive,
and Bush favored the free market and opposed
any new taxes. In contrast, Perot, in one of
his rare energy pronouncements, called for a
$.50-per-gallon increase in gasoline taxes. 230

safety concerns and questioned the long-term

environmental and safety viability of Yucca
Mountain and the structural integrity of WIPP
"Both of these proposals," he asserted, "must
be rethought."

GRADING THE DEPARTMENT

Equally interesting, however, were the similarities between the two major candidates.
The Bush and Clinton proxies tried to outdo

In the waning weeks of the Bush Administration, Admiral Watkins provided the media
and the public with a retrospective evaluation
of his four-year tenure as secretary of energy.
He noted that when he took the helm the
Department had been a "rudderless vessel."

one another in extolling their man's depth

Field activities were not attached to Head-

of commitment to energy efficiency, natural
gas, and renewable energy. Burton claimed
that Clinton would be "a lot more pro-active"

in these energy areas. "You'll find a Clinton
energy department," he observed; " paying

more than lip service to things like energy
efficiency and conservation standards. You'll

see an effort in renewable energy like you
haven't seen in fifteen years. It's part of a big
picture strategy" Bush loyalists defended the

quarters. The Department had "no discipline,
no conduct of operations, no reports coming
in operationally, no five-year waste manage-

ment plan." Reactors were shut down for
safety problems. "We had lost our compass

somewhere," Watkins observed. "We had
no oversight.. . [T]he culture was .. . pro-

duction of weapons and no attention to
23
environment, safety, and health issues.

President's record. Deputy Secretary Stuntz
noted that spending on conservation and

Watkins assessed that after four years he had
cleaned up a "bit more than 50 percent [of]

renewable energy had gone up dramatically

the mess." The foremost accomplishment,

during the Bush Administration, with the
renewable energy budget up by approximately
two-thirds since 1989. John Easton, Jr., assistant
secretary for domestic and international energy
policy, asserted that Clinton "would like to do
what the administration is already doing,
increasing energy efficiency and natural gas
use." Easton added that it was "hypocritical"
for the Clinton campaign to favor natural
gas and oppose drilling on the outer conti-

according to the outgoing secretary, was the
implementation of "a new management culture
that understands the need for compatibility
between our defense mission and protection
of the environment." In the area of environmental cleanup, the Department had given
"first priority" to rectifying past problems
and bringing all facilities into environmental
compliance. Also important were the development of both a "smaller, less diverse, and less

nental shelf. 229

expensive" nuclear weapons complex and the

A SUMMARY HISTORY
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National Energy Strategy that became the
"template" for the Energy Policy Act of 1992.

None of this happened, and at the close of
Watkins' tenure the Department was not

Watkins concluded that under his watch

capable of producing nuclear weapons.

the Department had achieved a "Level 2"

What did happen was that the end of the Cold

of excellence, with a grade of C+ or B-. The
new secretary of energy, he observed, would

"inherit a Department that has become one
of the finest in all of government. 231
Environmentalists and the "special interest

groups," as Watkins termed them, were not so
charitable. The Military Production Network,
an alliance of groups primarily local and
regional concerned with weapons complex
issues, complained that the productionfirst, secrecy-oriented culture still prevailed.
Watkins, the umbrella group contended in its
December 1992 report, "Rhetoric v. Reality,"
"was not able to fundamentally reform the
Department of Energy." Following four years,
the report stated, "tangible results are minimal." Mismanagement, failure to control
contractors, and wasteful spending still

War and major arms reduction agreements

completely reoriented priorities. "World events

have changed things tremendously," Watkins
observed, "and actually helped me in a situation that would have been really something."

Had the need to produce nuclear warheads
not abated, he noted, President Bush would
have had to use emergency powers to override
safety regulations and environmental laws to
allow production to resume at facilities that
would have been "safe enough, but not at a
desirable level." The end of the Cold War, however, eliminated the "produce or else" mandate
that had driven the Department's nuclear
weapons complex for over forty years. 235

characterized the Department. 233

A different perspective was expressed by
Comptroller General Charles Bowsher, head
of the General Accounting Office. He noted
that Watkins' self-grading of C+/B- was "reasonable." The Department of Energy had been
an agency "in really big trouble," Bowsher

observed, but Watkins had "really started to
tackle some of the problems." Before Watkins
could even begin to consider policy issues,

the comptroller stated, he had to solve the
management problems. Bowsher added that
the Department was not yet where it should

be and the new administration would have
to "work hard" to move forward from
Watkins's accomplishments. 234
Ironically, Watkins never carried out many
high-priority missions facing him when he
became secretary of energy. His most urgent
task had been to resume the full-scale manufacturing of nuclear weapons. To do this, he
needed to restart plutonium milling at Rocky
Flats, open WIPP, build a plutonium separator
in Idaho, and began producing tritium again.
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PART VII
THE CLINTON ADMINISTRATION,

1993-

ENERGY AND THE ECONOMY

O'LEARY APPOINTED SECRETARY

In his first post-election press conference,

If secretary of energy was a critical cabinet

President-elect Bill Clinton said that the

slot for Clinton, his ultimate choice to fill the

Department of Energy would play a major

position was perhaps the biggest surprise of

role in stimulating the Nation's economy
and creating jobs. Clinton told reporters that
he considered the secretaries of energy and

the cabinet selection process. The Presidentelect sought greater diversity in his cabinet,
attempting to bring in more women, blacks,

commerce, in his opinion marginal players
in many past administrations, to be crucial
appointments. Given his economic policy
pronouncements during the campaign and

and Hispanics than his predecessors had. He
also attempted to achieve "personal compatibility" among and with all his cabinet, and
he sought "team players." Early speculation

the economic changes these suggested, the
President-elect noted, energy and commerce
would be "very. major appointments." He
added that how the energy and commerce
secretaries "pursue the missions of those

as to whom Clinton would name for energy
included, among others, Texas Land Commissioner Gary Mauro, Rep. Philip Sharp.(D-IN),
and Jessica Matthews of the World Resources
Institute, but by early December the odds-on

departments will affect the success or failure

favorite was Senator Timothy Wirth (D-co).

of this administration's economic efforts."
Clinton's energy advisers reiterated the

236

Wirth, as chairman of Energy and Natural
Resources's Subcommittee on Energy Regula-

centrality of the Department of Energy
in the incoming administration's thinking,

tion and Conservation, had long experience
in both energy and environmental issues.

and Technology Policy spent nineteen years
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory and one
year at the Federal Energy Administration.

helped Clinton fulfill his commitment to
diversity, but the new secretary of energydesignate also held very impressive energy

As director of the congressional Office of
Technology Assessment, Gibbons dealt extensively with energy issues, maintaining that an
energy policy should meet three overarching
national goals: economic vitality, environmental quality, and strategic security 23 7

credentials. She joined the Federal Energy
Administration in 1974, serving as director
of the Office of Consumer Affairs and then as
assistant administrator for conservation and
environment. She was present at the creation
of the Department in October 1977 when she

"Oiously
n
the dm
on
isatone,
hnong.
For various reasons, none of these potential
"Obviously the economy is job one," notedcaddespvdthrgtfifrseeay
candidates proved the right fit for secretary
Bill Burton, and "energy will be part and
energy. Clinton then turned his attention
of
parcel of economic policy" Burton observed
e
Hazel Rollins O'Leary She had been on
parcethefDcpnrmieptlhay.""Butten fbr ato
that the Department had "gotten far away
few lists of potential candidates, and she
from its original mission as a centerpiece for
had not even met the President-elect until
energy policy" Under Clinton, he added, the
he asked her to Little Rock to meet with him
on December 18. Three days later, Clinton
Department would not be "a boutique agency
ntenton
annDecedber y's p
anymore." In addition, Clinton's choice for
announced O'Lear2s38appointment as
presidential science adviser, John Gibbons,
secretary of energy
possessed an impressive energy background.
As an African-American woman, O'Leary
The new director of the Office of Science
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became deputy administrator of the Economic
Regulatory Administration. In 1980, she became

Nucleonics Week, viewed O'Leary as a "mixed
blessing." On the one hand, O'Leary possessed

administrator. From 1981 to 1989, O'Leary
was vice-president and general counsel for
O'Leary Associates, an energy consulting firm
founded by her late husband, John E O'Leary,
who had served as deputy secretary of energy
during the Carter Administration. In 1989,
she joined Northern States Power Company ,
of Minneapolis, Minnesota, and became senior

"first-hand knowledge" about nuclear operations and problems in the high-level waste
program. On the other, the new secretary
indicated that energy conservation, renewables,
and natural gas would be high on her agenda.
"We have no quarrel with these," stated Carl
Goldstein of the U.S. Council for Energy
Awareness, the nuclear industry's public

vice president of corporate affairs in charge of

relations arm, as long as their promotion

environmental affairs, the legal and personnel

was not at the expense of more "traditional"

departments, and public relations. 239

energy sources like coal and nuclear.
"Traditional energy sources are still the

O'Leary's appointment received mixed review&s '
from environmental and various activist groups.
Some groups expressed disappointment with
her lack of experience regarding weapons
complex and cleanup issues. "We are con-

mainstay,"

observed Goldstein. 2 '

CLINTON AND O'LEARY

SET THE TONE

cerned at this point," noted Daryl Kimball
of Physicians for Social Responsibility, "that
[O'Leary] does not appear to have extensive
experience in [the nuclear weapons] area,

In announcing his selection of O'Leary as
secretary of energy, President-elect Clinton
noted that in the past the Department of

which is about two-thirds of DOE." One environmental source expressed fear that O'Leary's
inexperience could lead to her "getting rolled"

Energy had been "sorely underutilized." For
two decades, he continued, energy was the
"Achilles' heel" of the economy Money sent

by the Department's contractors. Other groups

overseas for energy imports accounted for

were more optimistic. The Safe Energy Communication Council, a coalition of environmental groups, applauded O'Leary's energy
expertise and her apparent commitment to
energy efficiency and renewable sources.

between one-half and two-thirds of the
annual trade deficit, and "wildly gyrating"
energy prices resulted in a destructive cycle
of boom and bust in energy producing regions.
The United States, Clinton contended, had

The coalition expressed caution, however, "in
light of her past support of [Northern States
24 0
Power's] position favoring nuclear power."

"even fought a war, at least in part, because
of our dependence on foreign oil." For "too
long," he asserted, "we've gone without an
energy policy"2 42

Trade groups and journals were more positive
in their response to the energy appointee. The
Interstate Natural Gas Association of America
declared her to be "extremely capable." The
American Gas Association was "pleased and

The President-elect observed that although
most of the Department's budget currently
was devoted to nuclear issues, the future
demanded "a different direction and a

proud" to see an executive from a member
company nominated as energy secretary. The
Oil and Gas Journal observed that O'Leary had
more energy experience than any past energy
secretary and said that she would reflect
Clinton's "proconsumer, proconservation
plans" for the Department. The journal also
noted that the appointment, while of interest
to the oil and gas industry, was "far from
crucial." The Environmental Protection Agency
administrator, and not the energy secretary,
was the key player on United States energy
issues. The nuclear industry, according to

different policy." During the campaign,
he declared, he had made clear his energy
priorities: "greater reliance on American
natural gas, greater energy efficiency, greater
development of alternative energy resources,
a greater commitment to making good energy
policy and good environmental policy good
economic-policy for America." The major task
of the next secretary of energy, therefore, was
to "redirect the Energy Department in these
priorities." Of all the people he considered,
O'Leary, in his opinion, possessed the "best
mix" of "hands-on experience in both business
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Hazel O'Leary is sworn in as ihe seventh 5ecrtary of Energy on February 5, 1993, by U.S. District Court
Judge Anne 'Thompson. HbIding the Bible is ihe Secretary's~son, Caril Rollins. Ai far left is Vernon Jordan, head
of the President's~Transition Team, and Dennis Bakkze, President of the AEC Corp. Second jr%m right is Harley
Gtodbear ani oJfic a I f the Nat ve American C/hurch , who oIL'red the invoca tion.
Source: U .S Deparimeni of Energy

and government" to lead the lDepartment
through the upcoming period of change.
Clinton added that 01Leary was sensitive to
one of the Department's "biggest problems":
its "very little credibility out here in the
heartland. Ask any governor of' either party,'
Clinton argued, "and he or she wvill probably
be able to cite sonmc example when they've
had dealings with the Department of Energy
which were exceedingly frustrating, where
the credibility of the Federal Government
was suspect and where the states felt they
weren't being treated in 'an upfront, open
and reasonable manner. ",t4
O'Lery,in
wn tateentati
er
atherO'Leary's
confrmaionhearng n Jnuar 19 ecoedin

creating jobs, maintaining the health of the
economy, and improving the quality of the
environment. L ooking at her own experience,
she noted that after being "twenty years in
this business" the Nation was no better off
in terms of dependency on foreign oil than
it was in 1974. "That's unconscionable for
this nation," the new secretary asserted, "and
it's also unconscionable for those who have
attempted to set policy. It has not worked."
Like Clinton, O'Leary stated, "I believe we
need change in the Department at' Energy.
Change is necessary because I know the
same tried-and-true strategies do not work."

own goals for the Department were,
her words, "very simple Ibuti very difficult

the words of the President-elect. She agreedtoudraeomxizellnrgcnsvation, efficiency, and alternative energy, to
that energy policy decisions were central to
A SUMMARY HIsToRY
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provide flexibility and response to crises

In a statement following the address, Secretary

through an adequate and reliable supply
of traditional energy sources."2 44

O'Leary asserted that the Department would
play a critical role in implementing the
President's economic plan. The $30 billion
short-term stimulus package contained over

Amid all this talk of change, O'Leary did stress
certain continuities. She pledged to continue
the cleanup of contaminated waste sites and

the emphasis on environment, health, and
safety. Using the language of her predecessor,
she committed herself to "changing the
culture" within the Department by "clarifying personal values, the vision I have for the
Department, and its mission." She expressed
the intent to use the national laboratories to
"spur and support industrial competition."
She stated her support for the clean coal
technology project and the filling of the

Strategic Petroleum Reserve. Finally, as
had all the secretaries of energy before her,
she decried government "command-and-

$200 million of energy-related expenditures,

including funding for weatherization grants,
the federal energy management program,
technology transfer partnerships between
the Department, industry, and academia, and
the purchase of alternative-fueled vehicles.
The $160 billion long-term investment
program covering fiscal years 1994-1998
contained almost $5 billion of energy-related
expenditures. The administration earmarked
$1.9 billion of additional funding for conser-

vation and renewable energy research and
$1.2 billion to initiate construction of the
Advanced Neutron Source, a next generation
research reactor at Oak Ridge National Labora-

control regulation" of energy production

tories. Natural gas research and development
initiatives also increased substantially, with
$263 million of additional unding.24

and distribution. "I have learned through
bitter experience," she observed, "that it's
very hard to mandate on high."245

The Department also sustained cuts of over

$8 billion in the $703 billion deficit reduction

CLINTON'S ECONOMIC PLAN
On February 17, in his State of the Union

program covering fiscal years 1994-1998.
The bulk of the cuts-$4.5 billion-came in

address, President Clinton revealed his eco-

defense programs, a reduction made possible,

nomic recovery plan. The plan consisted

O'Leary noted, "by recognizing that the Cold

of a short-term "jobs investment" economic

War is over." The administration slated cuts

stimulus package, a long-term investment

of $1.8 billion for the Department's uranium

program, and a deficit reduction program

enrichment enterprise, which under the Energy

consisting of spending cuts and tax increases.
Energy figured in all three aspects of the plan,
but in his speech Clinton focused primarily

Policy Act of 1992 was being converted from a
Department program to a government-owned
corporation. Savings would come from. the

on a "broad-based" energy tax increase. He
recommended adoption of a .BTU tax on

phase out by 1996 of the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant, lower power costs, and

the heat content of energy not only to raise
revenue to reduce the deficit but also to

accelerated purchases of highly enriched
uranium from the republics of the former

combat pollution and promote energy
efficiency and independence. He praised the
BTU tax because it would not "discriminate"
against any particular region of the country
He rejected both a carbon tax that would be
"too hard on the coal States" and a gas tax
that would be "too tough on people who
drive a long way to work." He pointed out
that the United States had "maintained far
lower burdens on energy than any other
advanced country Even with the BTU tax, the
24 6
Nation would "still have far lower burdens."

Soviet Union. Perhaps the most controversial
proposed cuts involved phasing out $1.2 billion of funding for research and development
of advanced nuclear reactors "that have no
commercial or other identified application." 248

,
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Secretary O'Leary applauded the President's
BTU tax proposal. Noting that the proposal
demonstrated "leadership and a deep understanding of the energy problems facing our
nation," she said that the tax would increase
energy efficiency and reduce reliance on
unstable foreign sources of oil. Oil imports

U.S.
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of President Clinton's economic plan. Overall,
the Department's request of $19.6 billion was
slightly more than the estimated fiscal year

1993 budget of $19 billion. As anticipated,
national security programs, including naval

reactors, received a significant cut from $7.7
to $6.6 billion. Nuclear energy research and
development was cut nearly in half, from $345
million in fiscal year 1993 to $182 million.

Energy efficiency, natural gas research and
development, and technology transfer all

Secretary O'Leary speaks at the Department's budget briefing
Source: U.S. Department of Energy
for the media.

received sizeable funding increases. The
environmental restoration and waste management program request totaled $6.5 billion,

would be reduced about 350,000 barrels

up $1 billion from the previous year, and,

per day in the year 2000, shrinking the trade
imbalance about $18 billion. Estimated annual
revenue from the BTU tax would be $22 billion

with the decline of the nuclear weapons
program, was now the single largest program
25 0
in the Department.

by 1997. In addition, O'Leary observed that

Meanwhile, Secretary O'Leary sought to

the tax would result in a cleaner environment
The administration expected greenhouse gas
emissions to be reduced about 25 million
metric tons in the year 2000. O'Leary noted
that this would help the United States fulfill

place her own stamp on the Department by
restructuring. O'Leary's reorganization plan,
announced on April 2, divided the Department into three "mission teams" with related
responsibilities: energy, weapons and waste

commitments made at the 1992 Rio de

cleanup, and science and technology. The

Janeiro Earth Summit.2 19

energy mission team consolidated energy

THE
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supply and demand programs, enabling "close
integration of efforts" in energy efficiency,

REORGANIZATION

production, supply, and commercial nuclear

The administration's proposed fiscal year 1994
budget for the Department, sent to Congress
in early April, reflected the changed priorities

waste management. Assistant secretaries
headed the Office of Fossil Energy and the
Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable
Energy. The top nuclear energy official,
however, was now a director rather than an

assistant secretary The weapons and cleanup
mission team brought together the two major

organizations-defense programs and environmental restoration and waste management-

active in the Department's far-flung nuclear
l

®m

weapons complex. Together, these two offices
headed by assistant secretaries still accounted
for well over half the Department's budget.
The Office of Intelligence and National Secu-

rity was also included within this mission
team. The science and technology mission
team consisted of energy research, science
education and technical information, and
laboratory management. No assistant secretaries
were assigned to this area. The energy mission
Secretary O'Leary on April 2, 1993, announces restructuring
of the Department.
Source: U.S. Department of Energy
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team reported to the deputy secretary, who

was also the chief operating officer of the
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Department within the Office of the Secretary
The other two mission teams reported to the
under secretary. Legislation that would have
provided the Department 'with three under
secretaries to oversee the three mission areas
failed to clear Congress in 1993.251
consolidated "crosscutting" functions

O'Learyfruition.
serving all offices of the department under the
general
These
Office of the Secretary.
Thse included
nclded eneal,
Offie o theSecetay
counsel; public and consumer affairs; congressional, intergovernmnental, and international
affairs; and policy, planning, and program

outside constituencies, certainly for dealing
with the Congress, and most importantly for
dealing with major program areas." She added
that she had long understood that "you cannot
lead and manage day to day." The secretary
was not unaware of the difficulties ahead in
bringing her vision for the Department to

"We are underway," she told departat n twn meeting but
men
e
mental employees at a town meeting, but
she cautioned that it would require some
time to complete. "I'm in this for the long
haul," she declared. "Think of this process
,,t

evaluation. Assistant secretaries headed the
latter two offices. O'Leary placed within the
Office of the Secretary the assistant secretary

as a marathon, not a sprint."

for environment, safety, and health to "empha-

During his first six months in office, President

size the importance placed on safety and
health," and the newly elevated assistant
secretary for human resources and administration to "emphasize the importance of
efficient and cost-effective management."
She also created an office for field management to "track"overall operations and performance of the Department's laboratories and
other facilities. Her intention, she noted,
was to delegate more authority to the
Department's field operations. 252
The Secretary described the new arrangement
as a "much flatter organization" that would be

Clinton focused his administration on pushing through Congress the budget and deficit
reduction package embodying his economic
plan. The energy tax proved to be a major
issue of contention. Under Clinton's initial
BTU tax proposal, all forms of energy-except
for solar, geothermal, and wind-would pay
a base rate of 25.7 cents per million BTUs.
A supplemental rate of 34.2 cents per million
BTUs would apply to gasoline and other refined
petroleum products. Opposition from interest
groups and both congressional Republicans
and Democrats, however, forced the adminis-

more rational and easier to understand. The

tration to issue a revised proposal on April 1.

old organization, O'Leary noted, was "a mess"

In response to senators and representatives from

and not much changed since the Carter Administration. "When I left the department in 1981,"

the northeast, the administration exempted
home heating oil fron the higher oil tax rate.

she observed, "it pretty much looked like
that-layers and layers of people sort of split
evenly between the deputy and the under
secretary. In my experience . . : it set up open
warfare between the two units because there
was no attempt to rationalize who was in what
pod." The old organization, as well, reflected
the Department's "major function" of producing
nuclear weapons. "We have been successful in
that endeavor," O'Leary concluded. "Now we
must rationalize the structure of the department to enable ourselves to achieve as much
.
success in new missions that mirror the
.
priorities of a changed world."253

Midwestern members of Congress obtained
a tax exemption for ethanol and methanol.
Over a dozen additional exenptions appeared

As for her own role as secretary, O'Leary stated
that she would be "responsible for vision, for
mission, for leadership in dealing with our
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THE ENERGY TAX

in the revised proposal. The administration

perceived that the exemptions were necessary
to win support for the economic package,
but critics feared that the changes would
only encourage other special interests to seek
exemptions. "The proposal is riddled with
special interest exemptions," noted Edwin S.
Rothschild, an energy analyst at Citizen Action,
a consumer advocacy group. "It's going to
create an incentive to other special interests to
seek further exemptions or reductions as this
tax moves through the legislative process." 255
Opposition to the BTU tax from energyintensive industries such as aluminum and

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

in the long-term campaign to wean the Nation
from its dependency on fossil fuels. "This is
not the last proposal with respect to how
to send that signal," she stated. "Outside of
taxing the energy itself, I think there are other

things you could do at the [gasoline] pump
to force price signals about behavior, and I'm

-

going to be thinking about some of those
in the coming year."2 50
'

Congress, meanwhile, took up consideration

of the BTU tax. Special interests descended
on the House Ways and Means Committee,
winning further exemptions and concessions.
Most notable was the shifting in the collection
point for the tax from producers to consumers.
This weakened the tax as an energy efficiency
President Clinton is briefed by Los Alamos National
Laboratory Director Siegfried Hecher during a May 17,
1993, visit to the lab, as Secretary O'Leary looks on.
Source: U.S. Department of Energy

measure, as Alden Meyer of the Union of

Concered scien
oberve because
Concerned Scientists observed, because
homeowners and small business were less
likely than a major industry or utility to

major energy producers, particularly the
petroleum industry hit by the supplemental
tax, was countered by only lukewarm support
from environmental and advocacy groups.

improve energy efficiency in response to
a 5 or 6 percent increase in costs. Environmentalists nevertheless continued to support
the tax, lobbying for passage of the administration's five-year deficit reduction and recon-

Many environmentalists praised the energy tax

ciliation bill. On May 27, the administration

as a step that would slowly move the Nation
toward cleaner fuels and more-efficient

scored a major-albeit narrow and, for the
BTU tax, costly-victory when the bill passed

manufacturing processes. Nonetheless, by
the administration's own calculation, energy

the House by a vote of 219 to 213. To secure
passage, the administration offered assurances

consumption would be reduced by only 2 per-

that the BTU tax would be modified further

cent, and some environmentalists were unim-

either in the Senate or in a House-Senate

pressed. "Its not going to change energy-use
patterns much," observed Douglas Bohi of

conference. Unyielding Senate Finance
Committee opposition to the BTU tax, led

Resources for the Future. "The tax rates are
very small. The effect is going to get lost
in the background noise." Moreover, most
economists predicted that the tax, amounting
to about an additional 8 cents per gallon of
gasoline, would have little effect on use of
automobiles. "The problem with automobile
efficiency is that fuel costs are such a small
percentage of the cost of owning and operating

by John B. Breaux (P-u) and David L. Boren
(D-o<), soon convinced Senate leaders, with
the acquiescence of the administration, to
drop the BTU tax altogether. In its place,
the Senate substituted a 4.3 cents-per-gallon
increase in the tax on gasoline and other
transportation fuels. Reduced were the modest
oil import and energy consumption savings
and the environmental improvements offered

a car," noted Daniel A. Lashoff of the Natural
Resources Defense Council. "The federal
government definitely needs to do something
more on fuel efficiency beyond the package
that Clinton has here." The administration did
not necessarily disagree with this assessment.
Secretary O'Leary contended that the tax was

by the BTU tax. In addition, whereas the BTU
tax promised deficit reduction of $72 billion
over five years, the fuels tax would bring in
only $24 billion.25 7

one of many economic tools being considered

McLaughlin, O'Leary noted that the way

A SUMMARY HISTORY

O'Leary was philosophical about the apparent
demise of the BTU tax. In a late June one-onone interview with television host John
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Washington worked was that you begin with
a proposal and deliver it to Congress where

significant research but rejecting as too
expensive the setting of specific targets for

"many people have an opportunity to shape
and reshape." She declared that President

reducing greenhouse gas emissions. The
incoming administration made action on

Clinton favored an energy tax that "does
equity" across both income and regional

global warming a priority As Gore noted,
global warming was "the highest-risk environ-

lines and "makes a meaningful contribution"
to both increasing energy efficiency and

mental problem the world faces today." In his
first Earth Day address on April 21, President

reducing imported oil. The administration

Clinton announced that the United States

would support, however, a compromise that
seemed "to make the most sense to all." The
preferred tax, O'Leary concluded, was "the
tax we can get out of committee." In the end,
the House-Senate conference committee settled
on the 4.3 cents-per-gallon increase, and in

would stabilize greenhouse gas emissions at
1990 levels by the year 2000. This would not
be an easy task. In 1990, carbon-equivalent
greenhouse gas emissions were 1,464 million
metric tons. Without stabilization efforts,
greenhouse gas emissions would increase

early August the reconciliation bill squeaked
through the House by a vote of 218 to 216
and the Senate by 51 to 50.258

about 7 percent by the year 2000 to 1,568
million metric tons. Clinton offered no specifics
on achieving stabilization, and critics, some.
within the administration, complained about

ENERGY AND THE ENVIRONMENT:

making such a commitment without knowing

Environmentalism achieved mainstream status

what new measures would be needed and
what their effect would be on the economy.
As Senate Committee on Energy and Natural

with the incoming Clinton Administration.

Resources Chairman J. Bennett Johnston (D-LA)

Environmentalists had cheered Clinton's
electoral victory, and the Clinton Administra-

admonished, "You ought to consider sensible
policy first before you adopt a goal because a

tion, much more than its predecessor, inclined
itself toward environmental activism. Environmentalists, for the first time, secured positions

goal may not then be achievable by a sensible
policy" To "fill in the policy," the White House
formed the Interagency Climate Change Miti-

of real power within the executive branch.
Vice President Albert Gore, Jr., had been perhaps the Senate's premier environmentalist,

gation Group composed of the Department
of Energy and other key agencies and tasked
with developing an emissions action plan.

and his best-selling book, Earth in the Balance,

With energy playing a central role in any

called for major economic restructuring to
curb global warming. Nor was the Department

stabilization of greenhouse gas emissions, the
Department emerged as the lead agency 260

of Energy exempt from the upwelling environmentalism in the new administration. Secretary

Secretary O'Leary and the administration
emphasized consensus and voluntarism in

O'Leary directly linked energy policy decisions
to the "health and quality" of the environment,
and her personnel decisions reflected a
heightened environmental consciousness.
She brought into the Department a number
of environmentalists, including Dan Reicher,
a lawyer with the Natural Resources Defense
Council, who became her deputy chief of
staff and environmental counselor. 259

preparing the action plan. On June 10 and 11,
the White House staged the Conference on
Global Climate Change attended by representatives from the private sector, the environmental
community, academia, and others. O'Leary
told the conference that the plan offered "a
unique opportunity to come together." The
plan, she added, had to "make sense to all of
us." Although admitting that the administra-

Not surprisingly, global warming became a

tion had no preconceived notions and that

focal point for the Clinton Administration.
The Bush Administration had remained
skeptical about global warming, sponsoring

"everything is on the table," the secretary
stressed that she was "not so impressed that
command and control will get us all the

GLOBAL WARMING
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answers." As Assistant Secretary for Policy,
Planning and Program Evaluation Susan F
Tierney reiterated to the House Energy and
Commerce Committee, the Department was
looking "first and most creatively at voluntary

reduce pollution had been made, could be
achieved more readily. O'Leary personally
opposed joint implementation, at least in
the short term, noting that the Clinton Administration had made a commitment to achieve

options, in which consumers, firms, States
and localities, even Federal agencies, could
choose for themselves whether and how to
pursue emissions reductions in conjunction

the goal using domestic reductions. The
administration agreed and in the action
plan called for the development of joint
implementation only as a pilot program. 262

[with] their own private or institutional

Following a delay of several months, President

needs." Any inclination the administration
might have had toward command and con-

Clinton and Vice President Gore on October
19 unveiled The Climate Change Action Plan

trol solutions was further deflected when the
Senate rejected the BTU tax. In addition, defeat
of the tax complicated emissions stabilization.
The BTU tax would have reduced emissions by
25 million metric tons. Projected emissions

at a White House ceremony. "In concert with
all other nations, we simply must halt global
warming," the President declared. "It is a
threat to our health, to our ecology, and to
our economy" The action plan emphasized

reductions for the enacted 4.3 cent-gasoline
tax increase were only 4 million metric tons.
The administration had to make up the
difference in its emissions action plan.26 '

voluntar cooperation b businesses and

Two energy sectors carefully scrutinized by
the administration as candidates for possible

for tires. Energy efficiency and conservation
measures counted for some 70 percent of

major reductions in emissions were transportation and the electric utility industry. Each

the plan's anticipated emissions reductions.
Government expenditures would be relatively

contributed approximately a third of the total
emissions of carbon dioxide, which accounted

modest. The action plan called for $1.9 billion
in federal spending through the year 2000.

for over 95 percent of the Nation's greenhouse
gas emissions.. In the transportation sector,

The administration contended that the
relatively small amount of federal money

raising the corporate average fuel economy
(CAFE) standard was again considered. The
administration concluded, however, that the

would leverage an estimated $60 billion in
private investment in cost effective, energy
saving actions. 263

auto industry, given the long lead times required,

At a briefing following the White House

would not be able to implement greater fuel
efficiency standards-and therefore reduce
emissions-before the end of the decade.

Greater short-term reductions in the electric
utility industry seemed more promising.
Department officials began meeting with
executives from major electric utilities in an
effort to reach an agreement on a voluntary

program for reducing emissions. Utility
executives, along with some in Congress,
pressed for "joint implementation" projects
other industries
utilities andwhich
res
would receive emissions credits for projects
* undertaken in developing countries. Joint
implementation, according to its promoters,
would be much more cost effective than
domestic efforts because emissions reductions
overseas, where no previous attempts to
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industries and consisted of nearly fifty individual initiatives, ranging from accelerating
tree planting to developing fuel economy labels

ceremony, O'Leary stated that the Department would spend $222 million annually
to implement the plan. "I fully expect to take
that out of my own hide," the secretary noted.
She did not specify which departmental
programs would be cut to make room for
the new initiatives. O'Leary also stressed the
elective nature of the program, noting that

"voluntary is not a dirty word." She warned,
however, that the administration would
consider stronger measures if voluntary
outr
cosiedetone
.esrsi
actions were not forthcoming. "If this doesn't
get it," she declared, "we'll go back and find
out how to get it through mandates." 26 f
Reaction to the emissions reduction plan
was mixed. Business and industry, which
had feared a command and control approach,
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praised the plan widely. '"The plan is a good
first step stated Thomas Kuhn, president of
the Edison Electric Institute, the trade organization for major utilities. The utilities, he
observed, are "committing to work with
administrative representatives to see what
kind of programs companies can undertake
to limit overall emissions The Global Climate
Coalition, a major trade association representing business groups, similarly endorsed the
plan for its 'reliance on business/government

partnerships and voluntary initiatives to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions" Environmental
and advocacy groups were less enthusiastic,
criticizing the plan for its heavy reliance on
the goodwill of the private sector. "This tells
the international community that they don't

hrcretarv 'Leary briefing the media fo(lowing the rlease
of the Cliate ang Action Plan at the White H{ouse on

have to use tough measures to ight global
warming," said Steve Kretzman of Greenpeace.

tetoher

19. 1993.

Source: US. Deparuncni of

"It tells them that voluntary measures are
enough and that's the wrong signal." Dan
Becker of the Sierra Club agreed, declaring

and new energy efficiency and conservation
initiatives formed the bulk of this. These new

that "what we need is tougher measures to

initiatives included cost-shared demonstrations

achieve real reductions." Even the Environmental Defense Fund, with a reputation
for taking moderate positions and favoring
market-based approaches to pollution control,
responded skeptically, noting that the plan
did not contain backup measures if voluntary
efforts proved inadequate. Other analysts,
however, were more equivocal, contending
that too many uncertainties still surrounded
global warming to be sure that benefits from
mandatory measures would outweigh the
costs. "Until we know more about the science,"
stated Doug Bohi of Resources for the Future,
a Washington think-tank, "it might be better
to have a purely voluntary program.

of new technologies, "Golden Carrot" partnerships with non-profit organizations, utilities,
and environmental groups to accelerate the
com mercialization of advanced energy efficient
appliances, and the "Motor Challenge--a
collaborative program to test and verify the
cost-saving potential of industrial motor
systems. In addition, negotiations with the
electric utilities bore fruit with a program
dtubbed "Climate Challenges." Utilities voluntarily agreed to either return greenhouse gas
emissions to 1990 levels (or below) or limit
emissions under strict performance measures.
By October, the Department had reached
tentative agreements with fifty-seven utilities
representing 60 percent of the Nation's elec-

ENERGY AND THE ENVIRONMENT:
ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND

tricity generation On the energy supply side,
the emissions reduction plan directed the

RENEWABLES

with private industry to accelerate market
technologies. The
of renewable
acceptance
earmarke Sechnlion Tr
acmnitan

Department to initiate collaborative efforts

The Department of Energy's program offices
m .lemetaton off aadministration
or implementation
wereresonsble
were responsible
for
a
significant portion of the administration's
energy/environmental policies 2 ' This was
certainly true for the emissions reduction

plan. The Department was accountable for
three-fourths of the plan's budget requirements,
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earmarked

S432 million for

this program through the year

2

00.)"

Emphasis on energy efficiency, conservation,
and renewables, as well as natural gas, formed

the core of the Clinton Administration's energy
strategy. The fiscal year 1994 budget request
of $789 million for energy efficiency activities

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
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was 35 percent higher than the fiscal year
1993 appropriations. Solar and renewables at
$327 million for 1994 was up by 30 percent.
Partly the increase was attributable to new
requirements of the Energy Policy Act of 1992,
which called for new energy efficiency standards
and authorized enhanced research programs
and new demonstration/commercialization
programs. Beyond this, however, the administration committed itself to an "aggressive"
program of research and development, with
the largest funding increases going to technol-

for energy efficiency and renewable energy.
Not until late fall did the administration fill
the position with Christine A. Ervin, formerly
director of the Oregon Energy Department.
At her confirmation hearing, Ervin promised
to "quickly find out [the] barriers and obstacles"
to designing "responsive programs," and she
stressed the need "for brokering the kind of
creative partnerships President Clinton and

ogy transfer and commercialization, advanced

ENERGY AND THE ENVIRONMENT:

materials, industrial wastes and materials processing, electric hybrid and alternative-fueled

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

vehicles, and advanced building systems

With meteoric annual funding increases,

technologies. Despite the sizeable funding

environmental management headed by the

increases, some environmentalists called for

Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste

much greater expenditures for energy efficiency
and renewables. In November, Representative
Philip Sharp (o-IN) introduced a resolution in

Management had emerged as the Department
of Energy's largest single program area. Charged
with cleaning up the Nation's nuclear weapons

Congress calling for a S1 billion shift in the
Department's budget from "conventional energy
and other programs" to energy efficiency and

complex, environmental management comprised
fully one-third of the Department's budget.
The environmental restoration program made

renewable energy programs. Critics also
expressed dismay with the administration's
delay in appointing an assistant secretary

up one-fifth of the world's remediation activity
Extraordinary program growth, however, had
created significant managerial problems.

Secretary O'Leary are committed to expand
at the federal level."268

Secretary 0'Leary tours the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) near Carlsbad, NM, 2,150 feet beneath the
Source: Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
surface. She is escorted by Manager George Dials.
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Spending over $6 billion annually on a stillcoalescing program taxed the Department's
ability to use funds wisely. Senator Johnston
characterized the cleanup effort as a "grand
and glorious mess." Critical of what he described

that do not present any exposure risk ierely
to appear to be doing something."' Public
participation in decisionmaking was critical
to the success of the approach. Both Grumbly
and Secretary O'Leary envisioned an open and

as the program's failure to make real progress,

accessible process in which "stakeholders"-

Johnston stated that there was "no function
of government that has been as mismanaged
as our waste cleanup." Thomas P Grumbly,
the Clinton Administration's new assistant

state and local governments, local citizenry,
Native Americans, environmentalists, and
others-contributed to decisions on cleanup
priorities, budgetary allocations, and land

secretary for environmental management,

use policies. Stakeholder participation was

acknowledged that the program had not
achieved enough in terms of concrete results
but pointed out that "it's important to understand that everything we do is driven by compliance agreements." Over the past half-dozen
years, the Department, the Environmental
Protection Agency, and various states had
negotiated environmental compliance agreements for all major cleanup sites. Essentially

especially critical if compliance agreements
had to be renegotiated. Indeed, such negotiations were already underway. In November
1993, the Department, EPA, and the State of
Washington, relying on substantive input from
stakeholders, reached tentative agreement on
a revised Hanford Tri-Party Agreement, first
signed in 1989: "We have carved out a new
regional consensus about Hanford; and we

cleanup blueprints, the agreements specified

have changed the political equation in the

enforceable milestones for each site The
difficulty, as Grumbly noted, was that at many
sites the problems were "larger,more complex,

Northwest," declared Gerald Pollett, executive
director of Heart of America Northwest, a
local advocacy group. "We are in agreement

or simply different than we had originally
expected." Simply put, funding might not

on a new cleanup approach that no one
believed was possible." 270

be sufficient to fulfill all the agreements. Nor

Further success, according to Grumbly

was substantially greater funding likely The
cleanup budget, according to T. J. Glauthier,

depended on "three critical tools": cleanup
standards, land use policy, and new technol-

director of the Office of Management and

ogies. The program's "biggest uncertainty"

Budget's natural resources, energy and science

noted the assistant secretary, ws

division, would remain near fiscal year 1994
levels. Likening cleanup to the video game
"Pac Man" because "it can just keep eating
away at the budget," Glauthier stated that
" [the cleanup budget] at
we will stabilize

dards for residual radioactivity at cleanup sites.
Absence of standards made it impossible to
either estimate costs or choose remedies and

something like this level, while we work
maeangp
betted."69tp
on how to manage iet
it better."269

lack of stan-

appropriate technologies. Closely connected

was the absence of a land use policy. Without
such a olic cleanu levels could not be
suc

be

aoptocy

Given these budget realities, Grumbly advocated an "action-oriented approach" to cleanup.
"Truly urgent risks," ranging from high-level
waste tanks at Hanford to worker safety and
health issues, required immediate attention.
Less urgent risks called for only-"interim
remedies" to slow or halt migration of contamination until appropriate technology
had been developed to deal with the situation.

established. The implicit assumption that
sites would be released for unrestricted use,
Grumbly argued, stopped remedial actions in
the study phase "because no technology exists
to meet unrestricted use standards." Technology was the key, nonetheless, to doing more
with a stabilized budget. Grumbly stressed
that more incentives would be provided for
sites to use innovative technologies, and he
singled out the national laboratories' efforts

This approach, Grumbly argued, would "avoid

to assist cleanup by developing new

the temptation to throw money at problems

technolgies. 271
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PEACEFUL SCIENCE:
APPLIED VS. BASIC RESEARCH
Cleanup technology was only one of many
was the Department of nergys nationl
laboratories and other research facilities68
sought to respond to the end of the Cold War

(CRADA) between the Department and
industry, academia, state governments, and
others. During Olearys first year, the number
of negotiatd CRADA, doubled. OLearv also
increased technology transfer spending by
percent and decreed that the laboratories
should devote at least 10 percent of theirr

to technology transfer

7

by d versifying and seeking new research roles.

budgets

With the new administration emphasizing jobs
and the economy, Secretary O'Leary attempted
to steer the Department's efforts toward greater
applied research. Technology transfer from
the laboratories to private industry was the

Emphasis on technology transfer raised fears
that basic research at the Department consequently would suffer. The administration in
its fiscal year 1994 budget request proposed
an increase of only three percent for basic

perceived key Although the Department under
President Bush had pushed hard for technol
ogy transfer, President Clinton and Secretary
O'Leary appeared even more committed to
hastening the process. Under authority of the
\ational Competitiveness Technology Transfer
Act of 1989, Admiral Watkins had overseen
the implementation of more than 300 Cooperative Research and Development Agreements

research in the civilian sector. For the Department, this meant less-than-projected funding for basic research programs such as high
energy physics. Building projects, including
the superconducting super collider (SSC),
would be "stretched out. For the super collider, the Department estimated a reduction
in planned outlays through fiscal year 1998
resulting in a three-year delay in schedule
2
and a 52 billion increase in project cost 1

keynote address at the Hanford Summit, a conlerence with Department of Energy
"stakeholders" on environment, technology, and the economy. The conference was held September 14-15, 1993,

Secretary O'Leary delivers
at Kennewich, WA.
A SUMMARY HISIORY

Soi_irct: \Vesunghouse Hanford Company
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DEMISE OF THE SUPERCONDUCTING
SUPER COLLIDER
The Department of Energy's basic research
program took a much greater and direct
hit when Congress in fall 1993 terminated

funding for the superconducting super
collider. In 1992, congressional supporters

had averted a super collider funding cut-off in
conference committee after the [louse voted
down appropriations for the project. Fearing
further assault on the super collider during
the 1993 congressional session, high energy
physicists and other super collider supporters
lobbied heavily on the Hill. Supporters were
critical, however, of what they perceived as
lack of full administration support for the
project The administration's proposed "stretch
out" of super collider construction raised
doubts, and Secretary O'Leary's statement that

she was not "passionate" about the project
did little to calm uneasiness. Nonetheless,
prior to the June 25 vote in the House, the
administration attempted to make clear that
the super collider was a high priority O'Leary

invited forty-nine mostly undecided lawmakers to visit the site. The secretary and

Vice President Gore made telephone calls
to uncommitted House members. President

a display nagnet during her

tour of the Superconducting Super-Coilider construction site
near Waxahachie, TX.

Source: 1 S. Depamrtent of Energy

in the House, O'Learv admitted that the
Department had provided little oversight
of a contractor who demonstrated poor busi-

ness practices. The project, she informed the
Oversight and Investigations Subcommittee of
the House Energy and Commerce Committee,
"has been managed very gently By that, I mean

Clinton appealed to the House to approve
super collider funding, noting that "abandoning SSC at this point would signal that the
United States is compromising its position
of leadership in basic science-a position
unquestioned for generations." Despite these

inappropriately A month later, O'Leary
announced that the super collider's prime
contractor, the Universities Research Association, would be stripped of construction

lobbying efforts, the House voted 280 to 150

Ever-increasing funding estimates also contri-

to end funding for the super collider. The
margin of defeat was significantly greater
than that in the previous year's vote of
232 to 181.274
Efforts by O'Leary and the Department
to reverse the decision in the Senate were
hindered by several factors projecting the
super collider in a negative light. Ongoing
reports of mismanagement of the super

buted to the negative image burdening the
super collider. In January 1991, the Department informed Congress that the estimated
cost for the project was $8.25 billion, a
considerably higher amount than the 1989
estimate of $5.9 billion. In early August 1993,
O'Leary pledged that the super collider's cost
would be held to the $8.25 billion figure plus
$2 billion in stretch-out funding. Only a
month later, however, a seventy-five-member

collider dogged the project throughout spring
and summer. In February the General Accounting Office asserted that the project did not
have a fully functioning cost tracking system

committee headed by the Department's
procurement officer reported that without
management actions to curb cost growth the
total price tag for the super collider would

and that some project areas were running
50 percent over budget. Following the vote
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be $9.94 billion plus stretch-out costs. In
October, in a last ditch effort to rescue the
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project, O'Leary informed the House that
the Department tentatively estimated that
the project would cost less than $11 billion.

project. With no hope of seriously narrowing
the large margin of opposition, super collider
proponents admitted defeat. "I think the last

If the super collider cost more than $11 billion,
she promised, the Department would "present
options" to Congress ranging from more
funds to killing the project.276

rites have been said, the coffin has been nailed
shut and we're waiting for the funeral,"
observed Representative Jim Chapman (D-Tx),
a leader in the effort to save the super collider.

The super collider, in addition, ran afoul

The Department formally terminated the
project following President Clinton's sign-

Critics claimed that the project was too
expensive and benefited too small a segment

ing on October 28 of the appropriations bill
8the e
orienkill
on
tha
ordering that the super collider be killed. 278

of society-namely, high energy physicistsat a time when the Nation faced economic

The demise of the super collider produced
consternation, within both the high energy

hardships. One opponent termed the super
collider a "pork barrel project of unparalleled

physics community and the Department.
Leon Lederman, the Nobel Prize-winning

dimensions, a wacky science project run amok,
a black hole for greenbacks, and a full employment program for university physicists." Such

physicist who first proposed the super collider, stated "It's disheartening that a large
number of fairly intelligent people could

attacks left the administration grasping, almost

do such a dumb thing." O'Leary called the

by the logic of its own rhetoric, for, some sort

congressional decision "a devastating blow

of practical application for the super collider.

to basic research and to the technological

President Clinton declared that technologies

and economic benefits that always flow from

developed for the super collider's magnets
would "stimulate production of a material that
will be critical for ensuring the competitiveness

that research." The House, she noted, made
the decision on the basis of reducing the
federal deficit but the outcome would be

of United States manufacturers, for improving
medical care and a variety of other purposes,"

"the loss of an important, long-term investment for the Nation in fundamental science."

adding that the project would produce "critical

Looking ahead constructively was SLAC's

employment and educational opportunities for

Richter. "The message from Congress," he

thousands of young engineers and scientists

observed, "is that very large projects of this

around the country." In a similar vein, O'Leary
contended that the super collider would
provide not only "the answers to the origins

scale that are done for pure science are going
to have to be done internationally In the
future, we're going to have to -figure out

of the universe" but also "great science in [the]
medical treatment of cancer." More realistic

how to do these things jointly with other
regions of the world. 27 9

of the applied versus basic research debate.

was Burton Richter, director of the Stanford

Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC), who, when
asked if there would be practical benefits

REINVENTING GOVERNMENT

from the super collider, replied "probably

If the termination of the super collider implied

not, maybe yes." 277

the need for new modi operandi, both the

Ultimately, the burden carried by the super
collider proved too much. On September 30,

Clinton Administration and the Department
of Energy zealously embraced changing the
way government works. On March 3, 1993,

the Senate voted 57 to 42 for funding the
super collider. House Speaker Thomas Foley
(D-wA) declined to name any super collider
opponents to the ensuing conference committee, and, as a result, House and Senate
negotiators agreed to fund the super collider.
But on October 19 the House voted 283 to
143 to return the funding bill to the conference committee with instructions to kill the

A SUMMARY HISTORY

President Clinton announced that Vice President Gore would head a team of mostly federal
employees to conduct a six-month review of
the Federal Government. According to the
President, the goal of the National Performance Review, as it was termed, was "to make
the entire federal government both less
expensive and more efficient, and to change
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the culture of our national bureaucracy away
from complacency and entitlement toward
initiative and empowerment. We intend to
redesign, to reinvent, to reinvigorate the
entire national government.
Gore and his team approached "reinventing
government," as it was popularly known,
with alacrity. Subteams examined crosscutting systems and individual agencies.
Departments and agencies created "Reinvention Teams" to lead internal transformations
and "Reinvention Laboratories- to experiment
with new ways of doing business. (By fall,

the entire Hanford reservation and five other
Department of Energy organizations had been
designated Reinvention Laboratories.) Gore
spoke with federal employees at every major
agency, including those at the Department of
Energy on July 13. Citizens were invited to

comment. A summit conference gathered
the "best minds" from business, government,
and academia.-'
The result was a "vision of a government that
works for people, cleared of useless bureaucracy and waste and freed from red tape and
senseless rules." Encapsulated in a report
released on September 7 and entitled From
Red Tape to Results: Creatinga Government that
Works Better and Costs Less, the review highlighted four key principles: 1) cutting red tape
by streamlining budgets and bureaucracies
and stripping away unnecessary regulations
and paperwork; 2) putting customers, whether
they be citizens, businesses, organizations,
or whatever, first; 3) empowering employees
by gi\ing them more responsibilty and a
greater role in decisionmaking; and 4) producing better government for less by eliminating
duplication and ending special interest privilege. The review delineated roughly one
hundred of the "most important" steps and
actions deemed necessary to begin reinventing government. Quantitatively, the review
estimated that if the steps and actions

were implemented, S 108 billion could
be saved through

fiscal year 1999.22

TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Vice President Gore addresses Department of Fnergy
employees at interactive "Town Hall Meeting" on July 13, 1993.
Source: U.S. Department of Energy
management philosophy founded by W
Edwards Deming and credited with transforming Japanese industry following the
Second World War. Heartily embraced by
America's private sector in the late 1980s
and early 1990s, TQM advocated "Putting
Customers First" and stressed the pursuit
of quality above all. Practitioners of TQM
theorized that most problems were built into
the system, frustrating workers, yielding poor
products, and enraging customers. The TQM
philosophy focused on workers, who knew
better than anyone what the problems were.
The National Performance Review paid tribute
to TQM, noting the commonalities of approach.
But the Gore team also pointed out that conditions in government were quite different from
the private sector. Market incentives operative
in the private sector did not exist in government. Lacking a bottom line and obsessed
with process rather than results, government
required a management approach that went
beyond private sector methods.28 3
Secretary O'Leary was on the forefront of
the administration's reinventing government/
quality management effort. Gore described her

The managerial approach of the National
Performance Review closely resembled that

as "one of the leaders of [the] whole process."
Trained in TQM while an executive for Northern States Power Company, O'Leary quickly

of Total Quality Management (TQM), the

brought her extensive experience in "market
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dynamics and quality management" to bear
in managing the Department and changing its
"work culture." She arrived hoping to create
"a new spirit of inclusiveness, communication,

helping to lead the way in identifying new
ideas and new approaches and efforts to bring
what the private sector has called the quality
revolution into the federal governmm."

and openness" in an effort to "reinvent government" at the Department. Her first one hundred
days in office witnessed a whirlwind of activity.

MOTOROLA UNIVERSITY AND

In her attempt to "fundamentally change the

STRATEGIC PLANNING

way the Department functioned," she initiated
a cabinet-level "Breakfast Club," including the
secretaries of interior and agriculture and the

By summer 1993, O'Leary's efforts to remake
the Department hit full stride. O'Leary chartered a "Leadership Group", with herself as

head of the Environmental Protection Agency,

chair, to operate as a "Board of Directors"

to "foster team spirit and communication."
She emphasized reaching out to "customers"

overseeing the Department's quality initiatives.
She established a "Quality Council," a diverse

and "stakeholders." She initiated "the Green

group consisting of both management and

Team," bringing together public affairs representatives from agencies involved with natural

employees and headed by Archer Durham,
assistant secretary for human resources and

resource and environmental issues to "coor-

administration, to set the direction and
approach for the quality initiatives. In July

dinate the administration's public outreach
efforts." She brought a new openness in the
relationship between departmental employees
and the Office of the Secretary, holding

and August, the secretary and sixty of the
Department's top executives, including
laboratory directors, field managers, and

question-and-answer discussions and giving

key program managers, attended six days of

in-house speeches in an attempt to give
employees "a sense of mission, inclusion,
and pride." She established satellite "linkups" with the Department's field offices to
"bring them closer to the decision-making
process at headquarters." Gore acknowledged
these efforts in his July visit to the Department.
"Since the earliest days of this administration,"
he noted, "the Department of Energy has been

quality improvement training at the MotorolaMilliken Quality Institute in Schaumburg,
Illinois. The purpose of the sessions was to
begin building a management cadre dedicated
to meeting customer expectations by providing
2 5
quality products and services. 1
Preceding the July quality training, Department and laboratory executives held a strategic

Headquarters,field, and laboratory leaders attend August 1993 work session at Motorola University. Deputy
Source: U.S. Deparirnent of Fnergy
Secretary William H. White is at the far right, front row
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planning session focused on the Department's
mission, core values, and future trends. At

his reformist rhetoric, Watkins emphasized a
command and control approach to managing

the August Motorola session, Department

the Department. O'Leary truly was different in

officials developed a framework for producing a departmental strategic plan. In addition,

this respect. Coming out of the energy side of
the two departmental traditions, she had little

participants reached a consensus on new

background in defense and nuclear weapons

directions and priorities for the Department.
Suitably armed, the Department's executives
returned from Motorola to spread the qual-

.

matters. And the mandate she received from
President Clinton, with his demand for "a
different direction and a different policy," was

ity gospel and begin the strategic planning

clearly something new for the Department.

process. Videotapes of the Motorola training
sessions were shown. Monthly articles on
quality management appeared in DOE This
Month, the Department's Newsletter. The

If any doubts existed that O'Leary was genuinely the Department's first post-Cold War
, yerens's ispes-ed War
secy the
ecretary, they were soon dispelled by her

Department distributed to all employees
a booklet setting forth the Department's

approach to nuclear weapons testing. In fall
1.992, Congress, despite President Bush's

"Mission" and detailing the Department's

vigorous

opposition, imposed as part of the

"Core Values." The strategic planning process,

energy and water appropriation a nine-month

headed by Assistant Secretary for Policy,
Planning, and Program Evaluation Susan
Plannn, sangdtProgrm luin
S adTierney, sought to include input from headquarters and field officials and employees,
the national laboratories, and external stakeholders.to
holdger Stragicplnning
aond q
ly
management training sessions were held
for mid-level managers. These gave birth

moratorium on the testing of nuclear weapons.
for as many as fifteen nuclear tests through
1996. Imminent expiration of the moratorium
forced the incoming Clinton Administration
orce
esming Cing.Admintrahien
consider resuming testing. The Joint Chiefs
of Staff and the Defense and State Departments
initially favored conducting fifteen large shots.

to similar sessions designed to inform, and

Opposition subsequently pared the proposal

receive input from, employees.

286

THE NEW CULTURE AND
NUCLEAR WEAPONS TESTING

Following the moratorium, Congress allowed

to only nine tests directed toward safety
improvement and stockpile reliability. The
"crucial turning point" on the testing issue,
according to the Washington Post, came at a

The thrust of Secretary O'Leary's new initiative

May 14 meeting of the National Security
Council when O'Leary, instead of wholeheartedly endorsing the proposal, "startled"

was the creation of a "new culture" within the

the group by urging further study "I have

Department of Energy With its emphasis on

never," one official present noted, "felt more

"inclusiveness, communication, and openness," this new culture stood in stark contrast

frigid air in the room at an NSC meeting."287

to the insularity and secretiveness of the "old
culture" descended from the Atomic Energy
Commission. More than this, the old culture
was a weapons culture. From the Manhattan
Project to the Department of Energy, the
development and production of nuclear
weapons had been the dominant agency
mission. Even Admiral Watkins, with his
well-publicized campaign to reform the old
culture, was at the same time part of that
culture. He had been chosen secretary because

No secretary of energy had ever come out
against nuclear testing, and O'Leary certainly
was not speaking for a united Department.
The directors of the nuclear weapons laboratories argued the clear and present need
for testing for safety and reliability purposes.
The secretary's doubts were buoyed, however,
at a seminar she convened on May 18 and 19.
Against strong objections from the lab directors, physicist Frank Von Hipple and former .
Secretary of Energy and of Defense James

of his military and nuclear power background.

Schlesinger argued that proposed safety tests

His mandate had been to resume the full-scale
production of nuclear weapons. And for all

would bring little benefit and there was no
reason for warhead reliability tests when there
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was no indication that warheads had deterio-

aware of this. In his testing announcement,

rated. In the administration debate, O'Leary

President Clinton directed the Department to

then joined with Thomas Graham, acting director of the Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency, and John Gibbons, White House
science adviser, in advocating a "no-first-test"
policy. It was this position that President
Clinton adopted. On July 3, Clinton announced that he was extending the testing

maintain a capability to resume testing in the
event another nation did so first. The wisdom
of taking a precautionary approach was made
clear only three months later when China, in
spite of considerable -urging-some of which
came from O'Leary-to forego testing, on
October 4 detonated underground a nuclear

moratorium for at least fifteen months. He
called on other nations to observe a similar
moratorium while negotiating a permanent
test ban. The President also stated that the
United States would "explore other means"
than testing to maintain the safety, reliability,
and performance of the nuclear arsenal.2 88

device. Ignoring the provocation to immediately resume testing, Clinton issued a directive
to the Department to maintain readiness to
test. O'Leary agreed that this was "prudent
and necessary" 290

Clinton's announcement was a personal victory for O'Leary. As Deputy Energy Secretary

in the post-Cold War environment. Two major
studies of the Nation's future nuclear strategy

William White explained, laboratory officials in

What remained at issue was the ultimate size
and capability of the nuclear arsenal needed

.

and capability were pending. The Defense

the past frequently predominated not only in.

Department was undertaking a "comprehen-

technical matters but also in budget priorities

sive study of U.S. Nuclear forces," and the

and policy disputes. The testing announcement signaled a different approach. "The

National Security Council was analyzing how
far below the START II limit of 3500 strategic

administration," White proclaimed, "is proud
that it is not letting the laboratories manage

warheads the United States could safely go.

the Department." Current departmental
leadership, he added, viewed the practice of

nuclear weapons production complex, however, was only partially dependent on the

deferring to the laboratories as a mistake that
had led to "debacles" like the Strategic Defense
Initiative program. Although committed to
maintaining a cadre of top laboratory scientists, White observed, the administration

would make sure their work was subordinated
to "national interests such as nonproliferation"
and maintaining a smaller nuclear arsenal.2 89

The size and configuration of the Department's

outcome of such studies. Whatever the size
of the arsenal, any ongoing capability would
require a certain mininjal complex. During
the Bush Administration, the Department lost
the capability to produce nuclear weapons

because of safety and environmental
Rocky Flats and other key facilities
shnd o hey fai
pRky F
permanently shut down. The main

problems.
had been
deene
defense

function the Department was involved in

NUCLEAR WEAPONS:
BEYOND THE COLD WAR

during O'Leary's first year was the dismantlement of some 1700 warheads. Nonetheless,

Secretary O'Leary on the nuclear testing
issue had publicly distanced herself from

Pentagon planning called for enough production capability to "allow additional forces to
be reconstituted in the event of a threatening

the weapons culture within the Department
of Energy. Nonetheless, nuclear weapons and
the need to maintain and equip those weapons
would not soon go away Long-term national
security strategy still assumed the existence of
a nuclear deterrent. Like it or not, the Department would be deeply involved in the nuclear
weapons business for the foreseeable future.
Both the administration and O'Leary were well

reversal of events." And Robert W DeGrasse,
Jr., an advisor on nuclear weapons, confirmed
to reporters that the Defense Department "has
talked to us about maintaining the capability
of doing small-scale production.' DeGrasse
added that the Department was "being asked
to maintain a small production capability
without knowing specifically what we'll be
asked to produce." At the same time, critics

A SUMMARY HISTORY
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were urging the Department to defer decisions
on facility construction and relocation until
stockpile questions had been resolved. 291

and documenting the large quantities of
mercury used in weapons production. O'Leary
committed the Department to releasing addi-

The Department, even so, continued to move

tional material within six months. She also
how the Department
open agency. These
whistleblowers and
on human plutonium

ahead with the Programmatic Environmental
Impact Statement (PEIS) for Reconfiguration of
the Nuclear Weapons Complex begun under
President Bush. Analyzing the environmental
consequences of long-term configuration

provided examples of
was becoming a more
included encouraging
providing information
experiments.

strategies, the PEIS would lay the basis for a
record of decision on the size and shape of
the future complex. Critical was the question
of where plutonium would be stored and
possibly fabricated into "pits" for warheads,

Termed "breaking the silence," O'Leary's
openness initiative focused on the declassification and release of information. The initiative had four goals: 1) the reduction of the
amount of classified information, particularly

the latter previously a function performed at
Rocky Flats. Among other alternatives, the

that related to environmental, safety, and
health issues, 2) the speed-up of the Depart-

Department was considering developing a
plutonium "supersite"for storage and processing. One likely location was the Nevada
Test Site. "We're not talking about a shiny
new weapons factory," observed Richard Mah,
director of reconfiguration planning at Los
Alamos. "Plutonium is unstable. We have

ment's declassification process in accordance
with priorities developed with stakeholder
input, 3) the review of classification policies to
make them consistent with national security
needs in the post-Cold War era, and 4) the
establishment of an interagency process for
expediting declassification and release of

it in ingots, oxides, metal; you'll need a new

shared information. The Department estimated

plutonium processing facility to convert plutonium from one form to another. Once you have

its classified documents at some 32 million
pages, which if stacked would reach about 3.3

that, the manufacturing part is trivial."292

miles. Noting the paucity of resources to face

the monumental task ahead, O'Leary pledged

O'LEARY AND OPENNESS:

that the Department would "make improve-

BREAKING THE SILENCE

as possible without compromising national

ments to give the public as much information

Secretary O'Leary's year-long quest to overturn

security." Symbolically, this meant changing

the Department of Energy's old culture climaxed

the name of the Department's Office of Clas-

when she launched her "openness initiative"

sification to the Office of Declassification.

at a press conference on December 7, 1993.
Before an overflow audience in the auditorium
of the Forrestal building, the Department's head-

Substantively, it meant tripling the size of
the Office of Declassification's staffing. 294
Whatever direction the Department thought

quarters in Washington, O'Leary announced

it would take, the openness initiative soon

that, as part of President Clinton's commitment
to a more open government, the Department
was taking the first step in lifting "the veil of
Cold War secrecy." The initial step consisted,
of releasing previously classified material,
O'Leary described it as "the biggest delivery
of declassified material in the history of this
department." The secretary passed out a large
packet of fact sheets revealing that one-fifth
of the Nation's nuclear weapons tests had
been kept secret, identifying locations and
quantities of weapons grade plutonium,
providing information about fusion energy,

assumed a life of its own. O'Leary's press
conference generated considerable media
attention, most of it favorable and, at least
initially, focused on the previously secret
weapons tests. Attention quickly turned,
however, to the issue of radiation experiments
on humans, such as the plutonium injection
program begun near the end of World War II.
Despite the fact that some of this information
had been publicly released years and even
decades earlier, the media seized on the issue.
As information and misinformation on radiation experiments and informed-consent issues
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thereafter, the administration announced that

I

Tthe

A Monumental Task

search for information on human experiments would be extended to all federal
agencies. On January 3, 1994, an interagency
task force coordinating the search for records
held its first meeting at the White House. The
Human Radiation Interagency Working Group
included the secretaries of energy, defense,
health and human services, and veterans
affairs. Directors of the Central Intelligence Agency and the Office of Management and
Budget were also included. Clinton established
the Advisory Committee on Human Radiation
Experiments on January 18, 1994, to provide

advice and recommendations to the interagency group. The fifteen-member advisory
group was to consist of experts in medicine,
science, and ethics. 296

555 Feet

1 Million Pages

32 Million Pages = 32 Washington Monuments
= 3.3 Miles
Openness initiativegraphic illustratingthe enormity of the
declassificationtask facing the Department.
Source: DOE This Month, December 1993

O'LEARY'S FIRST YEAR:
DRAMATIC CHANGE
DOE This Month, the Department of Energy's
newsletter, in its January 1994 issue declared
that Secretary O'Leary and the Department had
"seized President Clinton's inaugural challenge
to 'make change our friend' by taking bold
action" and making 1993 "a year of dramatic
change." This change included "significant

earned top billing in both national and international newspapers and broadcasts, the
Department instructed its offices to search
files for anything related to human experi-

progress" toward achieving the key goals of
improving the Nation's industrial competitiveness, reducing the nuclear danger, enhancing
energy security, protecting global environmental

mentation. O'Leary appeared on television's
"McNeill-Lehrer News Hour," the "Today
Show," and "Larry King Live." Growing public

quality, improving the Department managerially,
2 97
and increasing public trust in government.
Perhaps the single most significant event in

interest convinced the Department to set up
an "800" telephone number. 295

O'Leary's first year in office was her "openness
initiative," but this was only part of her larger

O'Leary was not hesitant in pointing out

effort to reorient the Department and overturn

"My view is that we must proceed with disclosing these facts and information regardless of

for fifty years.

whether it opens the' door for a lawsuit against
the Government," she noted. "And many have
suggested, and I tend to agree personally, that
those people who were wronged need to be
compensated." Hints of compensation brought
a vacationing President Clinton into the picture.
The President defended O'Leary's handling of
the situation, calling her release of the information "the appropriate thing to do." Shortly

O'Leary stated that she was satisfied that the
Department, after years of concentrating on
building bombs, had finally begun to adapt to
its post-Cold War role as a major contributer
to the Nation's economic competitiveness.
"When I came, the universe and certainly the
people I'd been running with on the outside
in the energy biz felt there was no strategic
focus in the department," she noted. "It occurred

heitat
ws ntinpoitingoutthe
O'Lery
government responsibilities in the matter.
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"old culture" that had been entrenched

In an end-of-year interview with Inside Energy,
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to me that if that's the way others looked at
us, then we'd better sharpen our mission."

Science and technology programs within
the Department sustained the biggest cuts.

O'Leary and other senior officials thus spent

The Department's request for $2.9 billion for

considerable time in 1993 concentrating on the

science and technology was about fourteen

Department's new responsibilities-supporting

percent less than the 1994 appropriation.

both the economy and nuclear arms control.

Nearly all of the reduction was attributable

This meant a somewhat different approach

to the cancellation of the superconducting

on the energy side of the Department's twin
traditions. "In energy, I think we've turned it
tadtions "In eergnfc
y,"hin
'e
tured.

around in a significant way," O'Leary ob?served.
"We look at it not just in terms of whether we
have diversified energy supply . . . but also
whether we have begun to use it as a mark

for driving the economy. So we focus now not
merely on taking the money from Congress
and spending it, but actually set up for our-

selves a system of measuring success, like the
number of jobs created from work we've done,
energy saved, pollution avoided, as well as '

opportunities to invest abroad.,,

super collider. Requested funding for other
high energy physics research rose only slightly
from $618 million to $622 million. Within

the remaining science and technology mix,
basic energ sciences suffered cuts from
gy
$790 million to $741 million. Nuclear

physics research dropped from $349 million
to $301 million. Requested funding for biological and environmental sciences, including
global climate change research, increased from
$412 million to $435 million. Fusion energy
research showed a marked increase from
$344 million to $373 million. Funding for
technology transfer also was boosted.

Defense, the other major departmental tradition, remained a critical mission for O'Leary

Predictably, national security programs
decreased about 13 percent in requested
and the Department. But defense, according
funding from $6.5 billion to $5.6 billion.
to the Secretary, now had a different slant.
toheDearet ws
no hadangifferereccuThe request for nuclear weapons activities,
The Department
was no longer preoccupied

with designing and building weapons but
rather with controlling arms. Developing

including the maintenance of the existing

stockpile and the dismantlement of excess
weapons, decreased from $4.4 billion to

technologies essential to monitoring possible
nuclear weapons buildups throughout the
world as well as dismantling existing weapons,
she stated, had become departmental priori- '
ties. Cleanup of the weapons complex, too,
was now a Department priority, and O'Leary
was confident that appropriate steps had been
taken to control the fast growing enterprise.
"We finally recognized," she noted, "we weren't
getting value for the dollars spent in the

wbapon, decear
$4. bvl
to
$4 billion for fiscal year 1995. Naval reactors
funding fell only slightly from $754 million
to $730 million on the strength of ongoing
efforts to develop an advanced nuclear reactor
plant for the Navy's new attack submarine.

cleanup and established some benchmarks
and methodology to insure that we get

Following five years of massive funding
increases, the Department's fiscal year 1995

better results."298

request for the environmental management

Funding for verification and control technology
programs, including the Department's steppedup efforts on nuclear weapons nonproliferation,
held steady at about $360 million.

program was up only $180 million to $6.5

FY 1995 BUDGET REQUEST
The Department's changed priorities were
evident in the administration's fiscal year
1995 budget request sent to Congress in

billion. Assistant Secretary Thomas Grumbly
insisted that, despite the relatively small
increase, the Department would meet all
legal requirements under its compliance
agreements with state and Environmental

early February 1994. Described by Secretary

Protection Agency regulators. Cleanup and

O'Leary as "lean," the overall budget of $18.5
billion was about three percent less than the
estimated fiscal year 1994 funding level of
$19 billion.

restoration comprised almost $1.8 billion of
the environmental management request, while
waste management activities continued to
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garner the largest share at $3 billion. Funding
for facility transition and management, involving the coordination and oversight of the

of Energy's first comprehensive strategic plan.
O'Leary noted that the end of the Cold War
and the election of President Clinton had

transfer of contaminated facilities primarily

engaged a "new national agenda." Beginning

from defense programs, rose sharply from
$672 million to $866 million. Technology
development, although up from $397 million

with the summer 1993 "empowerment
summit" at the Motorola-Miliken Quality
Institute and through the process of a "total

to $426 million, remained about 7 percent of

quality management learning experience,"

the overall environmental management budget
request and fell short of the 10 percent share
that Grumbly, as well as his predecessor, had

the strategic planning process envisioned
a "massive reshaping" of the Department's
"missions, priorities, and business practices"

set as a target. On a site-by-site basis, the
Department allocated Hanford the greatest
share of environmental management'funding

to meet the challenge of the new national
agenda. "Tinkering around the edges," the
strategic plan declared, "was not enough."

at 23 percent, or $1.6 billion. Oak Ridge
was next at $905 million and Savannah

The strategic planning process thus produced,
according to O'Leary, "new and more sharply

River third at $744 million.
The funding request for energy resources,
up some 5 percent for fiscal year 1995 from

focused goals: fueling a competitive economy,
the environment through waste
improving
pro gn n and
ion
imaong
management and pollution prevention, and

$3.5 billion to $3.7 billion, perhaps most

reducing the nuclear danger."

clearly reflected the Department's shifting
priorities. Funding for energy efficiency and
conservation increased from $699 million in
fiscal year 1994 to a requested $993 million in
fiscal year 1995. Solar and renewable funding

Key to meeting these goals was the effort to
"define and integrate the business activities" of
the Department. The strategic plan identified
five core "businesses" or mission areas:

was up from $347 million to a requested $398

Clinton in achieving his vision of an invest-

*

Industrial Competitiveness. To assist President

million. By contrast, nuclear energy activities

ment-driven economy capable of creating

dropped precipitously from $343 million to

high-wage

$248 million. Asserting that research and
development on reactors having no near-term
~
o b udd
~~ sol
commercial
commercial application
should not be funded,
the Department's budget request proposed
shutting down the advanced liquid metal

first priority helping the Nation' industry
fimt
ing
eNoyTs redure
a global economy This required
omet inlcto
"partnering" with industry in research and
development to "drive" products into the
marketplace and cut costs through greater

~

reactor and the modular high-temperature

resource efficiency and pollution prevention.

gas-cooled reactor programs. Fossil energy
funding also was down from $665 million to
$520 million, despite a 93 percent increase in
natural gas research funding from $44 million

jobs, the Department set as its

U

Energy Resources. Convinced that economic
growth, energy security, and environmental
preservation were not irreconcilable goals,

to $86 million. Coal research and development

the Department reiterated support for

decreased from $167 million to $128 million.

"sustainable energy technologies" emphasiz-

The Department requested only $37 million
for the clean coal program, with an already
provided advance congressional appropriation
of $375 million allowing the Department
to meet its contractual obligations. 299

ing energy efficiency, renewable resources,
and the economic and clean use of fossil
fuels. Favoring technological to command
and control solutions, the strategic plan
promoted diversity and flexibility in energy
sources and stressed the need for economic
and regional equity for all Americans.

FUELING A COMPETITIVE
ECONOMY: DOE's STRATEGIC PLAN
Culminating months of effort, Secretary
O'Leary in April 1994 released the Department
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National Security. For nearly five decades,
the defense programs of the Department
and its predecessor agencies focused on
the threat of nuclear conflict. The new
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danger, according to the strategic plan,
was the proliferation of nuclear weapons
and materials into the hands of rogue states
and terrorist groups. The Department's

needs for long-term research. This required
"careful management" of the Department's
"scientific portfolio," balancing basic and
applied research needs. In addition, the

redirected national security mission there-

Department hoped to maintain the Nation's

fore concentrated on nonproliferation,
safe dismantlement of nuclear weapons,
and maintenance of the stockpile without
nuclear testing.

global technical leadership through longterm, systematic reform of science and
mathematics education.

Environmental Quality. The strategic
plan stated that the Department's greatest
challenge was to eliminate the risks and
imminent threats posed. by past departmental activities and decisions. Noting

Science and technology were indeed the
linchpin uniting the Department and its
various businesses around a common theme.
Science and technology, the strategic plan
noted, provided the "core competencies" that
enabled all of the Department's businesses to

the Clinton Administration's commitment
to "honoring the Government's obligation"

succeed in their missions. Clearly, as Secretary
O'Leary put it, the Department possessed

in addressing nuclear weapons complex
cleanup and high-level nuclear waste
from nuclear power plants, the Department promised to reduce environmental,
safety, and health risks while developing
technologies and institutions required
for solving domestic and global environ-

"extraordinary scientific and technical talent
and resources." These included 30,000
scientists and engineers, fifty-eight of whom,
the strategic plan pointed out, were Nobel
Prize winners, employed at nine major multiprogram laboratories, ten single-purpose
laboratories, eleven smaller special-mission

mental problems.

laboratories, and a wide range of special user
facilities. Capital value of the laboratories
was $30 billion, with annual departmental

Science and Technology. With the Nation's
yshifting from long-

of $7 billion for research and
icreeal
itery and
term
and basic
research texpenditures
to short-termdelomn.Tirpestdnaly1
andimpovemnt,development. This represented nearly 10
prodct dvelpmen
percent of total federal research and developvemenit,
lopjetd
ic plan
pherou
the strategic
projectedimthe necessity
ment spending. In essence, the Department
not only to help industry compete effecwas a scientific and technological agency.
to meet the
also dmet
r-term but as
Reotively in the neartent

Industrial
Competitiveness
Science &
Technology

Energy
Resources
Science &
National
Security

Energy
Resources
Technology

Defense
Programs

Environmental
Restoration
Environmental

Quality
The Department Has Fundamentally Reoriented

Its Business

Lines For The Benefit of The Nation.

Strategic plan graphic illustrating centrality of science and technology in integrating the Department's
Source: Fueling a Competitive Economy: Strategic Plan, April 1994
business activities.
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As the Department's new mission statement
declared, the Department contributed to
the welfare of the Nation by providing
"technical information" and a "scientific

The strategic planning process was a major
step in this direction. The strategic plan
envisioned a "new" Department of Energy
with "new priorities and a sense of purpose,

and educational foundation."

a new vigilance, and a culture and values

Finally, for O'Leary and her strategic planners,
the way business was conducted was as crucial

that will bear no resemblance to the previous
301
organization that grew out of the Cold War."

. Edbwasig
a"coinathewaureothe
business
as the nature of the business. Embracing "continuous quality improvement," the strategic plan
identified four critical "success factors" for

If the long-term shape and scope of the
Department remained as yet uncertain and
still evolving, there was obviously no lacking
ing
of
n la.W
sf
vind ahee

the operation of the Department's businesses:

of vision and a sense of the future. While the

1) communicating information and building
tru)t othnitingtheormaation and uitg
trust both within the organization and with

should forget its history and where it came

stakeholders and customers, 2) focusing on
people as the Department's most important
resource by providing employee training,

Department of Energy neither could nor
from, there was
mnt

little doubt that the Depart-

was leve

deun that t

wa.

ment could never return to what it was.

rewarding performance, and promoting
workforce diversity, 3) ensuring the safety
and health of workers and the public, and
protecting and restoring the environment,
and 4) managing materials and operations

more cost-effectively to give the Department
greater flexibility Above all, the Department

needed to be customer oriented. The Department needed, O'Leary asserted, the "advice
and thinking" of the broad array of stake3 00

holders and customers.

WHITHER THE DEPARTMENT?
For the Department of Energy, the first yearand-a-half with a new administration and
a new secretary had been an active one.
Change was clearly the watchword. As the
chart at Secretary O'Leary's initial budget
briefing in April 1993 declared in big, bold
letters: "We Changed our Priorities." Decadesold functions and activities descended through
both of the Department's traditions underwent

intense scrutiny to determine if they were
still needed and helpful in the new post-Cold
War world. Some were found wanting. Others
emerged reformed and revitalized. According

to many observers, a greater sense of departmental unity and purpose began to appear.
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CHRONOLOGY

DATE

EVENT

June 29, 1973

President Nixon establishes the Energy Policy Office.

October 6, 1973

The Yom Kippur War breaks out in the Mideast.

October 17, 1973

The Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries declares
an oil embargo.

November 7, 1973

President Nixon launches Project Independence.

December 4, 1973

The Federal Energy Office replaces the Energy Policy Office.
William Simon is named Administrator.

May 7, 1974

President Nixon signs the Federal Administration Act of 1974.

The Federal Energy Administration replaces the Federal Energy Office.
August 9, 1974

Gerald R. Ford becomes President.

October 11, 1974

President Ford signs the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974. The Atomic

Energy Commission is abolished. The Energy Research and Development
Administration, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and Energy Resources
Council are established.
November 25, 1974

President Ford appoints Frank Zarb as Administrator, Federal Energy

Administration.
January 19, 1975

The Energy Research and Development Administration is activated.
President Ford appoints Robert C. Seamans, Jr., as Administrator.

December 22, 1975

President Ford signs the Energy Policy and Conservation Act, extending

oil price controls into 1979, mandating automobile fuel economy
standards, and authorizing creation of a strategic petroleum reserve.
January 20, 1977

Jimmy Carter is inaugurated President.

February 2, 1977

President Carter signs the Emergency Natural Gas Act of 1977.

February 7, 1977

John F O'Leary is named Administrator, Federal Energy Administration.

April 18, 1977

President Carter announces National Energy Plan in his first major
energy speech.

August 4, 1977

President Carter signs the Department of Energy Organization Act.

The Federal Energy Administration and Energy Research and Development Administration are abolished.
August 5, 1977

James R. Schlesinger is sworn in as first Secretary of Energy.

October 1, 1977

The Department of Energy is activated.
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November 9, 1978

President Carter signs the National Energy Act, which includes the

National Energy Conservation Policy Act, the Powerplant and Industrial
Fuel Use Act, the Public Utilities Regulatory Policy Act, the Energy Tax
Act, and the Natural Gas Policy Act.
January 16, 1979

Shah flees Iran.

March 28, 1979

An accident occurs at the Three Mile Island nuclear power plant.

April 5, 1979

President Carter, responding to growing energy shortages, announces
gradual decontrol of oil prices and proposes windfall profits tax.

June 20, 1979

President Carter announces program to increase the Nation's use of solar
energy, including solar development bank and increased funds for solar
energy research and development.

July 10, 1979

President Carter proclaims a national energy supply shortage and

establishes temperature restrictions in nonresidential buildings.
July 15, 1979

President Carter declares energy to be the immediate test of ability to
unite the Nation and proposes $88 billion decade-long effort to enhance
production of synthetic fuels from coal and shale oil reserves.

August 24, 1979

Charles W. Duncan, Jr., is sworn in as Secretary of Energy.

October 1, 1979

Secretary Duncan announces the reorganization of the Department of

Energy to manage programs by technologies or fuels.
June 30, 1980

President Carter signs the Energy Security Act, consisting of six major

acts: U.S. Synthetic Fuels Corporation Act, Biomass Energy and Alcohol
Fuels Act, Renewable Energy Resources Act, Solar Energy and Energy
Conservation Act and Solar Energy and Energy Conservation Bank Act,
Geothermal Energy Act, and Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion Act.
January 20, 1981

Ronald Reagan is inaugurated President.

January 23, 1981

James B. Edwards is sworn in as Secretary of Energy.

January 28, 1981

President Reagan signs Executive Order 12287, which provides for the

decontrol of crude oil and refined petroleum products.
February 18, 1981

President Reagan presents "America's New Beginning: A Program for
Economic Recovery" to Congress.

February 25, 1981

Secretary Edwards announces a major reorganization of the Department
of Energy to improve management and increase emphasis on research,

development, and production.
February 25, 1981

Secretary Edwards creates the Energy Policy Task Force.

July 17, 1981

The Department of Energy releases third national energy policy plan,
Securing America's Energy Future: The National Energy Policy Plan.

October 8, 1981

The Reagan Administration announces a nuclear energy policy that

anticipates the establishment of a facility for the storage of high-level
radioactive waste and lifts the ban on commercial reprocessing of
nuclear fuel.
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February 1982

Secretary Edwards sends to Congress'the Sunset Review, a comprehensive
review of each departmental program required by the Department of
Energy Organization Act of 1977.

April 5, 1982

Secretary Edwards announces placement of the 250-millionth barrel
of oil in the Strategic Petroleum Reserve.

May 24, 1982

President Reagan proposes legislation transferring most responsibilities
of the Department of Energy to the Department of Commerce.

November 11, 1982

Donald Paul Hodel is sworn in as Secretary of Energy.

January 7, 1983

President Reagan signs the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, the
Nation's first comprehensive nuclear waste legislation.

July 21, 1983

President Reagan endorses the Alternative Financing Plan and restates
his support for Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant Project.

October 4, 1983

President Reagan presents the fourth National Energy Policy Plan,

with a goal of fostering an adequate supply of energy at reasonable
costs, to Congress.
October 7, 1983

The Department of Energy establishes the Office of Civilian Radioactive
Waste Management.

October 26, 1983

The Senate refuses to continue funding the Clinch River Breeder
Reactor, effectively terminating the project.

January 20, 1984

Secretary Hodel announces a reorganization plan to improve the

management of programs critical to the Nation's energy security
May 8, 1984

Secretary Hodel gives the Nuclear Power Assembly his assessment
of the state of the nuclear power industry and urges action on the
administration's proposed nuclear plant licensing reform bill.

October 25, 1984

The National Coal Council is established to advise both government

and industry on ways to improve cooperation in areas of coal research,
production, transportation, marketing, and use.
January 3, 1985

Secretary Hodel transmits the natural gas report to Congress, urging

comprehensive deregulation.
February 7, 1985

John S. Herrington is sworn in as Secretary of Energy.

September 18, 1985

Secretary Herrington consolidates the Department's environment,

safety, and health activities under a newly created assistant secretary
November 13, 1985

Secretary Herrington outlines his five-point strategy to help revitalize
the Nation's nuclear industry in speech before joint meeting of the
Atomic Industrial Forum and the American Nuclear Society.

February 24, 1986

Technical safety appraisals begin for more than fifty Department
of Energy facilities in eleven states.

March 26, 1986

The fifth National Energy Policy Plan, outlining continued goal of an
adequate supply of energy available at a reasonable cost, is submitted
to Congress.

April 3, 1986

Successful reactor safety tests are conducted at Experimental Breeder
Reactor (EBR-II) in Idaho.
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April 10, 1986

Secretary Herrington asks Congress to open access to interstate natural
gas pipelines and lift all remaining controls on natural gas prices.

April 26, 1986

A Soviet nuclear reactor accident occurs at Chernobyl.

May 14, 1986

Secretary Herrington requests the NAS/NAE to make an independent

safety assessment of the Department of Energy's eleven major production
and research reactors.
May 28, 1986

Three candidate sites are selected for first high-level nuclear
waste repository

Sept. 24-29, 1986

Secretary Herrington leads U.S. delegation to a special session of the
IAEA General Conference in Vienna, Austria, to discuss measures to

strengthen international cooperation in nuclear safety and radiological
protection in aftermath of Chernobyl.
January 30, 1987

Secretary Herrington announces President Reagan's approval of construc-

tion of the superconducting super collider (SSC), the world's largest and
most advanced particle accelerator.
February 18, 1987

The Department of Energy report, America's Clean Coal Commitment,

catalogs thirty-seven projects underway or planned for clean coal
demonstration facilities.
March 17, 1987

The Department of Energy report, Energy Security, outlines the Nation's

increasing dependence on foreign oil.
April 1, 1987

The Department of Energy issues an invitation for site proposals for

the superconducting super collider.
July 28-29, 1987

President Reagan announces an eleven-point super-conductivity initiative

at Federal Conference on Commercial Applications of Superconductivity
sponsored jointly by the Department of Energy and the White House

Office of Science and Technology Policy.
October 1, 1987

The Department of Energy celebrates its tenth anniversary.

December 22, 1987

Congress approves amendment designating Yucca Mountain, Nevada,

as the only site to be considered for high-level nuclear waste repository.
January 19, 1988

Secretary Herrington announces seven "best qualified" sites for the
superconducting super collider located in Arizona, Colorado, Illinois,
Michigan, North Carolina, Tennessee, and Texas.

August 3, 1988

Secretary Herrington announces decision to build two new production
reactors: a heavy water reactor at the Savannah River Plant and a modular
high temperature gas-cooled reactor to be located at the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory

August 23, 1988

President Reagan signs omnibus trade bill that repeals windfall profits tax.

November 10, 1988

Secretary Herrington designates the Texas site for the superconducting
super collider.

January 12, 1989

White House releases 2010 Report, projecting requirements for

maintaining and modernizing.the nuclear weapons production
complex through the year 2010.
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January 20, 1989

George Bush is inaugurated President.

March 9, 1989

James D. Watkins is sworn in as Secretary of Energy

March 23, 1989

Scientists at the University of Utah announce discovery of cold

fusion, drawing immediate world wide attention.
June 6, 1989

The Justice Department announces an investigation into possible
violations of federal environmental laws at Rocky Flats.

June 27, 1989

Watkins announces a ten-point plan to strengthen environmental
protection and waste management activities at the Department's
production, research, and testing facilities.

July 6, 1989
-

July 26, 1989

Nevada Governor Robert Miller signs a bill declaring storage of
high-level radioactive waste in .the state to be illegal.
President Bush directs the Department to develop a comprehensive
national energy policy plan.

August 1, 1989

Watkins announces the completion of the five-year cleanup plan to
"characterize and prioritize" waste cleanups at departmental sites.

September 29, 1989

Watkins establishes the Modernization Review Committee to review

the assumptions and recommendations of the 2010 Report.
November 9, 1989

Watkins establishes the Office of Environmental Restoration and
Waste Management within the Department.

November 28, 1989

The Department announces a new high-level waste management

plan and requests the Justice Department to file suit to obtain
necessary permits for the Yucca Mountain repository
August 2, 1990

Iraq invades and seizes Kuwait, creating a major international crisis.

August 15, 1990

Secretary Watkins announces plans to increase oil production
and decrease consumption to counter Iraqi-Kuwaiti oil losses.

November 21, 1990

President Bush declares the end of the Cold War as relations ease
with the Soviet Union.

December 21, 1990

Watkins presents the National Energy Strategy to President Bush.

January 11, 1991

The IEA Governing Board agrees to a contingency plan combining
a stockdraw with demand restraint measures to prevent sharp oil
price increases in the event of war.

January 16-17, 1991

United Nations coalition forces launch Operation Desert Storm

when Saddam Hussein refuses to withdraw from Kuwait.
January 28, 1991

The Department obtains an administrative land withdrawal from
the Department of Interior, giving the Department full control over
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP).

February 7, 1991

The Complex Reconfiguration Committee, formerly the Modernization
Review Board, releases its recommendations for a reconfigured weapons
complex, Complex-21.
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February 20, 1991

President Bush presents the Department's National Energy Strategy
to Congress and the American people.

March 4, 1991

Secretary Watkins transmits the Administration's energy bill to

the House and Senate.
July 31, 1991

President Bush signs the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty

(START), which will reduce nuclear weapon stockpiles to
6,000 "accountable" warheads.

September 27, 1991

President Bush announces additional unilateral cuts in the nuclear
weapon arsenal.

January 31, 1992

A federal judge rules administrative land withdrawal for WIPP invalid.

May 10, 1992

Secretary Watkins testifies before the Senate Armed Services Committee

that for the first time since 1945, the United States is not building any
nuclear weapons.
June 1992

Representatives from many nations attend the Earth Summit in

Rio de-Janeiro.
September 1992

Congress votes to impose nine-month moratorium on nuclear
weapons testing.

October 24, 1992

President Bush signs the Energy Policy Act of 1992, which assists

the implementation of the National Energy Strategy.
October 30, 1992

President Bush signs the wipp Land Withdrawal Act.

November 3, 1992

William Clinton is elected president.

January 22, 1993

Hazel R. O'Leary is sworn in as Secretary of Energy.

February 17, 1993

President Clinton reveals his economic recovery plan in his State

of the Union message.
April 2, 1993

Secretary O'Leary reorganizes the Department by missions: energy,
weapons and waste cleanup, and science and technology.

April 21, 1993

President Clinton announces that the United States will stabilize
greenhouse gas emissions at 1990 levels by the year 2000.

July 3, 1993

President Clinton extends the nuclear weapons testing moratorium

for at least fifteen months.
October 1993
October 19, 1993

Congress votes to terminate the superconducting super collider.
President Clinton and Vice President Gore unveil The Climate Change

Action Plan, emphasizing voluntary measures to stabilize greenhouse
gas emissions.
December 7, 1993

Secretary O'Leary announces her "openness initiative."

January 3, 1994

The Human Radiation Interagency Working Group tasked with
coordinating the search for human experimentation records holds
its first meeting.

April 1994

Secretary O'Leary releases strategic plan for the Department.
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SECRETARIES
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Charles W Duncan
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John Deutch
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APPENDIX 2
THE INSTITUTIONAL ORIGINS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY.

Federal Power Commission
(1920)

Manhattan Engineer District

(1942-1946)
Executive Office of the President
Energy Policy Office (1973)

.

Federal Energy Office 2

Atomic Energy Commission

(1973)

(1947-1974)

Federal Energy Administration
(1974-1977)

Energy Research and
Development Administration 3
(1975-1977)

Department of Energy4

(1977-)

INCLUDES
Special Energy Office (1973)
National Energy Office (1973)
2 Treasury-Energy Office
Interior-

Oil Import Administration
Petroleum Allocation
Energy Conservation
Energy Data and Analysis
Oil and Gas

Cost of Living Council-Energy Division
Internal Revenue Service-Enforcement of Allocation
and Pricing Regulations

Nuclear Regulatory
Commission
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___

Federal Energy Regulatory
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3 Interior-

Office of Coal Research
Bureau of Mines-Energy Research Centers
Environmental Protection Agency-Research, Development
and Demonstration of Innovative Automotive Systems
National Science Foundation
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4 Agriculture-REA Loans
Commerce-Voluntary Industrial Conservation

Defense-Petroleum and Shale Reserves
Interstate Commerce Commission-Oil Pipeline Regulation
Securities and Exchange Commission-Electric Utility Merger
Department of Housing and Urban Development-

Thermal Efficiency Standards
Department of Transportation-Fuel Efficiency Standards
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APPENDIX 5 - A
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY BUDGET REQUESTS

FY 1980, FY 1985, FY 1990, FY 1995
(in millions of dollars)

19801

1985

1990

1995

3810

2409

2375

3400

Basic Science (includes SSC)

474

746

1169

1337

Conservation Grants

328

252 .

8

325

Direct Energy Production (includes SPR)

157

1332

1134

1091

3022

7806

7882

5630

Energy Research and Development

Defense
Defense Waste (Environmental Management)

-2

_2

1145

6521

ES&H and Related Functions

-2

_2

125

169

-

328

740

533

Regulation and Information

323

114

197

103

Policy, Management, and Miscellaneous

308

219

265

285

-391

-49

-9413

12815

14991

18453

Nuclear Waste Repository

Adjustments
Total, DOE Budget Requests

8422

1 First

DOE Budget request as a comprehensive document and not as a combination of requests
of predecessor agencies.

2 No figures available. Amounts subsumed in other categories.

3 Use of prior year balances and other adjustments.
Source: Department of Energy, FY 1980 Budget to Congress: Budget Highlights (Washington: DOE/CR004); Department of Energy, FY 1985 Budget Highlights (Washington: DOE/MA-0062/2);
Department of Energy, Fiscal Year 1990 Budget Highlights (Washington: DoE/MA-0357);
Department of Energy, FY 1995 Budget Highlights (Washington: DoE/CR-0019).
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DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY BUDGET REQUESTS
ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

FY 1980, FY 1985, FY 1990, FY 1995
(in millions of dollars)

1980'

1985

1990

1995

796

273

165

483

-

-

325

37

Solar

597

164

71

301

Geothermal

111

27

15

37

18

1

364

483

349

373

Nuclear Fission

1037

618

353

248

Environmental

278

228

271

435

Basic Energy

276

480

590

741

Conservation

227

148

88

685

Other

106

40

148

59

-

-53

-

-

2375

3400

Energy Research and Development
Fossil
Clean Coal
-

Hydroelectric

Fusion

Savings from Management Initiatives

Total, Energy Research and Development
First

DOE

3810

2409

1

-

Budget request as a comprehensive document and not as a combination of requests

of predecessor agencies.
Source: Department of Energy, FY 1980 Budget to Congress: Budget Highlights (Washington: DOE/cR004); Department of Energy, FY 1985 Budget Highlights (Washington: DOE/MA-0062/2);
Department of Energy, Fiscal Year 1990 Budget Highlights (Washington: DOE/MA-0357);
Department of Energy, FY 1995 Budget Highlights (Washington: DOE/CR-0019).
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